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Abstract
A low threshold, efficient optical parametric oscillator (OPO) based on the material 
Potassium Titanyl Phosphate (KTP) and pumped by a diode-laser-pumped, Q-switched 
Nd:YLF laser has been demonstrated and investigated. This all-solid-state device was 
operated in a non-critical phase match (NCPM) geometry converting the 1 )am pump light 
to output wavelengths of 1,54 and 3.28 [xm, and has potential as an ‘eyesafe’ laser 
source with scaling to higher powers. A major contributing factor to the success of this 
work was the extension of the steady state theory of the singly resonant OPO to include 
the build-up time effects that are dominant in the pulsed regime.
A number of diode pumped lasers were constructed, allowing a comparison to be made 
between side- and end-pumping geometries, and also between the materials Nd: YAG and 
Nd:YLF. The end-pumping geometry in conjunction with the higher absorption and 
longer upper state lifetime in Nd: YLF made it the design of choice for the case of low 
pump pulse energies ('- 1 2  mJ at 797 nm). Anamorphic expansion of the laser mode in 
the plane parallel to the diode laser junction was employed to achieve TEMqo operation of 
this laser. Subsequent Q-switching with a polariser and LiNbOg Pockels cell combination 
produced 2.2 mJ at 1.047 |xm in an 18 ns pulse. Investigation of the dynamic loss of the 
Q-switch (which is due to the elasto-optic effect) allowed improvement of laser 
performance.
The established model for a pulsed singly resonant OPO which describes the case for a 
plane-plane resonator was inappropriate in this work and so the steady state focused 
beam theory was extended to include time dependence. Fair agreement was found 
between the computer model and the experimental results, where the effects of pump and 
signal focusing, and output coupling were investigated.
The high conversion efficiency of 30% for converting the 1 pm pump light to the eyesafe 
wavelength of 1.54 pm is superior to the present alternative source of the Er:glass laser. 
Pump energy thresholds of less than 0.5 mJ were obtained, along with internal 
conversions approaching 50 %. An empirical relation describing pump depletion was 
derived which showed good agreement with experiment.
A high resolution investigation of the spectral properties of the OPO identified the roles of 
resonant reflection and doubly resonant behaviour on the mode structure of the output. 
The former suggests a way in which single mode operation could be achieved without the 
use of additional intracavity elements, or a seeding source.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Why are tunable, coherent light sources required ?
Spectroscopy has for a long time been one of the most powerful analytical tools 
available for probing matter and gaining information about the world in which we live. 
By examining the absorption and emission properties of atoms and molecules, we can 
attempt to experimentally verify theories of atomic structure. As different species have 
resonances at different frequencies, a light source is required which provides access to 
the range of wavelengths of interest. This can be achieved with appropriate arc lamps 
and filtering of the effective black-body radiation, but these sources are only capable of 
producing a limited amount of power per unit wavelength per unit area per steradian. In 
order to provide higher resolution in the spectroscopic measurements a source of 
greater intensity is required. This boost was given originally when Schawlow and 
Townes [1] proposed the extension of maser techniques, by which intense, coherent 
radiation is produced in the microwave region of the spectrum, to the infrared and 
visible regions. The first 'optical maser', or laser, was successfully demonstrated in 
1960 [2] by Maiman when a ruby rod was optically pumped by the emission from a 
flashlamp to produce an intense, coherent pulse of light with a wavelength of 694.3 nm. 
This starting point led to the diverse and world wide exploitation of laser technology 
that is available today.
Spectroscopy is only one of the uses to which light, particularly laser light, is put. Other 
uses, which may in effect involve spectroscopic techniques, include examination of 
combustion diagnostics, remote sensing, photochemistry, semiconductor studies, 
optical pumping, laser marking and welding systems, laser radar, communications (both 
in fibres and space), medicine including ophthalmology, dentistry and laser surgery [3- 
9]. The list is almost endless and is being extended continuously. However, most of the 
applications mentioned require, as well as a minimum amount of power, either a 
specific wavelength or a range of wavelengths. As laser emission tends to be due to an 
electronic transition in the outer shell of some atomic or molecular system, the emission 
tends to be of single frequency and at a specific wavelength which may not be suitable 
for the application in mind. It is therefore desirable to be able to produce the high 
intensity emission from lasers over a range of wavelengths. Some techniques which 
allow generation of frequency shifted or tunable output are discussed in the next 
section.
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1.2 How can tunable light be obtained ?
Techniques for achieving the high intensity and coherence properties available from 
lasers in a tunable source can be split into two main areas ; the tunability is provided : 
1 ) by the laser itself, or 2 ) by some non-linear optical technique which maintains, and 
even relies on, the coherence of the original laser.
If the levels between which the laser transition occurs are almost continuous manifolds 
due to broadening of vibrational and rotational sublevels by interaction with the host 
then absorption and emission spectra can be very wide (10s to 100s of nm). One of the 
traditional ways to obtain a tunable output is the use of an organic dye dissolved in a 
suitable solvent [9]. A large number of such dyes are available over the range 300 - 
1200 nm, with tunability from each dye restricted to a few 100s of nm or less. The short 
upper state lifetime (~ ns) precludes energy storage and effectively limits the use of 
dyes to the cw and short pulse regimes where pulses of a few 1 0 s of femtoseconds have 
been generated, e.g.[10]. Dyes have a number of disadvantages. As well as the limited 
spectral coverage mentioned above, exposure to the intense light fields involved results 
in degradation of the dye and so the dye must be replaced on a regular basis. This 
requires the operator to be exposed to messy, harmful chemicals.
An alternative technique for obtaining tunable output is that of the colour centre laser. 
If an alkali-halide crystal is treated in a certain way (e.g. electron bombardment) then 
the resulting removal of electrons or atoms from the lattice results in the creation of 
defect centres. These defect, or colour, centres act like a particle in a box with lower 
transition energies (i.e. longer wavelengths) than the dyes mentioned above. The wide 
bandwidths of these systems are suitable for ultrashort pulse generation, especially 
around the technologically im portant wavelength of 1.55 |xm [11]. A major 
disadvantage of these systems is that they generally have to operated in dewars at 
cryogenic temperatures.
Recently there has been substantial interest in the use of so called 'vibronic lasers' 
which are created by the doping of a transition metal ion into a suitable crystal host. 
The strong coupling of the outer shell 3d electrons with the crystal field results in 
broadening of the vibrational levels to produce a wide bandwidth of absorption and 
emission [12], which in the case of the Ti3+:Al2 0 3  (Tirsapphire) laser stretches from 
around 650 nm up to 1100 nm [13]. This laser system has been used to produce the 
shortest pulses obtained directly from a laser at approx. 12 fs. Two other vibronic lasers 
of current interest consist of Cr doped in either LiCaAlFô or LiSrAlFg [14]. The 
tunability of these lasers is not as great as that obtained with the Tiisapphire system 
mentioned above, at around 700 - 900 nm, but the absorption at 650 nm is accessible 
for diode pumping which may result in more activity with these lasers as the diode laser 
technology improves. These solid-state lasers have the advantages over dyes and colour
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centres that they are robust, can operate at room temperature and do not chemically 
degrade.
However, although we have seen from the examples above (there are others) that 
tunable output can be obtained directly from lasers, the region of the spectrum that can 
be covered by any individual source is limited, and more importantly, is fixed in a 
particular region of the spectrum. In order to be able to obtain laser light in regions of 
the spectrum where no lasing transition exists we turn to some of the techniques of non­
linear optics.
A number of non-linear techniques are available which allow frequency shifting of an 
input laser beam, e.g. stimulated Raman scattering, harmonic generation, sum and 
difference frequency mixing, and optical parametric amplification and oscillation. In 
Raman scattering, the input pump field is shifted by a discrete amount which is equal to 
the energy difference between two vibrational levels. This technique can be made to be 
efficient, in fact a conversion efficiency of 80 % has been reported [15]. Harmonic 
generation increases the frequency by an amount depending on which harmonic is 
generated. Equally sum and difference frequency generation can also alter the 
frequency of the pump laser. Any of these processes can be made more efficient by 
resonant enhancement, but in order to obtain a tunable output one of the input beams is 
generally required to be tunable. This does allow regions of the spectrum to be accessed 
which may not normally have been available, but perhaps at the expense of complexity.
Optical parametric amplification (or generation) and oscillation allow a tunable output 
where only one input frequency is required. In parametric generation, an intense pump 
beam is incident on a non-linear crystal and different frequencies, as determined by 
phase-matching considerations, build up from parametric noise. The resulting cone of 
generated wavelengths can be spatially filtered to produce a desired output. However, if 
the gain is not sufficient, only a small amount of power will be produced in the 
parametrically generated waves. By placing the non-linear crystal in a resonant cavity, 
an optical parametric oscillator can result where resonance of one or both of the 
generated waves enhances their growth and allows more control of their spatial and 
spectral properties. The optical parametric oscillator is the main topic of this thesis and 
in the next section we introduce some of its properties along with a brief history and 
some more recent results.
1.3 The OPO : a brief history
In an OPO, one can think of an incident high frequency photon (pump) being split into 
two lower frequency photons (referred to here as signal and idler), where the 
conversion is mediated by the non-linear susceptibility of the non-linear crystal 
involved. This situation is show schematically in fig. 1.1, and is described in more
detail in chapter 2 .
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(2)
fig. 1.1 Schematic of an OPO
When the pump is incident on the crystal it couples with the vacuum fluctuations at the 
signal and idler frequencies (sometimes referred to as parametric noise) and transfers 
power to these fields. The pump can interact with any two frequencies which satisfy the 
energy conservation relation given by
0)p = 0), + Û), (1.3.1)
However, only the fields which also satisfy the momentum conservation relation given
(1.3.2)
will receive an appreciable amount of gain. As the wavevector is affected by the 
refractive indices, by controlling the refractive indices we can control the frequencies 
which will see maximum gain and hence tune the output wavelengths. As most of the 
crystals which are used 2 nd order non-linear experiments are also anisotropic, the 
refractive indices can be controlled by a number of means, usually by adjusting the 
angle of propagation into the crystal, or the crystal temperature.
Resonating the signal and/or idler enhances these fields in the cavity and increases the 
conversion from the pump field. We now present a brief history of the OPO, with more 
emphasis on recent work of note.
Optical parametric gain was first observed by Wang and Racette [16] back in 1965, 
closely followed by the first demonstration of an OPO by Giordmaine and Miller [17]. 
The success of this first device was aided by earlier work on second harmonic 
generation where the concept of phase matching [18] was recognised, and the 
importance of focusing [19], double refraction [20], and resonant cavities [21] were all 
investigated. The early devices used mainly LiNbOg or KDP, and the theoretical basis 
developed swiftly. Summaries of the early theoretical work and devices can be found in 
a number of review articles [22,23,24]. An excellent summary of early devices can be 
found in ref [25] and for this reason, and brevity, a review of the work of that period is 
not presented here.
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Although the theoretical predictions were very promising, until recently the poor optical 
quality and low optical damage thresholds of non-linear crystals have resulted in OPOs 
not living up to their high expectations. The recent revival in OPOs has been fuelled by 
new and improved materials (e.g. MgOLiNbOg, AgGaSe2 , Ba2 B0 4  and LiB3 0 5 )[2 6 - 
29] and crystal growth techniques. The other major factor in OPO development has 
been the development of new pump sources, such as excimer [30] and laser diode 
pumped solid-state lasers [31]. These improvements have led to new horizons and 
applications for the new breed of OPOs, such as laser ranging, airborne 
communications, lidar, and spectroscopy, which were not open to the relatively 
unstable, inefficient OPOs of the past.
A short review of some more recent work is now presented. This introduces the context 
within which the work presented in this thesis can be set.
Most of the early work on OPOs concerned the use of pulsed IR lasers with tunable 
output in the near IR. Today, with suitable choice of non-linear material and pump 
laser, virtually any wavelength in the range near UV to 4.5 pm is available, with likely 
extension out to 10 pm and beyond. Pulsed lasers are still used in a fair proportion of 
situations, but output is now available in the ps and fs temporal regimes, as is true cw 
output. Due to the photon pair generation of the signal and idler outputs, OPOs are also 
being pursued as sources of squeezed light. As can be seen from the quick summary 
above, a large amount of effort is presently been put into development of OPOs and so 
the short review to follow is only intended to present some of the highlights and give a 
flavour of the variety and range of work being undertaken.
The renaissance of the OPO has, in the main, been materials led. In the time scale of ns 
pulsed OPOs, a major advance was the attainment of high quality crystals of the 
organic material urea. A continuous tuning range of 0.5-1.23 pm when pumping with 
the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser was achieved by Tang and co-workers [32], 
while when pumping with a XeCl excimer laser at 308 nm, Ebrahimzadeh et al 
demonstrated a peak efficiency of 65 % for 90^ phase matching [33]. Despite the high 
single shot damage limit, urea suffered from long term damage problems and was 
superseded by p- BaB2 0 4  (BBO), one of a host of borate crystals developed by Chen 
and co-workers at the Fujian Institute for Materials Research, China [34]. When 
pumped with the 4th harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser at 266 nm, a BBO OPO was made to 
tune over the range 0.3-2.5 pm, though this required the use of more than one set of 
mirrors [35], while with a single set of mirrors tuning from 415 nm to 2.5 pm was 
achieved when pumping with the NdiYAG third harmonic. The second of the borates to 
emerge from Chen's group at Fujian was LiBgOg (LBO). This crystal has a smaller non- 
linearity and birefringence than BBO, but has a higher damage threshold, shorter UV 
transparency and can exhibit non-critical phase matching. Tuning has been obtained
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throughout the range 372 nm to 1.8 pm when pumped with a XeCl excimer laser [36], 
making use of type II and non-critical phase matching. Pumping with the 3rd and 4th 
harmonics of a NdiYAG laser have allowed tuning over the range 540 nm to 1.03 pm 
for 355 nm pumping [37] and low threshold, non-critically phase matched output at 314 
nm and 1.74 pm for 266 nm pumping [38].
KTi0 P0 4  (KTP) has been another material which has found wide spread applications. 
It is the material of choice for doubling 1 pm radiation and has been used in a number 
of OPO set ups. It also has excellent potential as a converter of 1 pm  light to the 
eyesafe region of 1.54 pm in an all-solid-state configuration, as demonstrated in this 
work, and elsewhere, researchers at Fibertek achieved an impressive 64 % pump 
depletion [39]. Unfortunately, its IR transmission does not extend to 4.5 pm as 
originally thought, but an isomorph of KTP, KTi0 As0 4  (KTA) [40], which has a 
transmission out to 5 pm is currently under investigation for use in OPOs to provide 
tunable light in the technologically important region of 3-5 pm. Other materials offer 
the promise of tunability further out into the IR. AgGaSe2  has produced tunable output 
continuously over the range 2.5-12 pm [41]. Similar performance is also available with 
AgGaS2  [42]. Parametric superradiance in ZnGeP2  and GaSe has produced output in 
the ranges 4-10 and 3.5-18 pm respectively when pumped with a 2.94 pm Er:YAG 
laser [43].
The broad linewidth of the output obtained from OPOs can be a problem in some 
applications. This area has been tackled by a number of groups with single longitudinal 
mode outputs obtained by intra-cavity methods either by using grazing incidence 
gratings [44] or by insertion of étalons [45]. Injection seeding is another useful 
technique, where a system which uses the output of one single frequency OPO to seed a 
higher power OPO is now available as a commercial product [46].
Although OPOs pumped by ns pulsed lasers were the most common form of OPO in 
the early experiments and are still a focus of current research, the temporal regime has 
been extended somewhat in recent years. OPOs pumped by modelocked lasers have the 
advantage that the high peak pump powers available can produce high gains while at 
the same time the damage thresholds of non-linear crystals are higher for these short 
pulses. Synchronous pumping of a KTP OPO with 70 ps pulses was demonstrated [47] 
and a reported tuning range of 0.6-4 prh was achieved when pumping with the 2nd 
harmonic of a mode-locked Nd:YLF laser [48]. Notable performance has been achieved 
with mode-locked diode pumped laser sources where 79 % pump depletion has been 
achieved with a singly resonant device utilising KTP [49], while temperature tuned 
LBO has been made to tune over the range 0.65-2.65 pm [50].
The use of short pulses was taken one step further with the advent of femtosecond 
lasers. A number of femtosecond OPO systems have been demonstrated recently, and
6
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research in this area is currently a ‘hot topic'. Of particular note is the pioneering work 
of the groups led by van Driel and Tang with both externally pumped and intracavity 
operation demonstrated, and even intracavity doubling of the OPO output [51-53]. To 
date, only KTP has been used in these systems, but other materials are sure to follow.
In the opposite time extreme work has progressed on cw OPOs. These lasers have 
developed from the unstable, intermittent operation of the early experiments to the 
achievement of true cw operation. Byer's work using the second harmonic of a 
monolithic MISER diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser achieved low thresholds with doubly 
resonant monolithic MgOrLiNbOs OPOs [54], and the same group has recently 
announced the achievement of cw singly resonant operation using KTP. Single 
resonance is ensured by the use of an intracavity prism, with an output power of 1.07 W 
at the non-resonant idler for 3.2 W incident [55].
Another area of research which is currently being actively pursued is the use of OPOs 
in quantum optical and squeezing experiments. Operating at degeneracy produces a 
beam of highly correlated subharmonic photons which are quantum noise limited and 
allow experiments to be carried out which were previously impossible [56,57].
1.4 This work
The brief summary above of the work that has been carried out on OPOs demonstrates 
the diversity that the OPO is now capable of. Early optimism was dampened due to 
material shortfalls, but the advances that have taken place in pump lasers and 
particularly in materials has brought the OPO to its current prominence as a practical 
source of tunable, coherent radiation.
The aim of the work described in this thesis was to achieve operation of an OPO using 
the high quality beams that are available from diode pumped solid-state lasers. In 
particular, the low threshold operation of a singly resonant OPO based on KTP pumped 
by the low energy output from a diode pumped Nd:YLF laser demonstrated the 
achievement of that aim. Sub 0.5 mJ thresholds were obtained with internal efficiency 
close to 50 %, with a conversion efficiency to the signal at 1.54 p,m as high as 30 %. 
This efficiency of generation of this 'eyesafe' wavelength is superior to that of the usual 
source of this wavelength, i.e. the Er:glass laser.
The layout of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the theory behind parametric 
interactions and proceeds to the development of a new computer model for the 
calculation of pulsed threshold energies for singly resonant OPOs with focusing of the 
pump and signal, and with allowance being made for pulse build-up time effects. 
Chapter 3 introduces and summaries the properties of the non-linear crystals which 
were considered in this work (these features are also discussed in Appendix A). The
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rough procedure by which a material, KTP, was chosen is presented followed by a 
comparative study of the optical properties of KTP. The properties of some of the other 
materials considered are presented in Appendix A. Chapter 4 describes the advantages 
of using laser diodes as pump sources for solid-state lasers, and goes on to describe the 
lasers built in this work, and their characterisation. Chapter 5 is the main experimental 
chapter, which describes the steps undergone to obtain operation of the OPO, followed 
by description of its threshold, efficiency, spatial and spectral properties. The 
conclusions of this work are presented in chapter 6 , which discusses the achievements 
of this work and prospects for the future. Appendix B lists two of the main computer 
programs developed for the modelling.
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CHAPTER 2
Theory of Parametric Interactions
2.1 Introduction
Shortly after the demonstration by Franken et al [1] that the intense fields available 
from laser sources were of sufficient intensity to produce the second harmonic of the 
incident radiation, a number of authors [2-5] proposed the extension of the technique of 
parametric generation, which was already established in the microwave region [6 ], to 
the optical region. The first experimental observation of parametric gain [7] was 
followed closely by the first demonstration of an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) 
[8 ]. The period following this saw intensive experimental and especially theoretical 
work. Summaries of this early work can be found in a number of review articles [9-12].
This chapter both introduces and extends the background theory which is relevant to the 
operation of a pulsed optical parametric oscillator (OPO). The chapter consists of three 
aspects of the theory. Firstly, the basic theory of OPOs is introduced, in a tutorial 
manner, with regard to parametric amplification and the concepts of phase matching 
and acceptance parameters (spatial and spectral). The effect of interactions between 
focused, gaussian waves is introduced at an early stage as that is the regime of the work 
involved here. The difference between single and double resonance is emphasised with 
regard to steady state threshold calculations and spectral properties. Secondly, an in- 
depth review is presented concerning the earlier model for a pulsed singly resonant 
oscillator (SRO) due to Brosnan and Byer [13]. This model is only directly applicable to 
unfocused beams and so the theory of a SRO involving focused beams, as developed by 
Guha et al [14], is introduced and extended. A computer programme was written which 
reproduced the results of Guha as they applied in this instance. Thirdly, the theory was 
further extended by a computer model which was written to include build-up time 
effects so that the steady state theory of Guha could be used to predict OPO 
performance in the pulsed regime. The theoretical results produced here are compared, 
in chapter 5 , with the experimental results.
Firstly a concise definition of the non-linear susceptibility will be given as there are 
different conventions adopted in the literature relating to this.
2.2 The non-linear susceptibility
When an electromagnetic wave propagates through a dielectric material it induces a 
polarisation. For most electromagnetic waves, where the electric field is considerably
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smaller than the intra-atomic field, the response of the induced polarisation will be 
linear in the electric field, and can be expressed as
P = go%E (2 .2 .1)
where Eq is the permittivity of free space, and % is termed the electrical susceptibility. 
The electrical susceptibility is a frequency dependent, complex quantity, of which the 
real part is related to the refractive index, and the imaginary part is related to the 
absorption properties of the material, and is only significant close to an atomic 
resonance. This is referred to as the regime of linear optics. However, when the 
electromagnetic wave in question has an electric field strength comparable to the intra- 
atomic field, the response to the field can no longer be described by the linear relation 
of (2.2.1). We therefore expand the induced polarisation in powers of E , using a 
perturbative approach [5]. The relation between electric field and polarisation can now 
be expressed as
P = ..... ) (2.2.2)
where %(D, %(^), %(3), etc. are referred to as the first-, second-, third-, etc. order 
susceptibility and are in fact, despite the scalar notation, second, third, fourth, etc. order 
tensors. We adopt the scalar notation as it simplifies the notation, although we always 
bear in mind their tensor properties (this will be resolved more satisfactorily later).Thus 
we naturally refer to the regime where the response of the polarisation to the field is no 
longer linear as non4inear optics. As we are interested in this non-linear response of the 
media, it will prove useful to split the polarisation into linear and non-linear parts. We 
define this as
P = £„;);We  + P ”'' (2.2.3)
The non-linear effects due to the quadratic and cubic response o f the polarisation have 
been widely studied. The quadratic effect which involves the mixing of three 
frequencies gives rise to, amongst others, second harmonic generation, sum and 
difference frequency mixing, and optical rectification. The cubic term gives rise to third 
harmonic generation, Raman scattering, the Kerr effect, phase conjugation, and others. 
In the work described here, we are dealing with materials which possess a substantial 
second order non-linear susceptibility and we can therefore afford to neglect the higher 
order terms which will be considerably weaker.
As there appear to be a few slightly differing conventions adopted in the literature, for 
complete clarity the convention that has been adopted here is now presented. This 
follows the original proposals o f Armstrong et al [5] as extended by Boyd and 
Kleinman [15], with the inclusion of the factor eo such that the units of are mV“L
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The second order non-linear polarisation is therefore defined here as, in tensor notation,
(2.2.4)
The frequency dependence of the non-linear susceptibility is also included, about which 
more will be said shortly. Only materials which are non-centrosymmetric can possess a 
second order non-linearity and therefore the susceptibility is best described by a tensor 
(third order for %(^)). This tensor is seen to obey the symmetry properties of its 
crystalline structure [16], and also some additional symmetries. The fact that 
satisfies permutation symmetry [5] means that the non-linear susceptibility is the same 
regardless of the three frequency mixing process. Additionally, if all three frequencies 
which are involved in the mixing are within the transmission bandwidth of the crystal, 
then according to Kleinman's conjecture [17], is real, independent of frequency and 
invariant to any permutation of the indices ijk.
As the non-linearity is almost invariably determined by second harmonic generation 
(SHG) experiments, it is convenient to express the equations in terms of non-linear 
coefficients, dijk, instead of As these d coefficients obey the same crystal 
symmetry as the piezoelectric coefficients, it is also convenient to use the condensed
notation [16] that is applied to the piezoelectric coefficients. This condensed notation
takes the form
i^jk -
where
/(1,1) = 1 , /(2,2) = 2 , /(3,3) = 3 , /(2,3) = 4 , /(1,3) = 5 , /(1,2) = 6
The non-linear polarisation equations in terms of the d tensor for three frequency 
interactions are now given by [ 1 1 ]
P (6 )J  = eo2(/:E '(G)jE(û)J (2.2.5a)
P(û}2) = £o2û?:E*(û>Je(<Ü3) (2.2.5b)
P(û)3) = £o2^/:E(û)i)E (û)2) (2.2.5c)
where the notation implies a vector sum over the axial components. We can simplify 
matters still further by calculating a coefficient deff which is the net response of the 
non-linearity, taking into account the relations between the E field polarisation vectors 
and the symmetry of the d tensor. An example of how this is done is given in chapter 3. 
The use of deff allows use of scalar notation, which was non-iigorously introduced 
earlier for ease of notation.
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An additional point of note here is with regard to the dispersion of the non-linear 
coefficients. It was noted by R.C.Miller [18] that although the non-linear coefficients 
measured for materials were seen to vary by over two orders of magnitude, 
multiplication of these coefficients by the linear susceptibilities of the three frequencies 
involved resulted in a coefficient, S, which, within a factor of two, was seen to agree for 
all materials. This empirical rule is known as Miller's rule or Miller's delta. This rule has 
helped in the search for new materials in that it basically states that materials with high 
linear susceptibilities should also possess high non-linear susceptibilities. The rule also 
allows for calculation of the non-linear coefficient which is applicable when the 
frequencies that are involved differ from the frequencies involved at which the 
coefficients were reported. This additional factor can be expressed as [19]
M _  N ( ^ 3 ) - 1)(”; ('^2)~ ( 1^ ) ~^) , , 2 6 1
where n j^^k are the refractive indices, '^1,2,3 are the wavelengths of interest, A i,2 ,3  are 
the reference wavelengths, and the contracted index 1 is related to j and k  as mentioned 
above. When working in the visible and near-IR, Miller's delta scales the non-linear 
coefficients with wavelength by an amount comparable to the measurement accuracy of 
the coefficients themselves, 5-20 %, and may therefore be considered almost an 
optional parameter. This tends to then agree with the Kleinman conjecture that the 
dispersion of the non-linearity in a region of transparency is negligible. However, 
Miller's delta has also been seen to give good agreement when scaling the non-linear 
coefficients to IR wavelengths, even near high absorptions, where Kleinman's 
conjecture doesn't hold.
2.3 The coupled amplitude equations
Now that the non-linear polarisation has been defined, we can describe how this allows 
for transfer of energy between waves of different frequency. Using equation 2.2.3 in the 
Maxwell wave equation gives
V^E = /fgcy— jT, (2.3.1)
where the first term on the right side allows for absorption, and the other two are the 
source terms for wave propagation, which shows clearly that the non-linear polarisation 
acts as a source term in the wave equation. This is the general solution to the problem of 
waves propagating in a material with a quadratic non-linearity. To proceed further we 
must consider specific cases, and appropriate approximations.
In the rest of this section we will present the coupled amplitude equations which
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demonstrate how energy can be transferred between waves. These only apply to the 
case of infinite extent, plane waves, however, most of the interesting properties of 
parametric amplification can be obtained from this formalism. In a later section, we 
show how the case of focused, gaussian waves, which is of interest in this work, can be 
dealt with by using a Green's function approach.
The coupled amplitude equations for plane waves, which give the dependence on 
propagation distance through the non-linear crystal of the amplitudes of the interacting 
waves, have been derived and considered extensively in many publications [2 0 ,2 1 ] and 
as such no derivation is reproduced here. The quadratic nature of the non-linearity 
allows for interaction between any three frequencies which satisfy the energy relation
© 3 = û>2 + 0)i (2.3.2)
For the case of parametric generation, the interaction is such that energy is transferred 
from a strong pump wave at C0 3 , to two other waves of lower frequency o>i and C0 2 , 
which satisfy the energy relation above. We will see shortly that another constraint 
determines which pair of waves from the infinite set of pairs which satisfy (2.3.2) will 
in fact be generated.
It is appropriate at this point to spell out the convention for naming of the waves coi and 
0)2 . In this work, we refer to coi as the signal wave and 0 ) 2  as the idler, where the 
relation is Cûi>Cû2 - This appears to be a generally accepted convention, but not a 
universally accepted one, so it is appropriate to define the convention adopted to avoid 
ambiguity.
We can therefore consider an electric field which has components at the three 
frequencies introduced above, and is assumed to be propagating in the z-direction. The 
plane wave assumption allows for the derivatives with respect to x and y to be set equal 
to zero. If we also apply the 'slowly varying envelope assum ption' (i.e. 
kdE /d z  »  d^E/dz^ ) and sort out the resulting terms into their frequency components, 
the equations of interest are therefore
^  + a,E , = iK ,E X  exp(iAfa:) (2.3.3a)dz
^  + a,E, = ik .e X  exp(iAfa) (2.3.3b)dz
dE = iKpE^E. exp(-zMz) (2.3.3c)
where are the field absorption coefficients,  ^ are
the coupling coefficients, and where
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M  = k ^ - { k ,  + k,) (2.3.4)
is the phase mismatch term. We assume negligible absorption of the pump.
The phase mismatch term is of prime importance and the effect that it has on parametric 
generation will be discussed in detail shortly. An omission from the above equations is 
the initial relative phasing of the waves, A0 = ^ 3  -  . In fact, this relative phasing
determines which non-linear process ensues. For the case of a phase matched 
interaction, i.e. Ak = 0, maximum conversion from pump to signal and idler will occur 
if A(|)=-7t/ 2  [22]. Equally if the relative phase term is A(j)=7t / 2  then the direction of 
energy flow will be reversed, and energy will flow from signal and idler to pump. For 
an intermediate value of A(|> power flows simultaneously in both directions and the net 
flow is determined by the wave magnitudes. If only two components are incident on the 
crystal, e.g. pump and signal, then the idler will automatically be generated with the 
correct phase to result in maximum power transfer to itself and correspondingly the 
signal. If all three waves are present, but with non-optimum phase, the signal and idler 
will decay until one of them is totally depleted and can take on the optimum phase 
which allows growth again. Equally, if at any point the pump were to become 
completely depleted, then it would start to be generated with the phase that transferred 
power back to itself from the signal and idler. This situation is referred to as back 
conversion.
2.4 Parametric Amplification
The coupled amplitude equations presented above describe the interaction between 
three waves. Exact solutions to these equations have been derived [5] which involve 
Jacobian elliptic functions and are therefore cumbersome and do not in themselves 
produce insight into what are the important parameters for the interaction. A commonly 
used approximation which allows solution of the amplitude equations is to assume that 
the pump beam is not substantially depleted by conversion to signal and idler waves. 
This 'undepleted pump' approximation reduces the three coupled equations to two (i.e. 
2.3.3a and b), allowing solution with appropriate boundary conditions, and is valid for 
situations where conversion to signal and idler is small. The equations are therefore 
perfectly valid at threshold where pump depletion is negligible.
The resulting two amplitude equations have been solved for the general case of input 
waves at both signal and idler (as well as pump, of course), where the commonly used 
simplifying assumption of equal signal and idler absorption has not been made [23]. By 
using the substitution
A„(z) = { n j 0 } , , ) E j z )  (2.4.1)
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the coupled equations for signal and idler which describe the case of a parametric 
amplifier with input at both signal and idler can now be written as
A,(z) -  lYA' (z)exp(-/A*z) 
= -■Y^'Cz) + irA,{z)ex.p(i&kz)
(2.4.2a)
(2.4.2b)
where ag,i is now the signal/idler power absorption coefficient and y, the gain 
coefficient, is given by
(2.4.3)
where K - — - is the non-linear interaction coefficient, and/^ =~npCSQ\El\ isn^n^npS^c
the pump intensity. Further manipulation of these equations allows a general form of 
solution to be achieved [23]. As the work described in this thesis deals mainly with 
singly resonant oscillators (SROs), rather than consider the general solution we adopt 
the limiting case where only one wave, which we take to be the signal, is present at the 
input to the amplifier. The resulting amplification of the signal is then given by
4 (z) .  exp(-gz). , {A a /2 f+ { A k ) ‘
W ~
cosh(j3z) + {Aa/2) + {&kf \2bt cos(&)
+1 I [(^ Acf/2 + 6AA:)sinh()3z) + ( 6  A a/2 - pAk)sin{0z)\ I (2.4.4)
where
\2bf = ((2 7 /  + { A a /2 f  -  ( A k f )  + ( A k f ( A a ÿ ‘A
V4P =  [ ( 2 y f  + ( A a / 2 f  - ( A k f )  + { A k f { A a )
X cos iarg({2 7 )  ^+  { A a / 2 f  -  (Ai)^ + iAkAaj
5 = [^({2y)  ^+ ( A a / 2 f  -  { A k f f  + ( A k f i A c c f  
X s in [ ia r g ( (2 7 /  + (A a /2 )^  -(AX:)^ + iA M a j
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Equation 2.4.4 is therefore the solution to the problem of parametric amplification in the 
limits of infinite extent plane waves, negligible pump depletion, unequal signal and 
idler absorption, and input at only one of the parametrically generated waves (the signal 
here). We will show later how this equation, once modified, can be used in calculating 
the threshold energy for a SRO when the pump is only weakly focused.
Due to the number of terms involved in eqn 2.4.4 it does not grant an immediate insight 
into what the important parameters are in a parametric interaction. By limiting ourselves 
to the case of equal signal and idler absorption a solution for the gain at signal can be 
derived which allows a number of important ideas to be ascertained.
Again assuming that only the signal is incident on the parametric amplifier, the signal 
gain is then given by [1 1 ]
(2.4.5)
where Ic is the crystal length, and g is the gain coefficient allowing for a phase 
mismatch, which is given by
<? = (2.4.6)
In the above expression for gain the effect of absorption is not included, as, with equal 
absorptions, they can be removed from the expression and will have the usual 
exponential form. This demonstrates clearly that the phase mismatch term reduces the 
gain that is available, and that the maximum gain, for the plane wave case, occurs for 
Ak = 0. As the gain decreases with phase mismatch we can therefore define a gain 
bandwidth within which the gain is half of that of the peak. The shape of the gain curve 
also depends on the magnitude of the peak gain (see Harris [9]) but to a good 
approximation we can define the FWHM gain bandwidth by
N  = f  (2.4.7)
Note that although the calculations so far have been for the gain experienced by the 
signal wave, application of the Manley-Rowe relations [24] allows calculation of the 
idler. Every time a pump photon is 'split' to create a signal and idler pair, one photon is 
added to each of the signal and idler beams. The splitting ratio in terms of energy or 
power is simply the ratio of the signal and idler frequencies, i.e. the signal wave 
increase in energy is that of the idler.
In summary, we have seen that the frequency pair which sees maximum gain is that
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which satisfies the phase matching condition given by the requirement
(2.4.8)
and that we can define a gain bandwidth for the interaction. The next section describes 
how phase matching is achieved, and the effect the gain bandwidth has both in terms of 
the output properties of a parametric amplifier and in placing restraints on the pump.
2.5 Phase matching and acceptance parameters
2.5.1 Phase matching
Phase matching is the term used to describe processes by which the momentum or 
phase mismatch term, Ak, can be made equal to zero. The name phase matching arises 
because in this way the free electromagnetic waves propagate with the same phase 
velocity as the non-linear polarisation waves which give rise to them. This is necessary 
to allow the waves to grow continuously. A number of ways of achieving phase 
matching have been achieved, of which the most common is the use of the birefringence 
of the material.
As given previously in section 2.4. the phase match relation is defined as
(2.4.8)
Using the relation ki = 27tniAi, where ni are the refractive indices and X[ are the free 
space wavelengths (i =p,s,i), we can re-express the phase matching condition in the 
more useful form of
Xp Xi (2.5.1.1)
In normally dispersive materials, the refractive index decreases with increasing 
wavelength, and the condition given by eqn 2.4.8 cannot generally be met. However, in
s,k
s,k
X
fig. 2.1 Optical indicatrix, and axial convention for describing refractive indices.
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anisotropic crystals, which most materials used in second order non-linear experiments 
are, the refractive index depends additionally on the direction of propagation with 
respect to the dielectric axes and on the polarisation of the wave [25]. This behaviour is 
shown schematically in fig. 2 . 1  which shows an example of the optical indicatrix, or 
index ellipsoid, and the axial convention for describing it.
Theory shows that two waves, with orthogonal polarisations, can propagate 
independently in the crystal. These waves must satisfy the Fresnel equation which 
determines the dependence of refractive index with propagation direction, and can be 
written as [26]
sin^ Qcos^ (p , sin^ 6sin^ tp , cos^ ^ _ n  ^ ^
The two orthogonal polarisations experience different refractive indices, except in the 
case where the direction of propagation is along an optic axis. Thus by propagating 
through the crystal at a specific angle with a specific polarisation we can control the 
refractive index, and hence the k values, and in certain circumstances we can satisfy eqn 
2.4.8, the phase matching condition. Because eqn 2.4.8 is a vector relation, it is possible 
to achieve phase matching for waves which are either collinearly or noncollinearly 
propagating.
Angular phase matching, as described above, is not the only means by which phase 
matching can be achieved. The refractive indices can also be changed by controlling the 
temperature of the crystal, though the dependence on temperature is stronger in some 
crystals than in others. If adjustment of the temperature allows phase matching to be 
achieved for propagation along one of the principal axes of the optical indicatrix, then 
this has advantages in terms of angular and spectral properties which will shortly be 
described.
Another technique which has seen success is the use of guided wave and periodic 
structures. As the phase velocity of a guided wave can differ significantly from that of 
the same wave in the bulk medium, it is possible to find combinations of modes in 
which the phase matching conditions are satisfied. Phase matching can also be achieved 
by introducing a periodicity into the structure (notably for guided waves) that modifies 
either the propagation constants, or the sign or magnitude of the non-linearity. A 
reversal of the sign of the non-linearity with a periodicity equal to an odd integer 
multiple of the coherence length (defined by Akz = n) is referred to as quasi-phase 
matching and was in fact one of the original techniques suggested by Armstrong et al 
[5]. Ignoring the difficulty of producing these structures, they have the advantage that 
they allow phase matching where it was otherwise unobtainable, and they also allow the 
use of large non-linearities which may also not have been accessible with phase
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matching by biréfringent techniques.
2.5.2 Angular acceptance
As mentioned previously, the gain that can be obtained depends on the intensity of the 
interacting beams. Thus it is obviously advantageous to have as high an intensity as 
possible in the crystal to maximise the gain. The limit to this being that at some point 
the crystal will start to damage [27]. If the pump source is of limited energy then it is 
likely that to approach the damage threshold, the beam will have to be focused. 
Focusing of the beam inherently means that different parts of the beam will propagate 
through the crystal at different angles, and it will therefore become impossible to satisfy 
the phase match condition for the whole beam simultaneously. It is therefore 
appropriate to define a degree of focusing that can be utilised before the deviation away 
from phase matching negates the effect of the focusing. This is commonly referred to as 
the angular acceptance of the crystal, and it is defined to be the angular deviation from 
perfect phase matching at which the magnitude of the mismatch is no greater than tc/1
[28].
Generally the direction through the crystal at which phase matching occurs is specified 
by two angles, 9, the angle between the k vector and the z-axis and, (|), the angle 
between the projection of the k vector in the xy plane and the x-axis. This means that an 
acceptance angle can be defined with respect to both these planes. The derivation 
applies to both. If we expand the k-vector, to second order, about one of the phase 
matching angles, say 0 , this can be represented by
+ (2.5.2.1)
Inserting this in eqn. 2.3.4 and applying the condition that the centre wavelengths are 
matched, kp^ -  k^  ^ -  = 0 , we get
Ak -  2n dQ A. dQ <50+ 7T
1 1 1 d % Se^ (2.5.2.2)
where the derivatives are evaluated at 9.
For phase match angles greater than 5°, expansion to first order is sufficiently accurate
[29]. If propagation is close to one of the principle dielectric axes of the crystal, i.e. 9 = 
0  or 9Q0, then the first term vanishes and the remaining second order term means that 
the effect of the angle on the phase mismatch is much reduced. This results in an 
increase in the acceptance angle of the crystal for this direction, which, because of the 
relaxation of alignment sensitivity, is termed 'non-critical phase matching' (NCPM). In 
the case where the first term dominates, the tighter alignment sensitivity leads to
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'critical phase matching’.
If the condition on the maximum magnitude of the allowable angular phase mismatch, 
Ak = 7t/l, is applied then an acceptance angle can be calculated from the resulting linear 
(critical) or quadratic (non-critical) equation in 6 6 , which is normally quoted in 
mrad.cm for critical and mrad.cm^ for NCPM.
2.5.3 Poynting vector walk-off
Critical phase matching does have a major disadvantage. In order to achieve phase 
matching, at least one of the waves must be of extra-ordinary or e- polarisation [25]. 
Because of the angular dependence of the refractive index, as described earlier, e-waves 
propagate with elliptical rather than spherical wavefronts. This results in the direction of 
energy flow, referred to as the Poynting vector, differing from the direction of the wave 
front normals. This means that although an e- and an o-wave may start off in the same 
direction, the e-wave will follow the Poynting vector and 'walk o ff from the direction 
of the o-wave. This effect is seen to have a dramatic effect on amplification and 
oscillation thresholds as it results in a decoupling of the waves.
This effect is closely related to angular acceptance in that focusing of the interacting 
beams beyond a certain point reduces the coupling between the beams despite the fact 
that higher intensities are available due to the effects of focusing. In the case of angular 
acceptance, larger spot sizes, and hence less divergent beams, results in less phase 
mismatch across the wavefront. Larger spot sizes also reduce the effects of walk-off as 
for a given amount of walk-off, specified by the walk-off angle p, the fraction of the 
beams still overlapping after a distance, Ic, will be larger for larger spot sizes. This is 
perhaps more easily explained with the use of a diagram, see fig. 2 .2 , in which the rule 
of thumb of w = pic, as a minimum spot size is illustrated.
Iw
fig. 2.2 Effect of walk off on the interaction of two beams
The detrimental effects of walk-off can be eliminated by utilising a non-critical phase
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match geometry where all wavefronts approximate to circular and the wavevector and 
poynting vector are collinear for all three waves (assuming collinear phase matching).
2.5.4 Spectral Acceptance
Obviously the phase mismatch condition can only be satisfied exactly for one set of 
pump, signal and idler wavelengths. It is of interest to know by how much these can 
vary before the gain is reduced by the resulting phase mismatch. This is completely 
analogous to the calculation of angular acceptance previously carried out. An equation 
similar to eqn S.2 .2 . 2  can be derived where the k-vector is expanded in terms of ScD or 
dX. The pump spectral acceptance is calculated by holding the signal and idler 
frequencies fixed, and equally the bandwidth of signal and idler can be calculated by 
holding the other two frequencies constant, remembering that the additional relation 
5co  ^ = -ÔÛ). is required for energy conservation. The actual expression for the signal
bandwidth for the case of o-oe phase matching in KTP is given in section 5.8.1.
2.6 Focused gaussian beams
Till now we have only considered the case of parametric interaction between infinite, 
uniform, plane waves. The equations relating to this brought out some of the salient 
points with regard to parametric amplification and were useful in that context. However, 
the laser beams that are used in practice are of finite spatial extent, have a non-uniform 
transverse structure and are usually focused to some degree. It is therefore necessary 
here to introduce the modifications and changes to the theory that allow us to assess the 
interaction which actually occurs in practice.
The electric field of an incident TEMqo pump beam can be given by
(l + ITp) (2.6.1)
where
= " ^ 2  , T^  = 2 ( z - / / 2 )/^p , bp = wl^kp
where Pp is the pump power, Wpo is the 1/e waist radius, bp is the confocal parameter 
and the spot is focused at the centre of the crystal.
The effects of focused gaussian beams on the parametric interaction have been 
calculated by Boyd and Ashkin [30] for the case of near field focusing, i.e. b>lc, and for 
the case of arbitrarily tight focusing by Boyd and Kleinman [15]. These analyses apply 
to the case of a DRO where both generated waves take the form of eqn 2.6.1 above. As
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the work here involves a SRO, we present only some of the important points from these 
analyses and refer an interested reader to the original papers.
The interaction of two waves with gaussian transverse properties results in a 
polarisation wave with a gaussian transverse spatial extent described by
where is the signal polarisation radius with identical equations for idler and pump 
polarisations obtained by permutation of the indices. A coupling coefficient [31] can be 
calculated which allows for the coupling between electric field and driving polarisation. 
These coupling coefficients take the form
and should be included in the coupled amplitude equations. Boyd and Ashkin [30] 
showed that maximisation of coupling, for fixed wi and Wg, requires
In their near field analysis, they ignore walk off and so maximisation of the gain 
requires wi and Wg as small as possible, which, when restricted to the constraint of a 
near field analysis, corresponds to the case of confocal focusing, giving the maximum 
parametric gain as
G =  - f (2. 6. 5)
where coq is the degenerate frequency, Ô is the frequency deviation from degeneracy and 
the other terms have their usual meaning.
The case of arbitrarily tight focusing allowing for poynting vector walk off and 
diffraction was considered by Boyd and Kleinman [15]. Because of the more 
complicated z dependence of the electric field, this problem is not analytically solvable 
and can only be solved by numerical techniques. The power gain experienced by an 
incident gaussian mode may be found by evaluating a volume integral of the form 
JE  .Pdv. The effective single pass gain so derived differs from the above expression 
(2.6.5) for the confocal case only by a reduction factor where, { = IJb  is the
focusing parameter, and B is the double refraction parameter given by
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\yzr„ \V2
(2.6.6)
The reduction factor is a complicated function and its variation with focusing is 
reproduced from Boyd and Kleinman in fig. 2.3.
It is seen that an optimum focusing can be defined depending on the walk off, and that 
for large walk off, the reduction factor is less sensitive to the degree of focusing. The 
maximum value of is 1.07, and this occurs for the case of B = 0, i.e. no walk
off, at an optimum focusing of Ç = 2.84. It can be seen from fig.2.3 that although the 
optimum focusing is considerably tighter than the confocal case, the increase in gain 
obtained is not great, approximately 2 0 %.
B« 0
IjC
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fig. 2.3 hffi (5 , ^  ) as a function of focusing parameter for different values of walk off parameter B
The gaussian beam analysis so far has assumed that both the signal and idler (and 
pump) can be described by a well defined radial variation. This is not necessarily 
correct in the case of a SRO. If only one of the beams, say the signal, is resonated then 
the other beam, the idler, will not be constrained to follow the modes of the resonator 
and will propagate freely with the radial variation of its driving polarisation. A general 
solution to this problem is first presented for arbitrary focusing, followed by the 
limiting case of weak focusing.
The calculation of the gain in a SRO when the resonated wave (taken to be the signal) is 
a mode of a stable, spherical mirror cavity and where the pump beam is mode matched 
to the cavity was performed by Asby [32] using a coupling coefficient approach, and 
also by Guha, Wu and Falk [14] using a Green's function approach. We refer to this 
case as involving the cold-cavity determined spot size. We find the analysis of Guha 
more amenable to inclusion of time dependence which will be included later to allow 
for pumping with a pulsed laser.
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The Guha analysis calculates the steady state threshold of a SRO using a Green’s 
function approach, allowing for diffraction, walk-off and focusing. It follows a similar 
approach to that of Boyd and Kleinman for the DRO [15], but does not make the 
assumption that the confocal parameters of all the waves are the same, and carries out a 
Green's function derivation as opposed to the heuristic ray-path approach adopted by 
Boyd and Kleinman, which was justified elsewhere [33].
The power gain in the signal is [14]
Im J £* (P^dxdydz (2.6.7)
In the derivation produced here, we differ slightly from Guha in that the non-linear 
interaction is type II o-oe and allowance is made for the pump focus being displaced 
from the centre of the crystal. The incident pump wave and TEMqo resonated signal 
wave can then be written as eqn 2 .6 . 1  with the change for the pump
■z^  = 2 [ z - f / ) j b ,  (2 .6 .8 )
Allowance is made for the pump wave being focused away from the centre via the 
variable fp, such that fp = 0  puts the focus at the input face and fp = 1 puts it at the exit 
face.
The idler wave is not resonated and takes its form from the driving polarisation due to 
the interaction of the pump and signal fields. Following the convention of Boyd and 
Kleinman [15], the non-linear polarisation at the idler frequency is given as
Using this polarisation as a source term in the Maxwell wave equation gives the idler 
electric field as
E.{r) = ï> .(r ')G ,(r,r ')d r' (2.6.10)
where the external Green's function for an e-wave idler is given by
((•Ï -  Pi -  z')) -  + { y -  y ' fa . l . r . n  - 2mc \  2 J z - z ik; 2 [ z - z ' )  I
and a} and pi are the absorption coefficient and walk-off angle respectively. 
The signal polarisation can now be obtained from
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using (2.6.10) and (2.6.1). Substituting the signal polarisation from (2.6.11) and signal 
field from (2.6.1) into (2.6.7), integration over the cavity with the low gain assumption 
that Pp, ?s and ?i are all constant during a single pass, gives the power generated in the 
signal mode as
where _ 128co,(Oi{2d,^f 7:^ 1n^ rtitipC'
(2.6.12)
/, = IJdZjdZj ^^p((~ + <A/:/)(z, -  Zi))oxp{pff^)
0 0 P
+ V 2 + -  gj + (z, + Zj)g,
g, = k ' ^ - k ' { 2 f ^  + l) + 2 f^  , «2 = ^  + p ' S p k'
V J
l  +  2 f „  . k % - Q
k '  =
with the remaining terms as defined in Guha.
In this case the single pass gain is an additive term rather than a multiplicative term, and 
so the gain definition is
PAi) = PAO)+àP, = GP, (2.6.13)
where
G - I + y  , 7 = (2.6.14)
The parameter hg in (2.6.14) encompasses all spatial effects, and is the optimisable 
parameter. The units involved in K3 as defined in the original paper are cgs and esu. 
The definition of K3 in the units adopted here is
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K^ini[ns^p + npX,)
where d^ff is In pm/V, 1 is in cm, Xp,g,i are in jim, and power is in watts.
The work of Guha et al, from here on referred to simply as Guha for brevity, showed 
that the assumption of Boyd and Kleinman that the optimum situation occurred with all 
beams having equal confocal parameters did not apply in the general case. It was found, 
however, that for optimum focusing with no walk off, i.e. ^ =  /^  /  d = 2.84, the case of
equal pump and signal confocal parameters is optimum. However, for less tight 
focusing of the pump (which is normally the case in practice), the signal should be 
focused tighter than the pump. This will be shown more clearly in the next section 
where some modelling of pulsed thresholds is presented. This modelling relied on 
computer calculations of the parameter hg as given above. The program used in these 
calculations is given in Appendix B and was developed in this department by Tang Yan.
A simpler approach which is valid in many experimental set ups was developed by 
Brosnan and Byer [13] and applies to the case where all the interacting waves are 
weakly focused or effectively collimated. This approach assumes an undepleted pump 
and uses the first two of the coupled amplitude eqns, i.e. 2.3.3a and b. As the idler wave 
will not be resonated its polarisation assumes the shape of its driving polarisation, that 
is vP) = w .. The signal polarisation radius may therefore be written as
A coupling coefficient has to be derived which allows for how this polarisation will 
couple into the signal cavity mode. The signal coupling coefficient is as eqn 2.6.3 with 
the polarisation given by 2.6.16, and the coupling coefficient for the idler is unity as it 
follows its driving polarisation. To allow for walk off, an effective crystal length can be 
derived which depends on the type of phase matching. In the case to be considered here 
of type II o-oe with resonant signal e-wave the effective length, leff, is
= Lerf (2.6.17)
where Iw is the walk off length defined as
^  w ill
Allowing for unequal signal and idler absorption requires the use of the expression for 
the signal gain as given in eqn 2.4.4 where the effective crystal length is used and the
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gain coefficient is now
y ~ 4 ^ s ^ p  (2.6.19)
where gs is the signal coupling coefficient and K and Ip are as defined previously in 
section 2.4.
Now that the gain equations have been defined we can go on to consider the effect of 
placing the parametric amplifier in a resonant cavity, i.e. we now consider the optical 
parametric oscillator.
2.7 Parametric Oscillation
In this section we will discuss the effect of placing the previously discussed parametric 
amplifier in a resonant cavity. So far we have discussed the gain of a weak signal beam 
due to the interaction with a strong pump beam. In an oscillator the only input beam is 
the pump and generation of the signal and idler beams is facilitated by spontaneous 
parametric emission. Derivations of steady state thresholds are presented to demonstrate 
the difference between single and double resonance. The requirements that double 
resonance plays on the stability of the pump frequency and the cavity will be discussed. 
Calculation of thresholds for a pulsed pump laser are more complicated and presented 
here is a comparison between the model of Brosnan and Byer [13] and that developed in 
this work which incorporates time dependence into the calculations of Guha et al [14]. 
We also discuss the efficiencies that can be expected from these devices.
2.7.1 Spontaneous parametric emission
When a pumped non-linear optical material, i.e. a parametric amplifier, is placed within 
an optical resonator that possesses a high Q for either the signal or idler, (singly 
resonant oscillator, SRO) or both (doubly resonant oscillator, DRO) then the resultant 
device is called an Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO).
We have seen in the previous sections that under the appropriate conditions of energy 
conservation, eqn 2.3.2, and momentum conservation, eqn 2.4.8, that if either a signal 
or idler beam, or both, is present they will experience amplification. (It is only 
necessary for the beams to lie within the gain bandwidth given by eqn 2.5.2.2 in order 
to experience some degree of gain.) If the gain received from the parametric interaction 
is large enough to overcome the cavity losses, both coupling and parasitic, then 
oscillation will occur. However, before amplification can occur we must have a few 
signal and/or idler photons present at the crystal to start with. These initial photons are 
provided by a process variously referred to as spontaneous parametric emission, 
parametric fluorescence, parametric luminescence and parametric noise [9].
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When light from a pump laser is incident on a non-linear crystal, there is a probability 
that the pump photons will spontaneously split into signal and idler photons. This can 
be shown quantum mechanically [34,35] to be equivalent to the now accepted view [36] 
that the process is due to the interaction of the vacuum field fluctuations, equivalent to 
half a photon per mode, with the pump photons via the non-linear polarisation. This 
spontaneous parametric emission then provides a source of noise from which the signal 
and idler beams grow. It is interesting to note the similarities here between an OPO and 
a laser. Both consist of a gain medium enclosed by a resonator, where, in an OPO, the 
gain is created by the non-linear polarisation, and in a laser, the gain is provided by a 
population inversion, (usually![37]). Both also grow from noise, where, in an OPO, the 
noise is spontaneous parametric emission, whereas, in a laser, the noise is the 
spontaneous emission from the upper laser level. Spontaneous parametric emission can 
also be used for determining non-linear coefficients and measuring phase matching 
curves, where it has a number of advantages over the conventional technique of SHG 
[36].
2.7.2 CW or steady-state parametric oscillation threshold
The threshold pump power of the oscillator can de defined as the requirement that the 
single pass gain be sufficient to offset the cavity loss. As the signal and idler interact 
with the pump in only one direction (unless the pump beam is double passed or even 
resonated) the gain is only single pass. If we define ai and a2  as the round trip electric 
field loss at the signal and idler frequencies respectively then the amplitude requirement 
for threshold is that the magnitude of each wave is the same after a round trip as it was 
before the round trip. (We also require the phase relation between the waves to be 
maintained, that is, the sum of the signal and idler phases is constant when referenced to 
the phase of the pump for stable single mode pair operation [38]). The relation between 
the magnitudes requires
E.(z = 0) =  (l -  fl;).G. £(z = 0) = (l -  a ;)£■;(z = 4) (2.7.2.1)
where j corresponds to signal and idler, and G is the single pass gain. For demonstration 
purposes, we use here the solution to the coupled amplitude equations for infinite, 
uniform, plane waves under the assumption of an undepleted pump. The requirements 
on threshold assuming both signal and idler are resonated are [1 1 ]
Y ^ E , ( 0 )  = £ ,(0 )co sh r4  + i[ - ^ jE ,£ ; (0 ) s in h r4  (2.7.2.2a)
— £,(0) = £,(0)cosh n ,  + if -ÎS. |£  £;(0)sinh n ,  (2.7.2.2b)1 -  a,. \ Y  J
Taking the complex conjugate of eqn 2.7.2.2b and solving the simultaneous equations
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gives
cosh n .  = 1 +  — A A —  (2.7.2.3)2 - a , - a ,
which for low losses at both waves, i.e. a DRO, reduces to
rH I= a ,a ,  (2.7.2.4)
For low loss at only one wave and no feedback at the other a,. = 1, i.e. a SRO, we get
r H l= 2 a ,  (2.7.2.5)
We see from the above that the DRO threshold differs from that of the SRO by a factor 
aJ2 .  Thus, if the resonator has a high Q for the resonated waves, i.e. low losses, then
the DRO threshold may be two orders of magnitude less than that of the equivalent 
SRO. This assumes that both the signal and idler are resonated simultaneously in the 
DRO case, which requires a single frequency pump and a stabilised OPO cavity, about
which more will be said in the next section. While the first cw DRO OPO was
demonstrated as early as 1968 using Ba2 NaNb5 0 i 5 pumped at 532 nm [39], the large 
increase in threshold imposed by single resonance has only recently [40] allowed 
operation of a cw SRO.
2.7.3 Double resonance and the cluster effect
The previous section showed how a lower threshold is obtained by resonating both the 
signal and idler waves. However, this lower threshold is accompanied by the 
requirement of a stable, single frequency pump source and also places strict constraints 
on the stability of the OPO cavity.
The presence of a dispersive medium in the cavity, i.e. the non-linear crystal, means that 
the axial mode spacings at the signal and idler frequencies are different. Therefore, not 
every signal cavity resonance will have a corresponding idler resonance such that the 
two resonance frequencies satisfy the energy conservation condition (2.3.2). If fact, in 
general, there will be no pair of frequencies where an exact coincidence of resonances 
occur, though frequency pairs where the matching of resonances are close will occur, 
and are referred to as ’cluster frequencies’. General consideration of the operating point 
of a DRO as well as the concept of cluster spacing was first given by Giordmaine and 
Miller [41]. Fig.2.4 is a reproduction of a diagram from Eckardt et al [42] which 
expresses particularly well the ideas originally forwarded by Giordmaine and Miller.
The difference between signal and idler mode spacings, Ôcoi and ÔC0 2  respectively, is 
exaggerated in fig.2.4 for the purpose of illustration. The scales are obtained by 
considering the mode spectrum for both signal and idler cavity modes, and then
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imaging the idler mode spectrum through the degeneracy point so that frequency 
increases from left to right for the signal, but from right to left for the idler. In this way, 
by placing the idler scale under the signal scale, signal and idler modes which satisfy 
energy conservation will coincide vertically. In general there will be some frequency 
mismatch Aco, which is the frequency shift required of signal or idler to produce exact 
coincidence. The blow up of a close coincidence, or cluster, shows how the frequency 
mismatch Aco can be represented by signal, Acoi  ^and idler, Aco2 , components which are 
the respective frequency displacements from the centres of the signal and idler cavity 
resonances to the frequencies most favourable for parametric oscillation.
axial mode hop
cluster jump
Aoa.
J U A J U U U L Â -
fig. 2.4 This diagram shows the relationship between signal and idler resonances, with frequency 
increasing from left to right for the signal, and right to left for the idler. Two modes which 
satisfy energy conservation are located vertically to each other. The blow up shows in more 
detail how there will generally be some frequency mismatch A©.
As a tuning variable changes, e.g. pump frequency or cavity length, the signal-idler 
mode pair which best satisfies energy conservation may change, and subsequently, 
because of a lower threshold, the DRO will then tend to oscillate on the new, more 
favourable mode pair. This type of discontinuous frequency change is referred to as a 
mode hop. Phase matching also affects the operating point of the DRO. If a tuning 
variable changes sufficiently, then the operating point, which corresponds to the mode 
pair which best satisfies phase matching, energy conservation and mode overlap, may 
find a lower threshold a full cluster spacing away, and will hop to these modes. The
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signal and idler frequencies progress along a single cluster curve until the operating 
conditions of the next cluster curve are more favourable, at which point it will cluster 
hop. An additional factor to be considered is the fact that because an OPO has an 
appreciable gain bandwidth, as given by \Ak\ = , then it is possible that there may be
more than one cluster frequency within the gain bandwidth and the DRO may operate 
multi-longitudinal mode. Some further aspects of this are discussed later under spectral 
properties.
The effect that these resonance mismatches have on threshold depends on a number of 
factors, e.g. finesse and the degree of overlap, and was investigated by Falk [43]. This 
analysis was followed and extended in a recent paper by Eckardt et al [42], from which 
fig.2.4 is taken. These analyses show that in order to obtain the low thresholds that are 
offered by double resonance, the tuning parameters, i.e. pump wavelength and OPO 
cavity length, must be controlled accurately in order to obtain a stable, both frequency 
and amplitude, output. It is because of these stringent demands that the higher 
thresholds needed for single resonance are often seen as less of a problem than the 
stability requirements of DROs.
2.8 Parametric oscillation threshold for a pulsed pump
Up till now, we have only considered oscillation under the steady state conditions of a 
cw laser as the pump source. Although, as mentioned recently, the threshold for DROs 
can be two orders of magnitude less than the equivalent SRO, the frequency instabilities 
of the pump lasers have caused erratic operation of DROs. This is one of the reasons 
why, due to the high powers required to achieve threshold for a SRO, the most common 
pump sources have been Q-switched lasers with pulse lengths typically in the range 10 
ns to l|is . Additionally, the SRO has some favourable spectral properties, as will be 
discussed later. Although a Q-switched laser may have a very high peak power, and be 
many times the previously derived cw threshold it does not necessarily produce a good 
conversion efficiency. One of the criteria for a good pulsed pump source is that the 
OPO remains above threshold long enough for the signal and idler to build up, from 
noise, to a level comparable to the pump. It is therefore necessary to modify the 
approach taken so far so as to encompass time dependence.
The rise time for achieving oscillation can be given in terms of the number of round 
trips necessary to allow the signal and idler waves to be amplified to a certain level. In 
this way, the peak power, which determines the excess gain over losses, the pump pulse 
length and the cavity length and round trip time are all important parameters. The rise 
times for both DROs and SROs were calculated by numerical techniques by Pearson et 
al [44]. To be more exact, the work of Pearson et al predicted the number of times 
above cw or steady state threshold the oscillator had to be pumped in order to achieve 
an appreciable output under pulsed pumping, where the important parameters were
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pump pulse length and OPO cavity length. This approach does not give immediate 
insight into the important parameters for a pulsed OPO. The approach which will now 
be presented presents a more easily digested account of the threshold of pulsed SRO 
OPOs.
In the rest of this section we detail two slightly different approaches to the calculation 
of pulsed threshold. As the aim of this work was to develop an OPO pumped by a low 
power diode-pumped solid-state laser it was important to be able to predict and optimise 
thresholds to a reasonable degree of accuracy. Because of this a fair amount of time was 
devoted to the modelling of the build-up to threshold.
An established model which had been published in the literature was that due to 
Brosnan and Byer [13]. (For ease of notation, from here on the abbreviation BB will be 
used to refer to the Brosnan and Byer work.) Their model applies specifically to the 
case where the OPO resonator is formed by two plane mirrors and the pump beam 
focusing is sufficiently weak such that the pump is effectively collimated within the 
OPO cavity.
In their Appendix A, BB show that the effect of the interaction of pump and idler waves 
with gaussian profiles is to produce a gaussian signal polarisation. The effect of this is 
that a stable signal mode can exist in the normally unstable plane-plane resonator due to 
the narrowing effect of the gain polarisation balancing out the spreading due to 
diffraction. A self consistent field approach produces a signal spot size which is 
determined by the pump spot size and diffraction. This formalism can easily be adapted 
to the case of spherical mirrors by modifying the round trip matrix to allow for the 
focusing effect of the mirrors. We refer to this case as the gain guided or self-consistent 
field spot size. This spot size should be valid during build up to threshold, but at higher 
pump powers when pump depletion sets in, the signal will expand due to the flattened 
gain profile. In the case of spherical mirrors, the mode should expand out towards that 
expected for the cold cavity. However, since an implicit assumption in this treatment is 
that the pump beam is a collimated, plane wave it is not to be expected that use of this 
model for the case of a focused pump beam, mode-matched to a spherical mirror cavity 
will produce accurate results.
As the signal is resonated, its driving polarisation must be expanded out in terms of 
cavity modes, and only the component that couples into the TEM qo mode is of 
relevance here. BB assume that the signal and idler have equal absorptions and that the 
interaction is phase matched, arriving at an expression for the signal gain as
G = § ^  =  exp (-2 a 4 )cosh"n ,^  (2 .8 . 1)
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where a  is the signal/idler absorption and the other parameters are as detailed in section 
2.6, eqns 2.17-2.19. As will be discussed in chapter 3, for the wavelengths of interest in 
this work the signal and idler absorptions are not equal. We have therefore used the 
fuller expression for the signal gain, as developed by Zahler and Ben-Aryeh [23] and 
given in eqn 2.4.4 with the value for the gain coefficient, % as given in eqn 2.6.19. We 
follow the procedure of BB by directly introducing the time dependence to the gain 
coefficient. Before introducing the exact way in which we calculate threshold in this 
work, we present the analysis of BB which, especially in their approximate model, 
brings out some important aspects which are not so evident in the modelling used here.
If we assume a gaussian time profile to the pump pulse, then we can also associate a 
time profile to the gain coefficient, y, given by
r = 7 o ex p -(r/irf  (2 .8 .2 )
where i  is the Ije intensity halfwidth of the pump pulse. Referring to eqn 2.8.1 it can be 
seen that the instantaneous gain seen by the signal, assumed to be constant during a 
single cavity round trip, gives the relation between the power before and after a cavity 
round trip as
Pm = exp(-4a4)cosh“[y„ exp - (2-8.3)
This equation can be iterated numerically until a defined threshold is reached.
BB reduced this to a simpler model for optimising the parameters that effect threshold. 
By introducing a time independent gain profile of width ?  and magnitude 7  and 
making various simplifying assumptions, not reproduced here for brevity, they arrived 
at an equation for threshold of the form
=4„/cTln(/>,/P„) + 2«4 + In(l/V ^) + ln2 (2.8.4)
where lopt is the optical cavity length. The eqn above has the interpretation of gain 
equals loss, where it is seen that the build up to threshold, as given by the first term on 
the right hand side of the equation, acts as a loss mechanism. That is, if the pump power 
is not sufficiently above the cw threshold that the signal and idler can build up from 
noise during the pulse duration, then the loss introduced by the build up time prevents 
oscillation.
We now present our approach to the iterative calculation of threshold. The same time 
dependence arguments can be applied whether the form of the non-linear gain is that 
due to BB or Guha.
The equations presented so far describe the steady state power gains expected for a
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Specified pump power or intensity and focusing arrangement. Due to the time 
dependence of the pump, these equations must be integrated over the temporal duration 
o f the pump pulse to account for build-up effects. This integration is performed 
numerically by iterating temporally throughout the pump pulse in time steps of the 
cavity round trip time. For ease of computation, it is convenient to consider photon 
numbers as opposed to powers. Power is energy/time, which in this case is N hv / ,
where N is the number of photons in the cavity and is the cavity decay time. 
Therefore the power gain, G, also applies to photon numbers. If we define threshold as 
the case where 2 0  qJ, a detectable level o f photons (which also corresponds 
experimentally here to the situation that the OPO would be 'on' for all pump pulses) at 
the signal wavelength are emitted from the cavity, then the numerical integration of 
photons emitted during the pump pulse must contain 20}jJ//ru photons. Taking Xs = 1.5 
jim, gives the threshold condition as Nt ~ 1 0 ^  ^photons emitted during the pump pulse.
The generated signal wave is amplified as it makes m cavity transits from an initial 
parametric noise, which is set here as one photon in the signal cavity mode. The 
equations that are required are therefore ones which relate the signal photon number at 
the start of the m+lth round trip to that of the mth round trip, and the number of photons 
that are emitted in the mth round trip (through both mirrors). It is easily shown that for a 
single pass pump the required equations are
N.m+i -  R , y  sxp{-2aj))G{t)N„  (2.8.5)
I  +  R2{ (1  -  R i ) { l  -  R e f  exp(-«j/) -  i j
R i R , { l - R j e x p { - a j ) (2.8.6)
where R i , 2 are the mirror reflectivities, Rc is the reflection loss per crystal face and G(t) 
is the time dependent gain calculated using either the BB or Guha approach with the 
appropriate time dependence of the pump intensity. It is sufficient to assume a gaussian 
time profile for the pump as it was found that calculations using the actual time profile 
of a Q-switched pulse produce a slightly lower estimate of threshold, but not 
substantially so. Therefore, assuming a pump pulse with the time profile
Pp = PpO ex p - [fj'^pf (2.8.7)
where Tp is the 1/e intensity halfwidth, iteration over the interval -2 tp  < t < 2 xp covers 
the pump between the 2 % points.
Double passing of the pump can be allowed for in either of the BB or Guha situations 
by multiplying the gain coefficient G by a second gain factor Gdp, where G^p allows for 
the percentage of the pump that is double passed. In addition, for the Guha case, a new
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value of hs must be calculated to allow for the pump not being focused in the centre of 
the crystal for the backward trip. However, for weak focusing this is only slightly 
different from that for the forward pass. In the BB case, the signal absorption is 
included in the gain coefficient and should therefore only be applied additionally for the 
backward pass when the pump is single passed, and for the case of a double passed 
pumped, all signal absorption is allowed for in the gain calculations.
Comparison between calculated thresholds and experimentally measured thresholds is 
made in chapter 5. A discussion of the difference between the models, and the 
difference between theory and measurement is also presented. To finish of this section 
we present some curves which show the effect that various parameters are expected to 
have on threshold. Experimentally, the only parameters investigated were variation of 
pump and signal confocal parameters, and variation of output coupling. Unfortunately, 
as will be mentioned in chapter 5, the parasitic loss was found to vary throughout the 
measurements and so the expected trend in the threshold variations is not so evident.
The following graphs were calculated by incorporating the Guha model for non-linear 
gain into our approach to the iterative calculation, as discussed above. They apply to the 
case of type II o-oe NCPM in KTP, with propagation along the a-axis, a pump 
wavelength of 1.047 jim, and signal and idler pair of 1.54 and 3.3 jim. Unless otherwise 
stated, the additional parameters valid for the calculations were as follows : FWHM 
pump pulse duration 2 0  ns, zero crystal absorption at pump and signal, crystal 
absorption at idler 0.45 cm*^ crystal length 20 mm, zero reflection loss per crystal face, 
20 % output coupling, crystal face-mirror separation 1 mm. In addition where signal 
and pump spot sizes are given, it is assumed that the mirror radius of curvature is varied 
such that a given spot size is maintained irrespective of cavity length.
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It can be seen from fig. 2.6 that for the pump sizes considered here, i.e. 100 and 250 
|im, there is an optimum signal spot size which is less than the pump spot size. It is then 
seen from fig. 2.7 that for the signal spot sizes considered, a lower threshold can be 
reached by further reduction of the pump spot size. This case, however, is unlikely to be 
reached for pulsed pumping due to the onset of crystal damage.
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Fig. 2.8 shows that until the pump spot size gets quite small the effect of the pump 
focus being shifted away from the centre of the crystal is not-critical (note the different 
scales used). After a slow initial rise, fig. 2.9 shows that increasing idler walkoff 
produces a linear increase in the threshold energy. The experimental studies described 
in this work are for NCPM, so walkoff is not a problem. However fig.2.9 shows the
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detrimental effect that a large walkoff would have. Fig. 2.10 shows that there is an 
optimum crystal length that depends to some extent on the degree of pump focusing.
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We seen further on in fig. 2.13 that the pulse length also has a major effect on the 
optimum crystal length. This is mainly governed by the fact that although a larger non­
linear gain can be obtained with a longer crystal, the reduced number of cavity transits 
the signal would experience during the pump pulse increases the threshold. This is seen 
directly in fig. 2 . 1 2  where the effect of increasing the crystal mirror spacing, i.e. 
lengthening the cavity, linearly increases the threshold energy.
Parasitic loss and output coupling, both being cavity losses, increase the threshold
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energy, see figs.2.14 and 15. However the additional loss of increasing the output 
coupling also increase the external efficiency and may in fact be beneficial over all. It is 
clearly seen that the parasitic loss should be kept to a minimum. The threshold for the 
case of 1 % output coupling and 7 % loss per crystal face (Fresnel reflection for an 
uncoated KTP crystal at the wavelengths considered), which would have a very low 
external efficiency, is identical to the case of nearly 30 % output coupling with zero 
parasitic loss and a correspondingly higher external efficiency.
The results of the theoretical analyses discussed here will be compared with the 
experimental studies of the type IINCPM  in KTP in chapter 5.
2.9 Conversion efficiencies
The first calculations on OPO efficiency were by Siegman [45], even before the 
demonstration of the first working device. These calculations predicted the limiting of 
the pump exiting the cavity to the threshold gain level, in a similar manner that the gain 
saturates in a laser. This was also the first realisation of what are called power 
dependent reflections of the pump, which are due to the signal and idler interacting on 
the return journey through the non-linear crystal and converting back into the pump 
frequency via sum frequency generation. These power dependent reflections only occur 
for DROs and limit the maximum conversion efficiency to 50%. If these phenomena 
can be removed, which is the case for a ring cavity where the signal and idler are not 
phase matched on the return journey and don't reproduce the pump, then the theoretical 
conversion efficiency, under the appropriate conditions, can reach 100%. The 
theoretical maximum efficiency for a SRO is also 100%. These comments apply to the 
case of uniform, plane waves.
The conversion efficiency for a DRO with power dependent reflections under the 
conditions of steady state operation is [1 1 ]
7? = ^ ^ t ^  = ^ ( V iV - l )  (2.9.1)
where N is the number of times steady state threshold of the pump. It can be seen that
the maximum efficiency is 50 %, and occurs for N=4. By eliminating the power
dependent back reflections, e.g. by using a ring resonator, the efficiency is increased to 
100 % for N=4.
The conversion efficiency for a SRO in steady state can reach 100 %, and is governed 
by the implicit relation
s in c %  = l//\/ (2.9.2)
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where p is a gain parameter given by . For Ak=0, the SRO reaches 100 %
efficiency for pumping ( n / l Ÿ  times threshold. As mentioned above, this theory only 
applies to the case of uniform, plane waves.
When the transverse nature of the pump is taken into consideration, a better qualitative 
agreement between theory and experiment is obtained. This analysis was done by 
Bjorkholm [46] under the assumption of pulsed pumping of a plane-plane resonator 
such that the resonator transverse modes were not established during the pump pulse. 
By integrating radially over the beam, the pump power transmitted can be calculated by 
setting the output power equal to threshold where the input pump intensity is greater 
than threshold, and leaving the output power equal to the input power in the regions 
where the intensity is insufficient to overcome threshold. In this way the maximum 
efficiency of a DRO without power dependent reflections is 82 % for N=4, and for a 
SRO the maximum efficiency is 71 % for pumping 6.5 times threshold. These 
efficiencies are power conversion efficiencies.
Despite the fact that Bjorkholm's work applied to pulsed pumping the above power 
efficiencies only apply once steady state has been reached. In chapter 5 we show how 
energy conversion efficiencies can be calculated, again for steady state, and also derive 
an empirical relation between conversion efficiency and the number of times the device 
is pumped above the pulsed threshold. The conversion efficiencies under pulsed 
pumping are seen to approach the steady state case for pumping sufficiently above 
threshold.
2.10 Summary
In this chapter we have considered some of the general theory which describes the 
parametric interaction, and tried to give more detail about the particular theory which is 
applicable here. The non-linear susceptibility convention adopted was presented leading 
to the coupled amplitude equations describing transfer of power between waves of 
different frequency. This lead to the concept of parametric amplification and the effect 
that momentum or phase mismatch had on this. The plane wave theory was extended to 
allow for focused gaussian beams. The factors affecting parametric oscillation threshold 
both in steady state and for pulsed pumping were discussed, including single and double 
resonance, leading to the development of a model for calculating pulsed thresholds for 
SROs. This theory forms the foundation for the rest of the work, allowing choice of a 
non-linear material (ch. 3), requirements for a pump laser (ch. 4), and design and 
operation of an all-solid-state OPO (ch. 5).
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CHAPTER 3
Non-linear Optical Materials
3.1 Introduction
The most important part of an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) is the non-linear 
optical material on which the system is based, as it is the exceptional properties of the 
non-linear gain media that allows transfer of energy between waves of different 
frequency. This is one of the reasons why the development of new non-linear optical 
materials (e.g. MgOiLiNbOs, AgGaSe2 , Ba2 B0 4  and L1B3 0 5  [1-5] ) and the advances 
in crystal growth technology have been accompanied by a resurgence in the popularity 
of OPOs as sources of tunable, coherent radiation. The other major factor in OPO 
advances has been the development of new pump sources, such as excimer [6 ] and 
diode-pumped solid-state lasers [7].
In order to be useful as a gain medium in an OPO, a non-linear crystal must satisfy a 
number of criteria, and it is the purpose of this chapter to introduce and discuss these 
criteria with respect to the material choices that were made. A brief overview of suitable 
materials for an OPO operating in the near IR will be presented, followed by a more 
detailed examination of the properties of the material selected for use, potassium titanyl 
phosphate (KTP).
3.2 Considerations for material selection
The main aspects of a crystal's performance to be considered in the selection process are 
[8]
high non-linear coefficient
wide phase-match and transparency range
high damage threshold
angular and spectral acceptance properties
obtainable in a large size with good optical homogeneity
low cost and easy fabrication
chemically and mechanically stable
The criteria listed above are not necessarily listed in order of importance but it is 
convenient to discuss them in that order in a little more detail.
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3.2.1 Crystal symmetry and non-linear coefficients
First, and foremost, in considering a material as suitable for use in a non-linear optical 
application concerning the mixing of three waves, the material must possess a non-zero 
second order susceptibility, %(2), as previously mentioned in chapter 2. Note that from 
here on we will refer to the non-linear'd' coefficients, which are related to the non­
linear susceptibility by a factor of 2, as discussed in chapter 2. Additionally, the non­
linear coefficients are dispersive, and Miller's delta has to be applied to calculate the 
magnitude of the non-linear coefficient with respect to the wavelengths involved, as 
also previously discussed in chapter 2. Thus the values of the non-linear coefficients 
cited for each material are as quoted in the literature, usually defined for SHG of 1 jim 
light, and their dispersion still has to be accounted for.
Only crystals which are non-centrosymmetric, i.e. do not possess inversion symmetry, 
can exhibit a second order non-linearity. This requirement of acentricity means that the 
non-linear susceptibility is a tensor property, and therefore to describe the magnitude of 
any non-linear response we must choose a suitable coordinate frame to refer to. 
Unfortunately there does not seem to be a universally accepted convention with respect 
to crystal axes despite institute proposed standards [9] and those in the literature [10].
In order to avoid ambiguity, we adopted the convention of relating both the non-linear 
coefficients and  the refractive indices to the crystallographic axes a,b,c. The 
crystallographic axes a,b,c transform directly to the piezoelectric axes X,Y,Z [11], 
respectively (for the crystal classes of interest here), and they therefore adopt the same 
symmetry relations as the piezoelectric axes. For phase matching calculations, the 
principal dielectric axes, xyz, are used, and are then related to the crystallographic axes, 
abc.
Other symmetry relations also apply. The non-linear susceptibility is the same 
regardless of the three wave mixing process due to permutation symmetry [1 2 ], and if 
all three frequencies involved lie within the transparency band of the crystal, then the 
non-linear coefficient is real, independent of frequency and invariant to any permutation 
of the indices ijk [13], which relate to the axes abc. This allows the third-order tensor to 
be reduced to a 6  x 3 matrix where symmetry arguments relate the coefficients, 
depending on the point group of the crystal. By considering the vector components of 
the fields involved in the mixing process, and relating those to the non-linear coefficient 
matrix, an effective non-linear coefficient, deff ,which is a scalar, can be calculated 
which encompasses the tensor nature of the interaction and facilitates simpler 
calculation of the strength of the interaction. An example of this calculation will be 
given later in section 3.2.3 for the non-linear crystal KNbOg, which has point group 
symmetry mm2 .
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3.2.2 Tuning range
Even if a material has a large non-linearity it may not be of use unless the crystal is 
optically transparent in the wavelength region of interest and there is sufficient 
birefringence available to facilitate phase matching*. As mentioned previously in 
chapter 2 , phase matching requires the three interacting waves to satisfy the vector 
relation given in eqn 2.4.8 This can be achieved by all three beams having parallel 
wavevectors, collinear phase matching, or their being small angles between the 
wavevectors, non-collinear phase matching. Non-collinear phase matching has the 
experimental advantage of eliminating feedback on the resonator axis for one or both of 
the generated waves [14,15], but it does so at the expense of a beam walk-off effect 
analogous to Poynting vector walk-off.
Phase matching calculations
To simplify calculation of tuning curves it was decided to limit the operation of the 
OPO to tuning in the principal dielectric planes. This may result in a small reduction in 
the maximum non-linear coefficient available for two of the materials considered, but 
does so in favour of simplified calculations and experimental operation.
When the wavevectors of the interacting beams are restricted to operation in one of the 
principal dielectric planes, then biaxial crystals may be treated with the same, and much 
simpler, formalism which can be applied to uniaxial crystals. That is, beams which have 
their polarisation vector in the chosen principal dielectric plane produce elliptical 
wavefronts and have a refractive index which depends on the angle of propagation to 
the dielectric axes. These beams are termed extra-ordinary waves, or e-waves. If the 
polarisation vector is normal to the plane, then the refractive index is independent of the 
angle of propagation in the plane. These beams are termed ordinary waves, or o-waves.
Crystals can be classified by their birefringence, n^ - no, where n^ and no are the 
refractive indices of the e and o waves respectively. Thus, a crystal which has ne less 
than no is termed negative, and the case ne larger than no is termed positive. This gives 
rise to four types of phase matching. In a negative crystal, the possible phase matching 
interactions are, type I - two o waves produce (or are produced by) an e wave, and type 
II - one o wave and one e wave produce (or are produced by) an e-wave. The 
corresponding cases for positive crystals are, type I - ee <-> o, and type II - oe <-> o.
The phase matching conditions for second harmonic generation in uniaxial crystals [16]
Note here that although phase tnatching is usually achieved by use o f the birefringence o f the material, 
natural or induced, quasi-phase matching, as originally proposed by Bloembergen et al [12], where the 
sign of the phase mismatch or non-linear coefficient is periodically reversed is now proving to be a viable 
alternative [14], This technique also allows use o f  non-linear coefficients which are not accessible via 
standard phase tnatching.
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and biaxial crystals [17,18,19] have already been published in the literature. However 
these results are cumbersome and not simple to apply. By restricting our approach to 
consideration of propagation in the principal planes, each plane can be treated in an 
analogous way to a uniaxial crystal, as previously discussed.
%  n
fig. 3.1 - axial convention for phase match calculations
If we consider the coordinate system shown in fig. 3.1, then the two refractive indices of 
interest for the case 0 = 90° (i.e. propagation in the ij plane) will be
Hj sin 0  + «,• cos 0
(3.2.2.1)
(3.2.2.2)
These equation apply to any of the three principal planes of the xyz dielectric axial 
system if the following index relations are applied
xy plane : n,- = n^,rij = rty^n  ^ = 
xz plane :
yz plane : n, = n^yiij = riy^ rif. =
(3.2.2.3a)
(3.2.2.3b)
(3.2.2.3c)
The way in which the equations for phase matching have been derived makes it only 
necessary to refer to one angle. The angle of interest is (J> for the xy plane, and 0 for the 
xz and yz planes. The general equations for phase matching in the principal planes were 
obtained by inserting the refractive index equations (3.2.2.1 and 2) into the phase match 
equation 2.5.1.1 to obtain the following
e-oo cos d =
y  >12
1 1
(3.2.2.4a)
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+(rt,(A,j)cos0 y
+
\V2
o-oe cos^ Q =
(rt^(A,)sin0 ) +(«,(A ,)cos0 ) 
1
-»jk(^p) = 0 (3.2.2.4b)
e-eo f{ 9 )  =
\^jn,{X,)nj{Xs)
sy2
(3.2.2.4c)
(ny(Ap)sine) +(n,(A ^)cos0 y
_______ >h{Xj)nj{Xi)& ■\‘A
(n^(A;)sinô) +(/ij(A i)cos0 )‘ N "k{X,) = 0 (3.2.2.4d)
The appropriate equations for the uniaxial case require only the additional relation nj = 
nic which gives
rig = rii and = rij -  n^ . (3.2.2.5)
Equations (3.2.2.4b and d) are written in the form f(9) = 0. This is because they are not 
analytically solvable but can be solved easily by numerical iterative techniques. The 
method of solution chosen was 'the method of false position'. Despite the fact that some 
other methods converge faster, this method was chosen as the initial estimates are not 
required to be accurate and no derivatives are involved.
It is appropriate to also present, for the case of propagation within a principal dielectric 
plane, the equation for the Poynting vector walk-off angle p, which in this formalism is 
[20]
p =  tan-1 i^nf -? ij) s in 2 0  2{^nj sin^ 9 + nf cos^ (S.2 .2 .6 )
The walk off angle in the case of uniaxial ciystals is defined in terms of He and Uq. As it 
is not solely uniaxial crystals being considered here, the walk off equation has been 
defined to apply to any principal plane with indices n\ and nj, where 9 is the angle 
measured from the i-axis. The relations between ijk and xyz defined previously in
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(3.2.2.3) still apply.
Equations (3.2.2.4) were used to investigate a number of materials which looked 
promising for use in an OPO. Some of the phase match curves so generated will be 
presented later when individual materials are discussed with respect to their potential 
for construction of an OPO.
The tuning range of an OPO is ultimately limited by the region of the spectrum over 
which the material is transparent, assuming that the gain is sufficient and the process 
can be phase matched over the region of transparency. However what must also be 
borne in ntind is that the transparency range quoted in the literature for a crystal is 
likely to be between the two wavelengths at which the transmission goes to zero. This 
does not allow for transmission roll-offs where the transmission gradually falls to zero, 
which then acts as an additional loss mechanism for the OPO and will eventually 
prevent oscillation. Transmission roll-offs are particularly relevant at the infrared end of 
the transparency, as is the case in KTP [21,22].
3.2.3 Calculation of deff for the principal planes
As briefly discussed in section 3.2.1, the non-linear coefficient tensor is determined by 
the symmetry of the crystal. This can be described, in the reduced notation [23], by a 6  
X 3 matrix which relates the vector components of the induced non-linear polarisation to 
those of the electric fields which generate them. In the previous section, the use of 
different electric field polarisation vectors to obtain biréfringent phase matching was 
discussed. It is therefore desirable to be able to calculate the magnitude of the non- 
linearity that will be available for different phase matching geometries. In this section 
we will discuss the calculation of an effective non-linear coefficient, deff, which may be 
applied to individual phase match geometries. We will also see that although certain 
wavelength combinations can be phase matched, the phase match geometry required 
can result in a deff of zero, which results in the exchange of energy between waves 
being disallowed.
The effective non-linear coefficient can be defined for each crystal point group as [18]
(3.2.3.1)
where Ui (i =1,2,3) are the unit vectors of the three interacting fields, d is the non-linear 
coefficient tensor, and summation over indices is assumed. The unit vectors can be 
expressed in terms of the direction cosines, which in turn are expressed in terms of the 
polar coordinates 0 and (j) [18,19]. This approach gives general results applicable to 
propagation in an arbitrary direction through the crystal. However, the results so 
produced are complicated expressions which do not give any immediate insight and are 
often solved numerically.
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The adoption of operation in the principal planes explained earlier with respect to phase 
match calculations also allows a simplified derivation of deff which gives a more 
immediate insight into the behaviour of the non-linear coefficient with propagation 
direction.
The second order polarisation vector components induced by the interaction of two 
applied electric fields E i and E2  can be expressed as
(3.2.3.2)
where i = x,y,z are the components along the dielectric axes, are direction cosines, 
dijk is the non-linear coefficient tensor, and summation over the indices jk  is implied. 
The easiest way to demonstrate this with respect to its simple application to operation in 
the principal planes is with an example, e- 0 0  phase matching in the yz-plane of KNbOs, 
a crystal with mm2  symmetry.
Pc
a
fig. 3.2 - calculation of deff for e- 0 0  phase matching in the yz plane of an mm2 crystal.
For an interaction in the yz plane, the effective o-wave will be polarised in the x 
direction. Thus, the components of two waves E% and E%, magnitude Eq, will be
ax-=l 
a i - 0
(3.2.3.3a)
(3.2.3.3b)
(3.2.3.3c)
(3.2.3.4a)
(3.2.3.4b)
(3.2.3.4c)
For mm2 symmetry the only nonzero coefficients are dsi, ds2 , dg], d2 4 , and d\^, where 
the specific relations for this crystal class between the dielectric and crystallographic 
axes have been applied. The induced non-linear polarisation components are then
Px = ^xxz^i^oaiEo + dx^aiEoülEo = 0 (3.2.3.5a)
Py ~ dyy^UyEoüiEo + dy,yaiEoüyE(j = 0 (3.2.3.5b)
Ez “  ^zxx^ xEq^ xEq ^zyy^yEo^yEg + d^^^a^EgC^Eg = d^i^Eg) (3.2.3.5c)
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Phase matching requires an e-wave from the induced polarisation of the two o-waves. 
Py and Pz both contribute to Pg, the e-wave driving polarisation. From fig.3.2 and with 
Py = 0, the effective polarisation producing the e-wave is
P, = P^sm 6  (3.2.3.6)
Thus the effective non-linear coefficient is
deff ~ djj sin 0  (3.2.3.7)
Note that in the example calculation above the formalism is of two o-waves creating an 
e-wave. In parametric oscillation the case of interest is of one high frequency 
component splitting into two lower frequency components. However these processes 
are physically identical as they have been shown to satisfy permutation symmetry [1 2 ].
3.2.4 General considerations
In attempting to pump an OPO with a diode-pumped laser it was always known that 
there would be a limited amount of power available. The prime concern from the start 
was therefore to select a material that would give the largest gain. As we have already 
seen in chapter 2 , the maximum parametric gain available from a non-linear material
depends on its effective non-linear coefficient, the available, or maximum usable,
length, and the intensity of pump beam which is incident on it.
The non-linear coefficient has been previously discussed in a general form and will be 
presented in more detail shortly with respect to each material that was considered for 
use.
As the technology of crystal growth is more advanced for some materials than for 
others, the length, aperture, and optical quality to which they can be grown varies 
greatly. For example, LiNbOg which was the cornerstone for early experiments in non­
linear optics can be grown to lengths exceeding 50 mm, whereas some of the new 
materials such as some of the organics can only be grown to 0.1 mm. The optical 
quality also affects the usable length. For example refractive index variations are 
detrimental to phase matching and materials which are susceptible to domain structure 
(e.g. KNbOg) do not always support the non-linear conversion that would be expected 
for a single domain sample. The usable length of the material is also affected by 
experimental parameters. If a crystal has a high birefringence and a correspondingly 
high Poynting vector walk-off and low angular acceptance, then the length of crystal 
that can be used with respect to a required spot size or degree of focusing will be 
restricted to prevent a loss of conversion efficiency. Equally, as the spectral acceptance 
varies as the inverse of the length, then the crystal length is restricted, otherwise the 
whole pump bandwidth will not be usable and the conversion efficiency will be limited.
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The susceptibility of the material to optical damage is a major factor which reduces the 
maximum gain available. The damage thresholds for different non-linear materials can 
vary over 3 or 4 orders of magnitude. Equally the damage threshold for individual 
materials is known to vary, and can be reduced by imperfect growth, e.g. inclusions, or 
poor handling and polishing. Other factors which can tip the scales between one 
material and another include low loss operation, e.g. low scattering and absorption loss 
and suitability for AR- coating.
There is no clear formula for selecting an optimum material as no material possess the 
most favourable aspects of all the properties required. A lot of the factors for 
consideration are interlinked, for example it may not be possible to focus the pump to a 
level close to the damage threshold due to the restriction on angular acceptance. The 
best material must be a compromise of all of the factors already mentioned, and as such 
it is not a simple task to select a material for use. In the next section some of the steps 
that were undergone in an attempt to find the best compromise will be presented.
3.2.5 Figures of Merit
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the choice of a non-linear material is a 
complex task as there is no single parameter which can isolate any one material to be 
more suitable than any of the others. However, in order to be able to compare materials 
it is usual to define a 'figure of merit' for a material which is related to the small signal 
gain coefficient [24]. A commonly used expression for the figure of merit is d^/n^ 
[8,25,26], but this is rather ambiguous as it does not take into account the material 
optical damage threshold, nor the acceptance bandwidths (angular, spectral and 
temperature). It is more appropriate to define a set of figures of merit, each one of 
which applies to a specific limiting case. The appropriate figure of merit for the case of 
interest can then be compared for each of the possible materials.
As already discussed, the gain coefficient depends on the non-linear coefficient, the 
pump intensity and the length of the crystal. If sufficient power is available from the 
pump laser to reach the damage threshold of the material without the requirement of 
focusing, then in this instance we can neglect the restriction on the length of the crystal 
caused by angular acceptance and walk-off. If we assume also that the pump bandwidth 
is within the spectral acceptance of the interaction, then we can define the 'damage 
limited' figure of merit as
FoMd = - ^ I c^ Id (3.2.5.1)
where deff is the non-linear coefficient (in pm/V), n is the refractive index (pump, signal 
and idler refractive indices being similar enough for this calculation), Ig (in cm) the
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crystal length, and Id  (in GWcm*^) the crystal damage threshold. The maximum gain 
that is available from the material is proportional to FoMd , and as such it is also 
referred to as the intrinsic value [27].
If the pump source is not of sufficient power that the damage threshold is reached with 
an unfocused beam, then higher gain can be reached by focusing the pump down. There 
are two limiting cases of interest here, those of non-critically and critically phase 
matched interactions.
For the case of non-critical phase matching (NCPM) there is no walk-off to be allowed 
for, and it is the angular acceptance which limits the gain available. A number of 
authors have considered this problem [28-30] and it can be shown by numerical analysis 
that there is an optimum degree of focusing for the case of NCPM which is % ( = 1/b) = 
2.84, where Ç is the focusing parameter of the pump which is the ratio of the crystal 
length to the pump confocal parameter b. This then allows a figure of merit to be 
defined as
FoMf^c = (3.2.5.2)n  A p
where Xp (in cm) is the pump wavelength. The factor 11.36 comes from equating the 
pump spot size to Wp = ^ { l ^ p )  /  (5.6 8 Krip). Note that if  the focusing of the pump
reaches damage before the optimised focusing is achieved then the figure of merit will 
lie between FoM d and FoMn c . and could be estimated by using the appropriate 
expression for the pump spot area.
For the case of critical phase matching, using the criterion illustrated in fig 2.2 of w = pi 
for a minimum spot size, the appropriate figure of merit can be defined as
(p 2F o M r ^ ^ - ^  (S.2.5.3)rc
where p is the walk-off angle (in rad). The gain available here is independent of length 
provided that the spot size is varied proportionally with length. Note that here we have 
assumed that the walk-off is sufficiently large as to preclude tight focusing. This is a
more complex case than can be considered merely by the use of a figure of merit, and
has been considered in detail by others [28-30].
Values for the figures of merit will be compared for different materials in a later 
section.
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3.3 Materials suitable for use in the near infrared
The continuing progress in crystal growth technology and in understanding the origin of 
intrinsic non-linearities has resulted in the improvement in the optical quality of some 
established non-linear materials and the development of some new ones, e.g. BBO and 
LBO [5,31]. As well as possessing a second order non-linearity, for a material to be 
suitable it must also possess excellent linear optical properties, as refractive index 
variations will degrade phase matching, and multi-domain crystals will degrade the 
conversion between waves. These restrictions reduce the number of possible materials.
It is the purpose of this section to briefly introduce the materials which were considered 
for use. In the section following, comparisons whl be made between materials by using 
their figures of merit, and this will be followed by a section on KTP, the material 
chosen for use, in more detail.
The original group of materials considered for use was selected from an article by Lin 
and Chen [8 ] which listed non-linear materials transparent from 0.2 - 5 }im. Despite 
their successful use as OPO materials in the visible and near infrared [32,33] the 
transparency ranges of BBO (0.19 - 3.28 |im  ) [34] and LBO (0.16 - 2.6 |J.m) [5] did 
not extend far enough into the infrared for our purposes. The recent interest in organic 
materials has produced materials which have a large non-linear coefficient due to their 
strong electron delocalisation and charge transfer characteristics e.g. DAN [35], 
MBANP [36], d-LAP [37]. Again, however, these materials did not possess the 
transparency depth into the infrared that was required. The following materials were 
examined more closely in terms of their non-linear coefficients and phase matching 
possibilities. These materials are discussed in more detail in appendix A.
Lithium  Niobate (LiNbOg) is a negative uniaxial crystal of point group 3m. It has a 
large birefringence and is transparent in the range 0.4 - 5 |im  [38]. Its large non-linearity 
(d i5 « 5.95 pm/V) [39] and the fact that it can be grown in large homogeneous samples 
has made it a mainstay of non-linear optics, including the first demonstration of an OPO 
[40]. It supports temperature tuned NCPM for an OPO when pumped at 532 nm. It has 
a relatively high damage threshold 350 MWcm"^ (at 1.064 |im, 25 ns pulses)[41] but is 
susceptible to photorefractive damage. Periodically poled LiNbO] has also been 
developed to utilise the large dgg coefficient for second harmonic generation of 
Nd:YAG lasers and for direct doubling of diode lasers [42].Work to improve the 
resistance to photorefractive damage resulted in the development of MgOrLiNbOs [43]. 
This material has also been successfully used in the demonstration of parametric 
oscillation [44]. Further discussion of the properties of congruent and doped LiNbOg is 
presented in appendix A.
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B a r ium  Sodium  N iobate (Ba2 N aN b 5 0 i 5 ) is a negative biaxial crystal with the 
orthorhombic point group mm2 at room temperature [45]. It is optically transparent in 
the range 370 nm to 5 jim and possesses a large non-linearity (d3 i = ds2  = 20 pm/V) 
[45]. It is not susceptible to photorefractive damage but does not possess a large surface 
damage threshold (3 MWcm"^ for 10 ns pulses) [46]. Large crystals up to 50 mm have 
been grown but are susceptible to striae and require poling and processing to remove 
microtwinning. The refractive indices are described by the single term Sellmeier eqns of 
Singh et al [45], and are found to be heavily temperature dependent. This temperature 
dependence, like LiNbOg, allows temperature tuned NCPM when pumped at 532 nm 
[47], and allowed tuning over the range 0.65 - 3 jim when pumped at 535 nm [48]. The 
large non-linear coefficients allowed demonstration of a cw threshold of 3 mW when . 
pumped with the 514 nm line of an argon laser [49].
Potassium  Niobate (KNbOg, or KN) is again a biaxial crystal with the orthorhombic 
point group mm2 at room temperature [50]. Its transparency range extends from 400 nm 
to 5 jim, with absorption loss < 1 % at 1.064 jim [51]. It has a large non-linearity with 
the (averaged) non-linear coefficients d s i = 15.8 and d ] 2  = 17.6 pm/V. This is 
particularly attractive for direct doubling of diode lasers which can be non-critically 
phase matched [52]. Its surface damage threshold has been reported to be as high as 1.3 
GW cm"^ for 7 ns pulses at 1.064 jim [53], and it does not appear to suffer from 
photorefractive damage. Relatively large crystals up to 30 mm have been grown [54] 
but the material can be susceptible to depoling when operated at elevated temperatures. 
The recently published Sellmeier eqns extended into the infrared [50] allow accurate 
predictions of phase matching angles and temperatures. KN supports temperature tuned 
NCPM for pumping at 532 nm for a temperature ~ 190 °C [54,55], and has been tuned 
over the region 1 .1 -5  jim when operated as an OPA pumped at 1.064 jim [53].
L ith ium  lo d a te  (LilOg) is a negative uniaxial crystal which possesses point group 
symmetry 6  at room temperature [56]. It has a large non-linearity which is characterised 
by the coefficient dgi, where the value taken here is 4.4 pm/V [10]. It is not known to 
be affected adversely by photorefractive damage and has a reported pulsed optical 
damage threshold o f 250 MWcm'^ [57]. It is type I phase matchable throughout its 
entire transparency range of 0.3 - 5 jim [58], and the phase match angle appears to be 
temperature insensitive [56]. The absorption is low in the infrared, but is substantial 
(0.3 cm’l at 347 nm [58]) in the near UV and visible. It can be grown in large high 
quality single crystals (15 mm aperture, 60 mm length), which have proven efficient for 
doubling of Nd:YAG and ruby [59], and in providing widely tunable sources (0.63 - 3.4 
jim, for a 532 nm pump [60]) when pumped in the green or at 1 jim and operated as an 
OPO.
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P roustite (AgsAsSs) is a negative uniaxial non-linear material of point group 3m. It is 
transparent over the range 0.6 - 13 |im  and is phase matchable over this range due to its 
large birefringence, ~ 0.2 [61]. It has a large non-linearity, with dsi = 11.7 pm/V and 
d2 2  -  19.5 pm/V. Due to a low damage threshold observed in early experiments, Hanna 
et al [62] carried out a study of damage to materials for the infrared and found the 
damage threshold for proustite to be 28 MWcm’^  for 18 ns pulses at 2  pps at 1.064 jim.
It is particularly useful for upconverting infrared sources, e.g. the CO2  laser [63], into 
the wavelength region for which photomultipliers are sensitive. It has also been used to 
demonstrate probably the widest tunability, in the near to mid-IR from a parametric 
oscillator, 1.2 - 8.5 jim [15] when pumped at 1 jim with a Nd:CaW 0 4  laser. The 
dimensions of crystals reported in the literature seems to be limited to 1 cm, but this has 
not prevented its successful use as a non-linear material.
Potassium  Titanyl Phosphate (KTP) is an orthorhombic biaxial material with point 
group mm2 [64]. It has a large non-linearity, despite recent measurements that show the 
non-linear coefficients to be approx. half the original measurements. The magnitudes 
adopted here, dg2  = 3.7 pm/V and dgi = 2.2 pm/V, are an average of the recent 
measurements [22,65,66]. KTP has a high surface damage threshold, reported as high as 
30 GW cm*^ for 30 ps pulses at 526 nm [72], but can be susceptible to bulk darkening, 
or ’grey tracks', when used for SHG of 1 jim light. Its large birefringence allows type II 
phase matching throughout the transparency of 0.35 to 4.5 p,m, but the presence of an 
overtone of the fundamental phosphate vibration limits its use as a generator of light 
beyond 3.3 jim. It has only a small temperature dependence which removes the 
possibility of temperature tuning, but has the advantage that temperature control is not 
required. Its main use has been as a doubler of 1 jim light [76], and it has also been used 
to generate blue light by sum frequency mixing of diode light with Nd:YAG [77]. More 
recently OPO operation has been demonstrated with KTP when pumped at 532 nm [78] 
and at 1064 nm [22].
3.4 Selection of material for OPO
The first part of this chapter discusses some of the important attributes that a non-linear 
material must possess to be suitable for constructing an OPO. In the previous section 
summaries of the materials considered for use was presented. In this section a 
comparison is made between the materials and a material is selected for use.
Table 3.1 summarises the properties of the materials considered. However these figures 
only assist in making a qualitative comparison between materials as there is no one 
parameter that shows one material to be better than the others. A point to bear in mind 
is that although LiNbOg has a higher FoMd than most of the other materials, in the low 
energy situation that is the case here, damage will not be reached without focusing of 
the beam, and so FoMd cannot be applied directly. Further, although a direct
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between these figures and FoMd - The main comparisons made should be between the 
same parameter for each material, i.e. values on the same row.
The most promising combination of properties suggest LiNbOg, KNbOg and KTP.
Material BSN Proustite KTP
type I/II
0.35 0.003 0.2 0.25 0.028
5.9 7.9 8.9 1.05 18.6 3.2
An/n % 3.6 3.9 4.66.1 7.6 8.4
1/mm
p/mrad 34.6 62.3 74.9
0 /deg 45.2 29.3 18.2 27.7
1.8 0.66 2.85 0.69 1.2
1.35 1.4 0.8 0.51.17 N/A
inf inf21.3 inf 50,178
2.75 3.9 N/AN/A
FoMp 29.7 0.42 6.17 1.6 0.46 7.1
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1677FoMç 18702806 1278 40.2 N/A
Notes 1) Acceptances and angles are for the case of a 1.6 and 3.2 pm signal/idler pair
2) A conservative value for the damage threshold of KN was used here. Although a 
damage threshold o f 1.3 GWcm*^ has been reported, a crystal that we obtained for 
preliminary experiments was found to damage at intensities as low as 40 MWcm'^.
3) Data on the temperature dependence of refractive indices was not available for LilOg 
and Proustite
4) KTP is NCPM in both ac and ab planes. The values are in the order ac,ab. 
table 3.1 Summary table of properties of non-linear materials considered
Bearing in mind that the damage threshold quoted for KTP is a conservative figure, and
see Appendix A
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Bearing in mind that the damage threshold quoted for KTP is a conservative figure, and 
also the fact that at the time of choosing a material the non-linearity of KTP was 
thought to be twice the recently measured values, giving a factor of 4 increase to its 
figures of merit, the material chosen was KTP. The advantage of its NCPM operation 
would allow tighter focusing than the other materials, and at the wavelengths of 
operation there would not be a problem with photo-refractive damage. The properties of 
KTP are therefore discussed in a little more detail in the following section, while further 
details of the other materials have been included in an appendix.
3.5 Potassium Titanyl Phosphate (KTP)
This section presents in a little more detail the properties of KTP which are relevant to 
its use in an OPO. Despite the fact that recent measurements have shown the non-linear 
coefficients to be lower than first measured [64], as will be discussed shortly, it still 
possesses a high non-linearity and many other properties which make it an excellent 
material for use as the gain medium in an OPO. KTP can be grown by two different 
methods, referred to as 'hydrothermal' or 'flux' growth. The method of growth can affect 
some of the properties of the resulting crystal, and these are mentioned where 
differences arise.
3.5.1 Crystal symmetry and non-linearity
KTP is an orthorhombic biaxial material with point group mm2 [64]. The non-linear 
coefficients allowed by this symmetry are d i5 , d2 4 , dgi, 6.22 and d ]3 . Assuming that all 
the wavelengths involved are within the transparency range, then Kleinman symmetry 
[13] dictates that the following equalities hold : dig = dgi, d2 4  == ds2 . The magnitudes of 
the non-linear coefficients were first measured by Zumsteg et al [64], and these are 
shown in table 3.2.
dis(pm/V) d24(pnW) d3 i(pm/V) d3 2 (pm/V) d3 3 (pm/V) j
6 .1 7.6 1 6.5 5 . 0 13.7 1
table 3.2 Original measurement of non-linear coefficients of KTP [64]
Due to lower than expected efficiencies for SHG the non-linear coefficients have been 
remeasured recently [22,65,66] and found to be approximately half those originally 
reported. Eckardt et al [65] measured the coefficients of a number of crystals, including 
KTP and found d^ff = 3 .18  pm/V for type II SHG of 1.064 jj.m. Assuming the ratio 
^2 4 /^ 1 5  = 1.25, as measured by Zumsteg et al, gives d2 4  = 3.3 and dis = 2.6 pm/V. Kato 
[22] measured the ratio as 1.8 and so gives the coefficients as d ]i = 1.93 and d] 2
= 3.47 pm/V. The coefficients have also been remeasured by Vanherzeele and Bierlein 
[6 6 ] who found similar results. The values used for calculations in this thesis are an
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The values assumed are therefore as given in table 3.3.
d31 = d i5 (pm/V) d32 = d24 (pm/V)
2 . 2 1 7
table 3.3 Values of non-linear coefficients of KTP adopted for use
As all calculations of phasematching considered in this work concern tuning in the 
principal planes the form of the expression is simply derived in a manner similar to the 
example given in section 3.2.3. For the e-eo interaction in the ab plane the expression is
deff = dsi sin(^ +p^)sin (^  + p,) + cos( 0  -Hp )cos( 0  -hp,) (3.5.1.1)
where the assumption is made that the generated e-wave is labelled the idler, and pp i^ 
are the pump and idler walk-off respectively. The other interaction of interest is o-oe 
phasematching in the ac plane, the equation for deff being
d e f f = d 32S’m { d  +  p . ) (3.5.1.2)
The variation of deff with wavelength for the latter case is shown, along with the walk- 
off, in fig. 3.8.
3.5.2 Transmission
The optical transparency of hydrothermally grown KTP was first measured by Zumsteg
loq
6.2’I
1 2 3 4 5
Wavelength /  pm 
fig. 3.3 Transmission o f KTP, from Zumsteg et al [64]
et al [64], and was seen to extend from 350 nm in the near UV to approximately 4.5 pm
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et al [64], and was seen to extend from 350 nm in the near UV to approximately 4.5 p.m 
in the mid IR. Their transmission curve is reproduced in fig. 3.3. The absorption feature 
at 2.8 p,m was thought to be due to inclusion of H+, and has been shown to be due to 
OH" [21] (this feature is generally absent in flux grown material [67]), and the broader 
absorption at 3.8 p.m  was thought to be due to H2 O. However, more recent 
measurements of the IR band edge shows that the transmission does not in fact extend 
as far as 4.5 pm. In particular an absorption at 3.3 pm has been shown [21] to be due to 
the second overtone of the phosphate fundamental vibration. These features in the 
transmission properties severely limit the effectiveness of KTP as a generator of 
radiation beyond 3.3 pm . This is shown clearly in fig.3..4, which shows the 
transmission beyond 2.5 pm, after Kato [22], for a 15 mm sample of flux grown 
material.
100
"W
3800 3600 3400 3200 3000 2800 2600 2400 2200
(2.63) (2.78) (2.94) (3.125) (3.33) (3.57) (3.85) (4.17) (4.55)
Wavelength cm-1 (pm) 
fig. 3.4 Infrared transmission of KTP, from Kato [22]
The absorption in the visible and near infrared (0.514 - 1.32 pm) has been measured by 
Gettemy et al [6 8 ] and found to be low ( < 1 %/cm for > 660 nm) but was also found to 
vary for samples from different manufacturers.
3.5.3 Birefringence and Dispersion
The large birefringence and large dispersion in KTP allows phase matching to be 
achieved over the entire transparency range. The birefringence between the a and b axes 
is small, -  0.5 %, compared to the birefringence between the a(b) and c axes, ~ 5 %.
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Thus phasematching is more dependent on 9 and a wider tuning range is obtained in the 
ac and be planes than in the ab plane.
In order to be able to accurately predict phasematch angles and so obtain the correct cut 
of crystal it is necessary to know the dependence o f the refractive indices on 
wavelength to a fair degree of accuracy. This is usually achieved with the use of the 
appropriate Sellmeier eqns which depend on the crystal bonds. A number of Sellmeier 
eqns have been proposed for KTP, so it is appropriate here to give a short review and 
comparison to explain the adopted choice.
Comparison of proposed Sellmeier equations
Here we consider 5 sets of proposed Sellmeier eqns, those of Anthon and Crowder (AC) 
[69], Kato (K) [22,70], Fan and Byer (FB)[67], Dyakov (D) [71], and Vanherzeele and 
Bierlein (VB) [72], with respect to their formulation and applicability to the case 
considered here.
Anthon and Crowder used previously published refractive index data and Sellmeier 
eqns (Weber [73]) and adjusted the coefficients to optimise the fit to their measured 
phasematch angles. This included adjustment of the refractive index data to fit their 
phasematch data. They found that angles for flux and hydrothermally grown material 
differed slightly, and they also found that the published Sellmeier eqn of FB did not 
accurately predict their measurements at 1.3 pm.
Fan and Byefs Sellmeier eqns were based on refractive index measurements up to 1064 
nm made with flux grown material. They point out that their eqns don’t accurately 
predict phase matching past 1 pm, but also point out that this could be attributed to 
sample variations.
Kato has published two sets of Sellmeier eqns. The first [22] was obtained from 
extracting refractive index data from the graph of Zumsteg et al [64] and fitting to his 
observed phasematch angles. The second, which are of more interest here, again involve 
fitting of phasematch data to published Sellmeier eqns (VB[72]). However this time the 
wavelengths involved stretch to 3.2 pm, and are therefore more likely to be accurate in 
the infrared.
Dyakov also produces a fit to phasematch angles from the graphical data of Zumsteg et 
al, and claims to produce more satisfactory results than FB. In particular they claim 
their eqn is 'only' 3° out at 2.94 pm compared to 19° for the FB eqn.
Vanherzeele and Bierlein based their Sellmeier eqns on measured refractive index data, 
using hydrothermal material, in the range 350 nm to 2.4 pm. They also find a good fit 
between their predictions and measurements with an optical parametric generator
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(OPG) tuned over the range 0.6 - 4.3 jim.
At the time of choosing a material, the eqns of VB were deemed most suitable as they 
were formulated from data that went the furthest into the infrared. Despite the fact that 
their measurements were based on hydrothermal material and the crystal that was 
obtained for this project was grown by the flux technique, as shall be discussed in 
chapter 5, the wavelengths measured experimentally are accurately predicted by the 
Sellmeier eqns of VB. As a comparison of Sellmeier eqns, table 3.4 shows the predicted 
wavelengths for collinear o-oe phasematching when pumped at 1.064 and 1.047 jim, 
and propagating along the a-axis with the pump polarised along the b-axis. It can clearly 
be seen that the different equations predict very different wavelength combinations.
1 1.064 jim 1.047 jim
Vanherzeele / Bierlein 1.571 3.297 1.539 3.276
/ Bÿër 1.657 .....^ 2 . 9 7 T ' ^ ' ' ....1:621......... 2.958
Dyakov j 1.528 3.506 1.497 3.482
Kato 1.579 : 3:2§T 1.547 3.240
Anthon /  Crowder 1.492 3 J Ï2 Ï.462 1 6 8 8
table 3.4 Comparison of predicted signal/idler pairs for pump wavelengths of 1.064 and 1.047 pm.
The dispersion of the refractive indices using the Sellmeier eqns of Vanherzeele and 
Bierlein [72] is shown in fig. 3.5.
2.0
1.7
31 2 4
Wavelength (pm)
fig. 3.5 The dispersion of the refractive indices using the Sellmeier eqns of VB
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The form of their Sellmeier eqn is
Bi-{cixy
with the coefficients listed in table 3.5.
(3.5.3.1)
A j B C D
na 1 Ï Ï4 6  0.89188 0.20^61 0.01320
nb 11518 0.87862 0.21801 .0.0Ï327
Uc 13136 Ï.ÔOOil 0.23831 0.01679
table 3.5 Sellmeier equations for KTP, from VB 
3.5.4 Thermal behaviour
The thermal dependence of the refractive indices is small. A temperature acceptance 
product of 24 cm-1 was measured by Fan and Byer [67] for type II SHG of 1.064 
|im. The dependence of the refractive indices on temperature was measured by Gettemy 
et al [6 8 ], at a range of wavelengths up to 1.32 pm and at 35 °C. The values for 1.064 
pm are given in table 3.6
X 1 0 -^°C-i a j b c
dn/dT(1.064") 19 25 37
table 3.6 Temperature coefficients of refractive indices, from Gettemy et al [6 8 ]
As they tend to decrease with wavelength, a rough estimate for 1.6 and 3.2 pm from the 
data of Gettemy et al might be a = 19, b = 14, c = 31 (xlO'^ OC'^). For propagation at 
90° to the c-axis with a 1.6 and 3.2 pm  pair, these estimated temperature dependencies 
give a temperature acceptance of 19 °C cm.
3.5.5 Tuning
As the temperature dependence of the refractive indices is small, only angular tuning 
has to be considered. It was previously mentioned that the birefringence in the ab plane 
is small compared to that in the ac or be planes. This results in a small tuning range and 
rate, but has the advantage of small walk-off (< 5 mrad) and a reasonable deff ( ~ 3.3 for 
<j) = 0, to ~ 1.9 pm/V for <j) = 90). The tuning range for a 1.064 pm pump is shown in fig. 
3.6.
Due to the larger birefringence in the ac and be planes a much larger tuning range can 
be accessed. The ac plane is the preferred choice as it has a larger deff. The tuning curve
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for o-oe phasematching in the ac-plane is shown in fig. 3.7, and the variation of walk- 
off and deff with wavelength is shown in fig. 3.8.
336513.5
3.276
3.0
o-wave
e-wave
g) 2.5
2.0
1.49011.539 :1.5
0 20 40 60 80
<f>/deg
fig. 3.6 Tuning curve for e-oe phasematching in the ab plane, from Sellmeier eqns of VB.
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fig. 3.7 Tuning curve for o-oe phasematching in the ac plane, from Sellmeier eqns of VB
As can be seen from fig. 3.8, deff goes to a maximum and the walk-off tends to zero as 
9 approaches 90°. At 90° NCPM is achieved and this results in a large angular 
acceptance and narrow linewidth operation. To obtain a large tuning range the best 
crystal cut would be one for which the normal to the input and output faces corresponds 
to operation close to degeneracy, i.e. 0 -  48°. However due to the increase in walk-off 
and decrease in deff this cut would result in a considerable increase in threshold
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compared to the case for NCPM. In the early stages of this project, the pulse energies 
available from the diode pumped lasers that were built at that time were sub-mJ, and so 
it was decided that a crystal cut that minimised threshold was required, i.e. a crystal cut 
for propagation along the a-axis, with tuning in the ac-plane. The resultant NCPM 
geometry results in a large angular acceptance, ~ 50 mrad cm^^ in the ac plane and 178 
mrad cm^^ in the ab plane, and a relatively narrow pump spectral acceptance of 1 .2  nm 
cm.
50 p
■~3.0
-o
- 2.;
1
— 2.6 ^
walkoff
deff - 2 .4
- 2.2
1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
ewave wavelength /]im  
fig. 3.8 Variation of walk-off and deff with wavelength
3.5.6 Optical damage threshold
The gain that is available from any non-linear material is ultimately limited by the 
maximum intensity which the crystal can withstand without damaging. KTP has a high 
surface damage threshold, and it is found that hydrothermally grown material can 
usually withstand higher intensities than flux grown material, around a factor of 3 
difference. The reported damage thresholds are also found to be pulse duration 
dependent. 30 GW cm“^  was reported for hydrothermally grown material (factor of 
three less for flux) subjected to 30 ps pulses at 10 Hz and 526 nm [72], while an earlier 
report for 10 ns pulses at 1.064 jam reported possible damage at 400 MWcm'2 [74]. 
This was an early report and manufacturers will normally specify damage at over 1 
GWcm'^.
As well as surface damage KTP is susceptible to the problem of 'grey tracks' or bulk 
darkening. Bulk darkening has the effect of reducing the transmission and efficiency of 
the crystal. A study by Jacco et al [75] concluded that there is a high probability of 
catastrophic damage at 15 Jcm"^, and that irreversible darkening occurred for 60,000
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shots at 8 . 8  Jcm'2. However they also found that the effect required the presence of 532 
nm light, and so may not be a problem in this situation.
3.6 Summary
This chapter summarises the considerations that were made in the decision on a material 
for the OPO. Firstly the material parameters of interest were introduced, followed by 
any limitations of applicabilty and the methods of calculation. Summaries of these 
parameters as they related to a number of suitable materials were then presented. 
Following this a comparison was made between materials and KTP was deemed to have 
the best compromise of properties. Finally a more detailed presentation was made of the 
attributes of KTP.
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CHAPTER 4
The Pump Laser
4.1 Introduction
The previous two chapters discussed the requirements imposed on a pump laser for 
constructing an OPO. In this chapter we will discuss how diode-pumped solid-state 
lasers (DPSSLs) can fulfil these criteria. Firstly the properties of laser diodes which 
have facilitated their use as pump sources for solid-state lasers will be discussed, 
followed by a brief review of some of the large amount of work that has been done on 
diode pumped lasers, particularly in the last decade. The construction of, and 
comparison amongst, several diode pumped lasers built during the course of this work 
will be discussed. This will include comparisons between side- and end-pumping, and 
the use of YAG (yttrium aluminium garnet) and YLF (yttrium lithium fluoride) as host 
crystals for the Neodymium (Nd) ion.
As the main part of this project centred on design of the OPO and evaluation of the 
properties and requirements of it, the construction of a pump laser was almost a 
secondary consideration. In other words, the work described here on the construction of 
a pump laser does not involve any detailed analysis of the properties of diode pumped 
lasers, but mainly leans on published work in the field and the experience of colleagues. 
However, the investigation of different pump geometries and host crystals has provided 
some insight to the design of lasers for particular applications.
4.2 Laser diode pump sources
A laser diode is in essence a p-n junction where a population inversion is created by 
current injection across the junction. Electrons in the conduction band combine 
radiatively with holes in the valence band and the light emitted is reflected at the 
semiconductor/air interface (which may or may not be coated), providing the feedback 
necessary for laser action. Easing takes place at the junction in a region termed the 
active region. Early devices used homo-junctions [1,2], that is the p and n regions were 
doped versions of the same semiconductor, which gave no carrier or optical 
confinement (the active region being determined by carrier diffusion) and the resulting 
very high threshold current densities required early devices to be operated at cryogenic 
temperatures. Advances in growth technology, e.g. chemical vapour deposition (CVD) 
and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), led to the development of hetero-junction lasers 
where by growing structures with different atomic compositions the band gap and
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refractive index of the material surrounding the active region could be tailored leading 
to carrier and flux confinement resulting in reduced thresholds [3]. The notion of carrier 
confinement with the associated enhancement of radiative recombination progressed to 
the growth of quantum well [4] and super-lattice structures where the layers grown (~ 
1 0 0  Â) result in quantum effects and reduced threshold current densities even further.
However, the power that can be obtained from these single stripe lasers is limited by 
catastrophic facet damage due to the absorption of photons at the facet by surface-states 
and the resulting heat generation and thermal run-away. The use of larger area diodes 
does not solve this problem as lasing then tends to occur in small filamentary strips 
which again cause facet damage at high powers. The way towards higher power was 
found to be the growth of arrays of coupled, multiple stripe lasers as pioneered by 
Scrifes et al [5] at Xerox, and then Spectra Diode Labs (SDL). The structure of a typical 
diode laser array is shown in fig. 4.1.
Au/Cr
t
r  Gæ.94Alo.06As
p+-GaAs 
p-Gæ.6Alo4As 
QW active layer 
n-Gao.6AIo.4As
proton im plan t-' V. n-GaAs
fig. 4.1 Schematic of a coupled multiple stripe quantum well laser, from [5]
These devices form coherent phased arrays in which the evanescent coupling between 
one stripe and its two neighbours defines a transverse 'supermode'. The coupling 
together of individual stripes to form arrays is limited to approximately 2 0  (a transverse 
distance of ~ 2 0 0  p.m) due to amplified spontaneous emission in the lateral direction. 
However, higher powers are obtained by fabricating these devices into bars (typically 1 
cm length) which contain 40-50 of the multiple stripe lasers in each bar. Higher powers 
still, exceeding 1 kW in pulsed mode, are available by stacking the bars, with the limits 
on power being caused by the problem of removing the heat that is produced when large 
currents are driven through these devices.
An alternative way of obtaining high powers per unit area from laser diodes is the fast 
developing field of surface-emitting laser diodes [6 ]. As opposed to the previously 
described 'end-emitting' lasers, surface emitting lasers emit perpendicularly to the 
substrate. This allows the fabrication of monolithic 2-D arrays with high packing
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densities and correspondingly high output powers with narrow beam divergences. They 
are also providing applications as individually addressable optical interconnects in 
integrated optical chips.
4.3 Laser diode pumped solid-state lasers
Narrow linewidth emission can be obtained from lasers which consist of some form of 
host material, doped with a rare earth ion [8 ], such as Neodymium (Nd) and Holmium 
(Ho). The rare earth ions have the outer electron configuration 5s^5p^4f”5d^6s^ where 
n varies through the fifth period of the periodic table from n=l at caesium to n=13 at 
ytterbium. When these elements are used as dopants, they can form triply charged ions 
where the outer 5d and 6 s electrons are removed in the bonding process. The electrons 
of interest are those in the unfilled 4f level which give rise to the excited states. Because 
the 5s^5p^ shell is filled and resides outside the 4f shell, the 4f electrons are shielded 
from the effects of crystal field fluctuations and remain relatively sharp transitions. It is 
this spectroscopic fact that leads to one of the main advantages of using laser diodes as 
pump sources as opposed to the previously more conventional flashlamps.
Flashlamp pumped solid-state lasers are prone to instabilities and broad linewidths, 
mainly due to the 'technical noise’ incurred by the necessity for water cooling. 
Additionally, a large amount of heat is often deposited in the rod due to the quantum 
defect involved between the absorbed broadband pump radiation and the laser 
transition, and also direct heating of the crystal by absorption of short wavelength light. 
This results in thermal focusing and birefringence caused by thermal stresses in the rod. 
This either increases losses or reduces the level of power at which the laser can be 
operated. These problems are substantially reduced, or even removed, by the use of 
laser diodes as the pump source. Laser diodes emit either a single longitudinal mode 
(index guided) or multiple longitudinal modes (gain guided) when well above threshold. 
However, even the multi-longitudinal mode output of laser diodes, with an effective 
linewidth of a few nanometres, is considerably narrower than the broadband emission of 
flashlamps. The narrow output emission of laser diodes allows selective excitation of 
the laser ions with a substantially reduced amount of heat being absorbed by the rod. 
This vastly reduces the cooling requirements and the associated technical noise. The 
problems of thermal focusing and birefringence are also greatly reduced. These 
advantages were recognised early on in the field of recombination radiation from 
semiconductors.
Possibly the first use of semiconductors for pumping a laser was an LED pumped 
Nd:CaW 0 4  laser by Newman in 1963 [8 ]. The first use of a laser diode for pumping 
was in 1964, not long after the first laser diodes were demonstrated [1,2], using a 
CaF2 :U^+ laser [9], where a side pumping set up was used and both rod and pump 
source were immersed in a liquid helium filled dewar. Interest soon moved towards
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neodymium doped materials as the absorption bands around 800 nm were well situated 
for pumping with GaAlAs lasers. However, until recently the laser diodes available 
were inadequate in terms of reliability, ease of handling, operational lifetime and output 
power. The ever advancing improvements in laser diodes have begun to allow the early 
optimism placed in laser diode pumped solid-state lasers to be realised.
Developments in laser diode pumped solid-state lasers, in particular miniature Nd 
lasers, have been the subject of a number of reviews [10]. Interest has concentrated on 
Nd doped materials because the major advances in high power diode lasers have been 
with GaAlAs alloys. A lot of work has dealt with Nd:YAG [11,12] as it was an 
established material with excellent material and spectroscopic properties, but a number 
of other Nd doped hosts have been made to lase with laser diode pumping, e.g. YLF 
[13], YAIO [14], glass [15], YV0 4 [ 1 6 ], MgO-.LiNbOs [17]. In doped materials, 
concentration quenching of the upper state lifetime limits the doping density and 
absorption. Higher absorption can be obtained in stochiometric Nd materials, where it is 
part of the chemical composition rather than a dopant [18]. Although Nd is the most 
commonly used dopant ion, it has not been the only one, e.g. Holmium[19], 
Thulium[20] and Erbium[21] have also been used.
End pumping of the lasers is more efficient as the pumped mode and lasing mode are 
collinear and exhibit a greater degree of mode overlap. However a limited amount of 
power can be coupled in this way. To use higher pumping powers side pumping with 
laser bars and stacks has been the usual approach [22]. Recently, new approaches are 
showing that a substantial amount of power can in fact be coupled in using the more 
efficient end pumping techniques [23]. For higher peak powers the diode pumped lasers 
can be gain switched [24], Q-switched [25], and mode-locked [26]. Higher average 
powers can be obtained by using slabs, as opposed to laser rods, where heat removal is 
easier [27].
Diode pumped lasers have other advantages over lamp pumped lasers, e.g. compact 
size, higher efficiency, better beam quality and frequency stability, the latter two of 
which can be important for non-linear optical applications. The intrinsic frequency 
stability due to the reduced technical noise of diode pumped lasers is particularly 
evident in monolithic lasers, in particular the MISER developed by Byer's group at 
Stanford where a unidirectional ring cavity is achieved by using the Faraday rotation in 
the YAG itself [28]. The Schalow-Townes limit, which applies to a free running laser, 
was surpassed by Shoemaker et al [29] by using Pound-Drever (or Drever-Hall) locking 
which uses phase stabilisation techniques. The stability obtained of ~lm H z is less than 
the shot noise limit. This sort of stability is required for gravity wave experiments.
Laser diode pumped lasers can have frequency versatility by harmonic generation in 
non-linear crystals [30], sum frequency mixing [31], and as demonstrated here and
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elsewhere, optical parametric oscillation. Applications of diode pumped lasers include 
lidar, space communications and injection seeding of high power systems.
4.4 Laser ions and solid-state hosts
This section briefly introduces the properties of the transition metals and lanthanides 
(rare earths) which make them suitable active laser ions when doped into solid-state 
laser hosts. The first section describes the spectroscopic properties of solid-state laser 
materials in general followed by more details on the Nd ion when doped in the hosts 
YAG and YLF.
4.4.1 Solid-state laser ions
As mentioned previously, the elements in the fifth period of the periodic table after the 
element lanthanum produce triply charged ions with sharp transitions when doped in a 
host due to the shielding of the 4f electrons by the outer 5s and 5p electrons. These 
sharp features lend themselves to diode pumping where the emission spectrum of the 
diode is considerably narrower than that of lamp pumped sources. This makes diodes 
more efficient pumps of laser ions. However, diode lasers can only be used if the 
emission wavelength of the diode matches an absorption of a laser ion. The fortunate 
overlap between the absorption feature of Nd doped materials and the emission from 
AlGaAs lasers at 809 nm has been the reason why so much of the work on diode 
pumped lasers has involved the Nd ion.
With work progressing on diode lasers for attainment o f wavelengths from the far 
infrared to possibly the blue region of the spectrum, the possibility of pumping other 
ions is increasing. Erbium has been made to lase at 1.5 and 2.9 jim when diode pumped 
at around 970-980 nm with InGaAs diodes [32], though this requires the use of 
Ytterbium as a sensitiser for the 1.5 jim transition due to the three level nature of the 
transition. Other laser ions which have been diode pumped are Thulium and Holmium 
[33], where these ions have absorptions close to 800 nm and can be pumped by high 
power AlGaAs lasers. They are not as efficient as Nd as they do not possess a four level 
laser structure.
The transition metal elements are also candidates for diode pumping. These elements 
occur in the fourth period of the periodic table, and lose the outer 4s and possibly some 
3d electrons in bonding to give the outer electron configuration \s^2s^2p^3s^'ip^3d”' 
where n<10. As the 3d electrons reside outside the ion core they interact strongly with 
the crystal field and can therefore result in broad transitions. These transition metal ions 
are then capable of producing 'vibronic' or tunable lasers. Of particular note are the 
Ti:AI2O 3 and CrtLiCaAIFg and CriLiSrAlFs lasers. The trivalent titanium ion consists 
of a single 3d electron outside the core and is one of the most useful and widely tunable
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lasers to date. With its main absorptions in the green it has yet to be pumped directly by 
a diode laser but has been pumped by frequency doubled diode pumped Nd lasers. The 
Cr lasers are of current interest for diode pumping as the pump absorption peak at 
around 630-650 nm is rapidly becoming accessible for direct diode pumping. Diodes 
are available at these wavelengths but at the moment the power available is small, a few 
tens of mW.
We now turn our attention to the Nd ion, and in particular the hosts YAG and YLF, 
which were of interest in this work.
4.4.2 Nd:YAG
The material neodymium doped yttrium aluminium garnet has been the mainstay of 
solid-state lasers for 3 decades. As such the technology of its growth and fabrication is 
well established and large, high optical quality samples are readily available. Being a 
rare earth ion, Nd doping of YAG produces a narrow spectral linewidth and the lasing 
transitions therefore benefit from a high stimulated cross-section (~ 6.5 x 10“ cm^ for 
1 % atomic doping [34]). The doping density is constrained to be < 1.5 % (atomic) due 
to strain and concentration quenching. The pump absorption around 800 nm is shown in 
fig. 4.2. The peak at 809 nm (width ~1 nm) is amenable to AlGaAs laser diodes which 
transfers the ions from the ^^1 9 /2  ground state to the "^ F5 /2  and % 9 /2  manifolds. Rapid 
non-radiative decay to the metastable '^F3 /2  (lifetime -230 |is) results in the 1.064 jam 
transition to the short lived ^ In / 2  lower state behaving as a four level laser transition. 
The upper state lifetime is of sufficient length that efficient energy storage can be 
obtained with the currently available diode laser pulse lengths of 200-400 \is.
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fig. 4.2 Absorption spectrum of 1 % doped Nd:YAG near 800 nm.
The YAG host is robust and has a high thermal conductivity. At high average pump
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powers, however, it is susceptible to thermal lensing and thermally-induced bi­
refringence. Both of these can be partially compensated for by proper cavity design but 
are sources of loss and aberration. The birefringence is particularly a problem when any 
intracavity polarisation selection is required, such as for electro-optic Q-switching. The 
high thermal fracture limit means that these lasers can be, and are, used for high average 
power applications
4.4.3 Nd-.YLF
The material Ytrrium Lithium Fluoride is anisotropic with the scheelite structure. This 
anisotropy results in the emission and absorption properties being polarisation 
dependent. The emission at 1 p.m then consists of two lines, 1.047 |im  in the % 
polarisation being stronger than the orthogonal a  polarisation at 1.053 pm. The 1.053 
pm  radiation matches the line centre of Ndiglass and Nd:YLF lasers are often used as 
seeders for high power glass amplifier systems [34].
The absorption near 800 nm for Nd:YLF is polarisation dependent but is wider and 
stronger than in YAG which, as is found in this work, is beneficial in end pumping as a 
tighter confined gain mode can be produced. The emission cross section has been 
measured to be about 75 % that of Nd:YAG [35], but combined with a longer upper 
state lifetime (-480 ps) the cross-section lifetime product is higher for YLF implying 
lower thresholds and a greater energy storage capacity. It can therefore be pumped with 
pump pulses of twice the duration as in YAG while retaining the same storage 
efficiency.
The natural birefringence dominates over thermally induced birefringence reducing 
depolarisation losses, and the thermal lensing is much less than in YAG due to partial 
cancellation between the negative dnldT  and the stress induced index change. A dis­
advantage it has compared with YAG is a less advanced growth technology resulting in 
large, high quality samples not being as readily available. Additionally, the thermal 
fracture limit is less and so YLF cannot be operated at as high average powers as can 
YAG material. However, as is demonstrated in this work, for lower average powers, 
particularly Q-switched operation, the spectroscopic and material properties of YLF are 
superior to YAG.
4.5 Electro-optic Q-switching
A brief account of the theory of Q-switching is presented at this juncture in order that 
some of the later results can be seen in proper perspective and also to explain the 
approach taken to overcome a problem in electro-optic Q-switches sometimes referred 
to as 'ringing'.
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4.5.1 General theory of Q-switching
In order for a gain medium to become a laser oscillator it must be placed in a resonator 
which produces feedback. The *Q' (for quality) of a resonator can be defined as the ratio 
of the energy stored in the resonator field to the rate of energy loss from the resonator in 
an optical cycle. We therefore refer to resonators with low losses as being of high *Q', 
and high loss resonators as being of low Q. If in some way the Q of a laser resonator is 
held at a low value during the pump pulse such that the laser is always below threshold, 
then no stimulated emission build-up will occur and a large population inversion may 
be created. It the cavity is suddenly ’switched' to become a high Q cavity then the 
population inversion that was stored will be many times the high Q threshold and a 
large gain will be present in the cavity. This results in the fast build-up of a 'giant-pulse' 
which strips out the energy stored in the population inversion resulting in a high energy, 
high peak power pulse of nanosecond duration. This pulse is naturally referred to as a 
giant or Q-switched pulse.
4.5.2 Electro-optic Q-switching
In electro-optic Q-switching the switch between high and low Q is achieved by 
controlling the polarisation properties of the laser cavity. One way this can be achieved, 
which is referred to as the quarter-wave configuration is shown schematically in fig. 
4.3.
25W quasi-cw laser diode
Im  RofC 
HR @ 1.064 pm LiNbOg pockells cell
10% output couplerGlan-Thompson 12mm, (j> 1.5mm calcite polariser 
dg. 4.3 Schematic diagram of the quarter-wave configuration for electro-optic Q-switching
An electro-optic crystal can be made to act as a variable retardation plate by application 
of an (large) electric field. Light emitted from the gain medium travelling to the right in 
fig. 4.3 is only transmitted by the polariser if it has the correct polarisation. 
Subsequently it passes through the electro-optic crystal where a quarter-wave 
retardation transforms it from linear polarisation to circular. After reflection from the 
mirror it receives another quarter-wave retardation and is now again linearly polarised, 
but orthogonal to its original polarisation and is therefore rejected from the cavity. In 
this state the cavity is therefore in a high loss or low Q state. By suddenly removing the 
applied voltage from the electro-optic crystal the retardation is removed ( in approx. <
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10 ns) and the cavity is now of high Q and a giant pulse can build-up. In the 
experiments to be described later, the Q-switched energies obtained were often much 
less than was expected. This has been attributed to the elasto-optic effect.
When an electric field is applied to an electro-optic crystal the refractive indices are 
changed due to the electro-optic effect. In addition, as all electro-optic crystals also 
exhibit piezo-electricity, the applied field additionally compresses the crystal. This 
crystal compression therefore also contributes to the retardation via a strain- 
birefringence. Although the electric field is removed in a short time, approx. 10 ns or 
less, the cavity loss due to induced birefringence does not drop immediately to zero. 
Instead it drops to some intermediate value (to approx. 30 % loss for LiNbOs) in the 
time for the voltage to be removed, which is the electro-optic component, followed by a 
slow (-100s of ns to 1 p,s) decay to zero loss. This additional loss may be termed elasto- 
optic as it results from the residual mechanical compression of the crystal after removal 
of the applied voltage [36]. When the build-up time of the Q-switched pulse is long 
compared to the relaxation time of this residual loss then the effect on output energy is 
small. However when the build-up time is short, the remaining loss during the pulse 
build-up can substantially reduce the Q-switch efficiency.
The Pockels cell used in this work was a Lasermetrics 3904 LiNbOg Q-switch. The 
transient response of the birefringence to removal of the applied field was investigated 
using the set up shown in fig. 4.4.
Faraday
isolatoralignment He-Ne
polariser
LiNb03 Pockells cell \  i
HR ms
50/50 non-polarising beamsplitterPDl PD2
H.V. supply
oscilloscope
cw Nd;YAG
fig. 4.4 Experimental set up for investigation of the transient birefringence in the Pockels cell.
The birefringence in the crystal was mirrored by the signal at photodiode PD l. The 
transient response of this to removal of the applied field is shown in two time scales in 
figs. 4.5 and 4.6. The spikes on the traces are electrical noise given off by the Q-switch 
driver (avalanche transistor chain), and unfortunately obscure some of the information.
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0  % transmission
500 ns
1 0 0  % transmission
fig. 4.5 Short term transient relaxation of birefringence
fig. 4.6 Birefringence relaxation on a longer time scale, showing ringing behaviour
On a longer time scale oscillation of the birefringence is observed, fig. 4.6, which is due 
to the acoustic wave which is caused by the fast expansion of the crystal as the field is 
removed, propagating back and forth in the crystal. This is not a problem in this work as 
the build-up time of the laser pulses is short compared to the time for the acoustic wave 
to cross the crystal.
The birefringence which is still present as the laser pulse builds up can be compensated 
for by applying a dc field to the opposite electrode of the Pockels cell. In this way the 
retardation imposed by the dc field is adjusted to reduce the net birefringence at the 
time of pulse emission to zero. This is demonstrated in fig. 4.7 which shows how the
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time taken for the birefringence to reach zero is reduced to less than 300 ns by the 
application of a 600 V dc bias to the -ve electrode.
0  % transmission
■ -
300 ns
1 0 0  % transmission
fig. 4.7 Effect of a dc bias on control of the birefringence
This technique helped to increase the output energies from the lasers built here, as will 
be presented later.
4.6 Side-pumped Nd:YAG lasers
As already mentioned, the general approach taken to increasing the amount of power 
available from laser diodes is the production of diode laser bars, and further the stacking 
of these bars. Each bar consists of as many as 1000 individual laser stripes and therefore 
this linear array endears itself to the side-pumping of laser rods, i.e. the array is situated 
parallel to the axis of the laser rod, with the diode light either focused into the rod with 
some form of lens, or merely close-coupled to the rod. As will be discussed later, 
suitable design of collection optics also allows the diode light to be input along the axis 
of the rod, referred at as end- or longitudinal-pumping, which can result in a higher 
value of gain due to the smaller pump mode size. Side-pumping is a simpler technique 
for pumping with laser diode arrays and was therefore the first one used here. In this 
work two lasers were built which relied on side-pumping, and these are described in this 
section.
4.6.1 Nd:YAG laser side pumped by a single diode laser array
At the start of this work, the most powerful diode laser array that was available 
commercially was the SDL-3220-J, from Spectra Diode Labs, which was capable of a 
peak power of 25W in a 200 |is pulse producing 5 mJ. These 'quasi-cw' devices could 
be operated up to a maximum rate of 100 Hz due to heating considerations. This laser 
was used to side-pump a 1.3 % (atomic) NdiYAG rod of 1.5 mm diameter and 12 mm
,»2
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length. Nd:YAG was chosen as it was an established material which was readily 
available and would allow a good match between the emission wavelength of the diode 
and the absorption peak at ~ 809 nm. The work that is described in this subsection was 
performed in collaboration with Callum Norrie, and can also be found in the final 
section of his thesis [37].
The laser diode array had to be characterised so that its use as a pump laser could be 
optimised. As mentioned above, the diode could be operated with up to a 200 |is pump 
pulse, which allows good energy storage due to the 230 jis upper state lifetime. The 
limit on this pump pulse length was the ability to remove heat from the device. If the 
temperature of the diode changes, then so does its wavelength, which must be matched 
to the 1 nm absorption bandwidth of the NdiYAG. The emission wavelength of the 
diode array was found to vary both across the array length and also with time due to the 
dynamic heating of the array by the driving current pulse [38]. This gave a time 
averaged linewidth from the array of approx. 5 nm. To achieve the best possible match 
between the emission and absorption requires control of the temperature of the diode 
array, or at least of its heatsink. Temperature control was obtained by inserting the laser 
diode inside an insulated copper block, and removing heat using two peltier coolers. 
The current to the peltier coolers was controlled with a Photon Control 290 Peltier 
Driver, with temperature sensing using a thermistor. The heat was then removed from 
the hot sides of the peltier coolers by finned heat sinks and passive air cooling.
The emitting dimension perpendicular to the plane of the laser array is only 1 jxm which 
results in a large divergence angle of the emitted light in this dimension, -40° 
(FWHM), while in plane of the array the divergence is -  10°. The close coupled scheme 
adopted here allowed the use of the rod surface as a lensing element to control the 
divergence in the vertical plane. The diode facet can be aligned to be parallel to a 
reference axis which will contain the laser rod, by observing the diffraction pattern 
produced when a He-Ne is directed at the diode facet. The gain region which is 
produced by this arrangement was observed by detecting the 1 jim fluorescence that is 
produced with a Si CCD camera (EEV photon). Use of a small aperture at the camera 
lens allows the whole length of the rod to be imaged. The fluorescence profile was 
sampled with an in-house video frame grabber controlled by a BBC Archimedes micro­
computer, and is shown in fig.4.8. The fluorescence, and hence gain, profile consisted 
of a stripe opposite the diode with the peak close to the diode side of the rod where the 
pump intensity is highest. The rod was held in a polished brass holder which would 
reflect unabsorbed pump light back into the rod.
Using a short cavity, -  12 cm, with a Im highly reflecting (HR) mirror and a 10 % 
piano output coupler (o/c) and with the rod roughly centred, a best free running energy 
of 0.9 m l in a single transverse mode was obtained for 5 mJ pump. Energy
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fig. 4.8 Fluorescence profile viewed through one end of the rod
measurements were made with a Molectron J50 pyroelectric detector and JIOOO energy 
meter. Normally the laser mode size is kept as small as possible to obtain a low 
threshold provided that the pump mode can be confined to be within this size. However, 
when the pump mode is spatially extended, as is the case here, the mode size is a trade 
off between low threshold, good overlap between pump and lasing mode, and the 
requirement that only the TEMqo mode is allowed to oscillate. Single transverse mode 
is obtained here by aligning the cavity such that the TEMqo mode uses the peak gain 
close to one side of the rod, and the rod itself acts as an aperture to prevent higher order 
modes. The gaussian output profile and measured spot sizes agreed with those expected 
from cavity mode calculations and was therefore taken to be diffraction limited, 
although no direct measurement of the closeness to diffraction limited (i.e. number of 
times diffraction limit or the 'M^' parameter) was made with this laser. The temporal 
properties were measured with a BPX65 Si photodiode and seen to give the expected 
shape of relaxation oscillations tending to a steady state output.
For non-linear optical applications a high peak power is required and so the next step 
was to Q-switch the laser. This was achieved with the set-up shown in fig. 4.3. Firstly 
the laser cavity had to be extended in length to allow insertion of the polariser and 
electro-optic Q-switch. The change in mode size due to extension of the cavity (from 
310 |im  to 380 |im  at the rod) reduced the free-running energy to -0 .7  mJ. With the 
polariser and Q-switch in the cavity the energy was reduced further to -0 .5  mJ. Using 
the Findlay-Clay technique [39] (which looks at the way threshold varies with output 
coupling) the intracavity losses were estimated to be -9  %. Most of these losses were 
found to be due to the polariser.
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Q-switching of the laser produced a best output of 0.41 mJ in a 38 ns (FWHM) pulse 
giving a peak power of over 10 kW, though a more typical output was 0.33 mJ in 40 ns. 
The drop in output energy compared to free running is attributed to the relatively large 
losses which reduced the number of times above threshold to which the laser could be 
pumped which affects the extraction efficiency. The loss due to the elasto-optic effect, 
as mentioned earlier, was not too serious for this laser as the long pulse build up time 
meant that the Q-switch was almost fully opened when the pulse had built up. The pulse 
to pulse stability was good, as can be seen in fig. 4.9 which shows a persistence trace 
over 100 pulses indicating a stability of approx. ± 5 % .
20ms I
fig. 4,9 100 pulse persistence trace of Q-switched pulses
The characterisation of the Q-switched output agrees well with standard Q-switch 
theory, as found in advanced textbooks, e.g. Siegman [40], giving a slope efficiency of 
17 %, as shown in fig. 4.10.
Lack of success at this point with the OPO lead to the requirement of a laser which was 
capable of producing higher output powers. The logical step to achieve this was to use 
more diodes for pumping, and also to use the higher powered diode arrays which were 
available by this time.
4.6.2 Double side-pumped Nd:YAG laser
With the technology of the growth of semiconductor structures advancing all the time, 
the power available from laser diode arrays was also increasing. We obtained two SDL- 
3230-T diode lasers from Spectra Diode Labs which were each specified to give 12 mJ 
output in a 200 |is  pulse (60 W peak power). To obtain this power requires a power 
supply capable of current pulses of 80 Amps. The power supply was the same as the 
one used to drive the single device of the previous section, that is a SDL 922, where the
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diodes were connected in series and driven by a single power supply. The wavelength
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fig. 4.10 Q-switched laser energy as a function of laser diode pump energy
specification that comes with the diodes is only ± 2  nm, and it was found that to get a 
good spectral match to the NdiYAG absorption the diodes had to be run at close to 40 
°C. This has the advantage that there is no chance of condensation on the diode facet 
which can be a problem if the diodes have to be cooled substantially, but has the major 
disadvantage that operation at an elevated temperature is likely to reduce the lifetime. 
Therefore, the diode heatsinks which were similar to as described in the previous 
section and were designed for cooling of the diodes in fact had to be used to heat the 
diodes.
The output from the diode lasers was again close coupled into the rod, this time with the 
two diodes pumping opposite sides of the rod, as shown in fig. 4.11. Three different 
rods in all were investigated with this configuration, as it was found that the quality of 
rods could vary and affect the output. These consisted of the 1.3 % doped 1.5 mm ^  12 
mm length rod as used in the previous section, a 1 .1  % doped 2  mm <j> 16 mm length 
(both of these plano-plano with AR coatings), and a 1.3 % doped 2 mm <}> 12 mm length 
Brewster angled rod. Use of Brewster angled surfaces should give low loss and also 
expand the mode inside the rod to give a better spatial match to the linear gain stripe.
With the two diodes opposite each other, the gain profile is again a stripe with peaks at 
either side where the diode light enters, as shown in fig. 4.12. The reason for the slight 
asymmetry is that due to their mounts, one diode facet can be brought closer to the rod 
than the other.
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fig. 4 .11 Photo o f initial pumping arrangement for double side-pumped laser.
fig. 4.12 Fluorescence for double pumped laser, when diodes are opposite each other horizontally
The Brewster rod was used in the same cavity as previously described, i.e. a im  HR and 
10 % plane o/c separated by -  11 cm. Due to mode expansion on entering at Brewster's 
angle, the mode dimensions at the rod were approx. 330 x 580 |im. This larger mode 
size and the fact that the gain profile doesn't peak in the centre are attributed to the 
relatively poor long pulse efficiency of 2.5 mJ output, with a slope efficiency of 14 % 
and a high threshold of 7.5 mJ. Unlike pumping with a single diode laser where the 
lasing mode could be aligned to the peak of the gain at one side of the rode, with the 
double pumped case there is a peak at either side of the rod and the gain at the centre, 
which is used, is slightly lower. A larger overlap between gain mode and lasing mode 
can be achieved by expanding the laser mode at the expense of threshold, with the
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restriction that too large a mode will experience clipping losses due to the rod.
When Q-switching this laser, the build up time of around 400 ns meant that the Q- 
switch was not fully open when the pulse was emitted resulting in poor efficiency. The 
best output was 2.1 mJ in a 50 ns pulse where the output coupler was replaced with a 
HR and the loss of the Q-switch was used to polarisation output couple.
As the quality of rods was found to vary, this pump geometry was also used with the 1.5 
mm piano rod that was used in the single diode pump experiments. With the same short 
cavity and 10 % output coupling as used for the free-running work above, 4 mJ was 
obtained with only the rod in the cavity. Lengthening of the cavity and inclusion of the 
polariser and Pockels cell reduced this to 2.9 mJ. However, again the Q-switch 
performance was disappointing with only 1 mJ obtained with a 10 % output coupler. 
Even though the cancellation of the residual Q-switch retardation as described in  ^
section 4.4 was being applied, the build up time and associated loss is attributed to the 
poor performance. Not only does the loss reduce the efficiency of the output coupling, 
but it also reduces the number of times threshold to which the laser can be pumped, and 
so reduces the extraction efficiency.
In order to try and increase the efficiency due to overlap between the pump mode and 
laser mode, a 1 .1  % 2  mm (j) 16 mm length piano rod was used in a concave-convex 
cavity. Chesler and Maydan [41] showed that cavities consisting of one concave and 
one convex mirror could be used to obtain large mode sizes while still maintaining 
stable cavities which were relatively insensitive to misalignment. They also found 
experimentally, for the case of flashlamp pumping, the optimum ratio of lasing mode 
size to rod radius as 2. Using a cavity consisting of 75 cm concave and 100 cm convex 
mirrors separated by 20 cm the mode size at the rod was ~ 500 jim. A 1/4 plate was 
used to provide polarisation output coupling as both these mirrors were HR. With the 
polariser and Q-switch inserted, this configuration gave 3 mJ long pulse, however it was 
necessary to lengthen the physical length of the cavity to 30 cm to ensure TEMqo 
operation. Again, despite the improved long pulse output energy, the Q-switching 
performance was disappointing with only 0.75 mJ.
To try and understand why the efficiency was low the gain and losses of the system 
were measured. By inserting a Brewster plate into the cavity and rotating until 
oscillation is only just obtainable this gives the maximum loss which the system can 
withstand. This is then equal to the gain that the rod provides, which was =  0.215 
with the round trip gain as G = exp(2g/) = 1.54. Using a cw NdiYAG the passive losses 
of the other cavity components, i.e. X/4 plate, polariser and Q-switch, were measured 
giving a round trip loss of -  8  %. It must then be that the residual retardation loss of the 
Q-switch even with a 600 V dc cancellation bias applied was killing the system. Other 
work in the department had shown that an end-pumped NdiYLF laser exhibited higher
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gain and Q-switched efficiently [42]. It seemed to be that the low gain available from 
the double side-pumped system was unable to cope with the residual loss of the Q- 
switch.
To try and improve the side pumped system by obtaining a gain profile with a central 
maximum an ’angled pump' scheme was attempted in contrast to the previous linear 
arrangement. It was hoped to angle the diode lasers at 45 ° to the horizontal and in this 
way the rod could be mounted in a polished brass mount which would reflect back some 
of the diode light which was not absorbed (58 % was absorbed in a single pass). 
Unfortunately, the facet of the diode (particularly for one diode) sits back slightly from 
its mount and it was not possible to angle the diodes at 45 In fact, as is shown in fig. 
4.13, the best that could be obtained was approximately half this. Although a gain 
profile with a central peak was obtained, as the diodes could not be brought as close to 
the rod due to mount restrictions, the system showed no improvement over the linear 
pumping scheme.
fig. 4.13 Angled pump geometry. Inset shows how the mounts restricted the angles that could be employed.
The success of the end-pumped NdiYLF system just mentioned encouraged us to build 
an end-pumped system with NdiYAG.
4.7 End-pumped Nd lasers
4.7.1 Introduction
When designing a laser cavity for a particular application it is usually borne in mind
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that the lowest threshold occurs for the smallest lasing mode size. However, if the pump 
mode size cannot be confined to be within the lasing mode size, then not all of the 
pump will contribute and therefore the coupling efficiency will be reduced as described 
by an overlap integral between pump and lasing modes. In essence, the problem is 
therefore to confine as much of the pump in as small a volume as possible, with final 
restrictions placed by host properties such as thermal fracture. It is for this reason that 
lower thresholds and higher efficiencies are normally obtained by end-pumping of laser 
rods as opposed to side-pumping. However, as mentioned previously, the highest 
powers available from laser diodes come in the form of laser array bars and stacks, 
implying side-pumping techniques for high power operation o f solid-state lasers. 
However, spurred by the greater efficiency and lower thresholds that are obtainable 
with end-pumping, a variety of schemes have been demonstrated that show that it is in 
fact possible to couple in a large amount of power using end-pumping geometries. 
These include angular and polarisation multiplexing of single diodes and laser bars such 
that the thermal limits of the material, as mentioned above, can be approached [23]. The 
work here utilised a geometry originally proposed by Shannon and Wallace [43] for 
collimation and focusing the output from a single laser bar.
4.7.2 End-pumped NdiYAG laser
To try and achieve enough gain to overcome the losses that were being imposed by the 
Q-switch it was decided to try end-pumping NdiYAG as this pump geometry had 
already proved successful in NdiYLF [42]. The collection optics which collimated and 
focused the diode light are shown in fig. 4.14.
4 mm (j), 16 mm 
NdiYAGVertical plane
laser diode bar
HT 809 nm 
HR 1064 nm1.2mmf/l 12.7 mm f/1 8.5 mm f/1
rod lens
Horizontal plane
cylindrical lens aspheric lens
fig. 4.14 Schematic diagram of diode collection optics
This scheme has the advantage that in using bulk refractive optics, as opposed to lensiet 
arrays or diffractive methods, it is independent of the number of emitters in the laser bar
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and does not have to be aligned to micron tolerances. The rod lens and cylindrical lens 
collimate the light in the vertical dimension, the combination being used as opposed to a 
single rod lens to reduce spherical aberration. The aspheric condenser lens then focuses 
the light in both planes through the rear cavity mirror, which is a thin mica sheet coated 
to be highly transmitting at the pump wavelength and highly reflecting at the lasing 
wavelength, into the rod. The transmission of the optics, despite AR coatings, was only 
75 %, probably due to the high angles of incidence at the interfaces and aperturing in 
the horizontal plane at the aspheric condenser.
The fluorescence profile, and hence gain distribution, obtained is shown for the two 
planes in figs. 4.15 and 4.16.
fig. 4.15 Fluorescence profile in the horizontal plane for the end-pumped Nd:YAG laser
fig. 4.16 Fluorescence profile in the vertical plane for the end-pumped Nd: YAG laser
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Although the focused spot size of the pump light was measured to be approx. 30 x 640 
p.m (measured after adjusting the collimating optics for maximum laser output and then 
removing the rod) it is clearly seen that the profile in the horizontal plane has a central 
maximum but still fills the entire rod. The profile in the vertical plane is considerably 
narrower, with a FW l/e^ of approx. 700 p,m. Both of these are considerably larger than 
the focused spot of the pump light due to the spreading of the beam as it propagates 
through the absorption depth of the crystal. It was seen during the experiments that the 
important thing was to minimise this fluorescence profile rather than just minimising 
the pump spot because of the finite absorption depth required, and it will be shown later 
that tighter gain profiles were obtained when using Nd:YUF due to its larger absorption 
coefficient.
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fig, 4.17 Honzontal profile o f end-pumped Nd:YAG multi-mode output
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fig. 4.18 Vertical profile o f end-pumped NdrYAG multi-mode output
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With the Nd:YAG at one end of a 25 cm cavity consisting of the thin mica HR and a 50 
cm 1 0  % output coupler, the elliptical gain mode results in a multi-transverse lasing 
mode. The transverse mode profiles for the horizontal and vertical planes are shown in 
figs. 4.17 and 4.18 respectively.
The horizontal profile consists of a central peak due to the TEMq mode superimposed 
on top of what appears to be TEM5 . The vertical profile is almost single transverse 
mode, but due to the elliptical gain being slightly larger than the lasing mode, which 
from cold cavity calculations is approx. 290 jam, there are additional small ripples due 
to higher order modes. The energy that was obtained in this multi-transverse free 
running output was 2.4 mJ, which was achieved with a 4.1 mJ threshold and 25.7 % 
slope efficiency. This corresponds to a round trip gain on centre, calculated by 
measuring the loss at which oscillation is just achieved, of G = 2.1, which is an 
improvement on the side pumped scheme where two diodes were used. This 
demonstrates how end-pumping is more efficient at these pump levels where the diode 
light can be efficiently collected and focused into the laser rod.
For non-linear optical applications a T E M qo output is desired. This can be achieved 
with an elliptical gain by anamorphic expansion of the lasing mode in the horizontal 
plane to provide a better match to the elliptical gain. In the work here an anamorphic 
prism pair consisting of two Brewster angled prisms fabricated from SF4 glass are used 
to provide x3 expansion in the horizontal plane. An alternative method is the use of a 
telescope consisting of two cylindrical lenses, which was the approach adopted in the 
NdiYLF work mentioned above. Three times anamorphic expansion produces a cold 
cavity waist of approx. 825 x 290 p.m. However, because of the large spatial extent of 
the gain due to the small absorption of the Nd:YAG, the use of x3 expansion was 
insufficient to produce single transverse mode output, with the horizontal profile still 
showing higher order modes and with the small ripples still evident in the vertical plane. 
Due to the insufficient anamorphic expansion, the coupling to TEM qo was therefore not 
complete and the resulting low output energy, 1.2 mJ, is attributed to this and also to the 
high losses that were measured for the prisms. Despite the fact that one face of the 
prism was entered at Brewster’s angle and the other was AR coated, the loss was 
measured with a cw Nd:YAG laser to be approx. 2 % single pass per prism, which gives 
an additional round trip cavity loss of nearly 8  %. This was disappointing as one of the 
main reasons why the prism pair was chosen in preference to the cylindrical telescope 
was that the losses were expected to be lower. The other reason was that the cylindrical 
telescope had proven difficult to align, a fact that was borne out when an attempt was 
made to use a x4 cylindrical telescope (formed from a -6.5 mm and a 25.4 cm lens) in 
the Nd:YAG cavity without success.
It was possible to obtain TEMqq output from the cavity by insertion of an iris of approx.
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5 mm aperture approx. 5 cm from the plane mirror, however at a low output energy. To 
obtain a laser that was capable of producing 2 mJ in a Q-switched pulse and in a single 
mode output it was decided to build another Nd:YLF laser based on the success already 
obtained with this material [42].
4,7.3 End-pumped NdiYLF laser
The low efficiency obtained in this work with Nd:YAG, both side- and end-pumped, 
was mainly attributed to the large spatial extent of the gain in the laser rod. It was hoped 
that this could be improved upon by using the host material Yttrium Lithium Fluoride 
(YLF) which has better absorption properties than YAG. As well as the peak of the 
absorption being larger in YLF than in YAG material, the width of the absorption is 
also greater which is a benefit due to the large ( -  5 nm) time-averaged emission of the 
diode lasers, as mentioned previously. The absorption spectrum of Nd:YLF near 800 
nm is shown in fig. 4.19.
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tig. 4.19 Measured absorption spectrum of 1.5 % NdiYLF, Elle.
The uniaxial structure of Nd:YLF results in anisotropic absorption and emission 
spectra, with the strongest absorption for light polarised along the c-axis. The emission 
near 1 \im is in two orthogonally polarised lines, 1.047 )im, which is the strongest, 
being polarised along the c-axis and 1.053 jim in the orthogonal plane (a and b axes 
having identical properties). The absorption spectrum shows three peaks at 792, 797 
and 806 nm. The AlGaAs lasers that are available at present are only just recently 
becoming capable of pumping the strongest peak at 792, with the 797 line being the 
usual choice. The laser diodes that were immediately available were those that had been 
used to pump the Nd:YAG rods, and these could not be practically cooled to pump the 
797 absorption. A brief investigation using one of these diodes to pump the 806 nm
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absorption of a 1.5 % doped 4 mm (j> by 10 mm length Nd:YLF rod was only capable of 
1.9 mJ free-running with the same cavity and pump optics as described previously for 
the end-pumped YAG experiments. This low efficiency was due to the weak absorption 
available at 806 nm and the resulting large gain profile filling the rod.
Good efficiency was obtained by using an alternative laser diode, the same model as the 
diodes used for the YAG work but with the room temperature wavelength specified as 
797 nm. First of all, the transmission of the light emitted from this diode through the 
coupling optics was measured as 83 %, which is thought to be due to smaller 
divergence in the horizontal plane reducing aperturing at the aspheric condenser.
fig. 4.20 Fluorescence i»x)file from horizontal plane for Nd: YLF
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fig. 4.21 Fluorescence profile from vertical plane for NdiYLF
The fluorescence profiles obtained for the horizontal and vertical planes are shown in
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figs. 4.20 and 4.21 respectively.
It is seen that the fluorescence, and hence gain, that filled the rod in the case of the end- 
pumped Nd:YAG, is confined closer to the axis for Nd:YLF with FWHM widths of 
approx. 1.3 mm and 380 |im  for the horizontal and vertical planes respectively. With a 
23 cm cavity, multi-transverse output with a 10 % (20 %) 50 cm RofC output coupler 
was 3.5 (4.1) mJ with a slope efficiency of 38 (40 %). Insertion of the prism pair for 
achievement of single transverse mode output resulted in an output of 2.5 mJ, for either 
output coupler, with the slope efficiency reduced to 30 %. The intracavity losses were 
measured as 10 % using the Findlay-Clay technique which verified that the major 
passive loss in the cavity was the 8  % round trip loss of the prism pair. Again by 
measuring the maximum loss sustainable the gain was estimated as G = 4.7, which is 
much superior to the side-pumped NdrYAG geometry even though only one diode is 
used to pump the Nd: YLF.
Electro-optic Q-switching was obtained with the polarisation selection of the prism pair 
and the anisotropy of the gain providing sufficient hold-off at these pump powers ( 1 2  
mJ in 200 jL is ) . The short cavity used and the high gain resulted in an output of 1.8 mJ in 
a 14 ns (FWHM) pulse. However, it was noticed that the slope efficiency increased 
close to the peak pump power which turned out to be indicative of a higher order 
transverse mode coming above threshold. By lenthening the cavity to 28 cm this was 
prevented giving 1.8 mJ in an 18 ns pulse. These results were obtained with 2.1 kV to 
the +ve electrode of the LiNbOs Pockels cell and 600 V as the dc bias on the -ve 
electrode. With no polariser in the cavity, the net voltage had to be finely adjusted to 
provide the hold-off until the Q-switch was triggered.
photodiode
a
LiNbOa Pockels ceilms
HR tilted étalonlaser diode
O O polariser
x3 anamorphic prism pair 5m 20% 
output couplercollection optics
fig. 4.22 Schematic diagram of end-pumped NdrYLF, including components for transverse and 
longitudinal mode control.
As other experiments had shown that the isolator which was to be used in the OPO 
experiments had a high insertion loss (~ 2 0  % due to poor quality polarisers) it was' 
decided to increase the pump energy deposited in the rod. This was done by increasing 
the pump pulse duration to 230 jis (limited by the diode driver) to take advantage of the 
long upper state lifetime ( -  480 fis) and also increasing the drive current slightly, to
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give an estimated 14 mJ input pump energy. With the higher gain this provided, it was 
necessary to use a Glan-laser polariser to achieve hold-off. The output at the higher 
pump power was 2.2 mJ in a 16 ns pulse with 16 % slope efficiency. However, 
measurement of the beam profile showed an asymmetry in the vertical plane due to a 
higher order mode. Insertion of an iris gave TEMqo output of 2  mJ with a measured M^ 
~ 1 .1  in both planes, with the profiles obtained with a pinholed photodiode showing a 
near perfect fit to a gaussian. A schematic diagram of the laser is shown in fig. 4.22.
Measurements of the output profiles and focal positions after a lens indicated that the 
output from the laser was both slightly elliptical and astigmatic. These are both a direct 
result of the use of the prism pair as the source of the anamorphic expansion in the 
cavity. The large mode at the rod in the horizontal plane 840 |im) diverges initially 
less than that of the vertical plane which results in the output spot sizes at the output 
coupler being approx. 330 (horiz.) and 370 jim (vert.). Calculating an effective waist for 
the horizontal plane which would allow for the prism pair gives an effective waist 
slightly behind the prism pair, and therefore displaced from the vertical waist at the 
plane mirror by approx. 10 cm. The effective waists for the two planes allowing for the 
diverging effect of the plano-concave output coupler are 225 and 235 jim with an 
astigmatism of 5.5 cm. Spot size measurements indicated a slightly larger ellipticity 
than the calculations but agree roughly for the astigmatism. Both the ellipticity and 
astigmatism had to be taken into account when mode matching the output from the laser 
into the OPO cavity, or for any other application.
Use of a cylindrical lens telescope may be a preferred option to that of the prism pair. 
The losses obtained with the lenses were less than the prism pair, but that may have 
been due to poor quality coatings on the prism pair. In addition, slight adjustment of the 
telescope allows a small focal power to be incorporated into the telescope which can be 
used to obtain a circular, non-astigmatic output. The alignment sensitivity of the 
cylindrical telescope, which was its disadvantage over the prism pair, could be 
improved by using longer focal length lenses (the x3 telescope used in other 
experiments, as mentioned earlier, used - 6.5 mm and 19.1 mm focal length lenses).
For some of the experiments where the laser was used as a pump source for the OPO, it 
was desired to have a single frequency output. A technique which is often used to 
achieve this with Q-switched lasers is referred to as 'slow Q-switching' [44] or 
sometimes self-injection seeding. By controlling the retardation induced by the Pockels 
cell the loss can be set to allow a single relaxation spike to occur at the end of the pump 
pulse. Normally the Q-switched pulse will grow from noise and so a large number of 
modes will have developed before the saturation of the gain exerts any control on the 
magnitudes of the modes. However, if a single relaxation oscillation is allowed to build 
up with the gain only just above threshold, then the large number of round trips that this
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pulse experiences will saturate the gain and results in either a single or double 
longitudinal mode output depending on the position and separation of the modes with 
respect to the peak and width of the gain linewidth respectively [45].
Fine adjustment of the net bias to the Pockels cell in these experiments allowed the 
emission of a relaxation oscillation pulse at the end of the pump pulse. By monitoring 
this build up with a photodiode looking at the leakage field from the polariser, the Q- 
switch was fully opened at the peak of the relaxation oscillation. Unfortunately, the high 
gain of the laser resulted in a short relaxation oscillation (~ 600 ns) and the slow Q- 
switched output therefore consisted of one or two main modes, with some weaker 
modes evident approx. 5 axial mode spacings from the main modes. It was possible to 
eliminate these additional modes by insertion of a 2  mm tilted étalon with a low finesse. 
By passing the laser output through a 10 GHz FSR 1 cm étalon and monitoring the FP 
fringes with a CCD camera the output was then seen to be single longitudinal mode on 
some of the pulses, as shown in fig. 4.23.
r
fig. 4.23 Photograph of FP fringes indicating SLM operation, with blow up for clarity.
The output energy of the SLM output was only 1.4 mJ due to the effects of spatial hole 
burning and étalon losses.
4.8 Comparison of side and end-pumping and Nd:YAG and 
NdiYLF
The construction of lasers involving both side and end pumping geometries and also 
using both the materials NdrYAG and NdrYLF allow a direct comparison between 
pump geometries and materials for pumping at the power levels involved here. Insight 
into performance differences at higher pumping levels can also be postulated.
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Using a single 1 cm laser bar, suitably designed collection optics show that end- 
pumping is a superior technique to side-pumping. This is due to the ability to 
concentrate the gain into a smaller volume which lowers threshold and by choice of a 
suitable lasing mode size the overlap efficiency can also be maximised. With slightly 
different optics two individual diode bars could be polarisation coupled into one end of 
a rod. Stacking of diode bars also increases the pump power by replacement of the rod 
lens by a larger aperture cylindrical lens to collect light from each of the bars [46]. 
Angular multiplexing of sufficient diode bars in an end-pumped geometry approaches 
the thermal fracture of laser materials [23] disproving the myth that only a limited 
amount of power can be coupled in using end-pumping techniques.
At powers below its thermal fracture limit, Nd:YLF appears to be a superior material to 
Nd:YAG. As was demonstrated in this work, the higher absorption coefficient allows 
for the generation of a tighter gain profile with the resulting improvement in threshold 
and efficiency. The wider absorption also requires less stringent control on diode 
wavelength. Although there still seems to be uncertainty over the exact ratio between 
the stimulated emission cross-sections of Nd:YAG and NdiYLF, it is generally accepted 
that the upper state lifetime is at least twice as long in YLF. This alone allows higher 
energy storage where ASE is not a problem. Two recent measurements o f the 
spectroscopic properties of the materials both give the product of cross-section and 
lifetime to be larger in YLF, resulting in a lower threshold, despite the fact that one 
finds the cross section to be larger in YAG [47] while the other finds the converse [48]. 
The negative dn/dT partially compensates for the stress-optic coefficients resulting in a 
much reduced thermal lensing in YLF compared to YAG, and in addition, the natural 
birefringence of NdiYLF swamps the thermally induced birefringence. NdiYAG would 
only seem to be superior in very high average power cases due to its higher thermal 
fracture limit.
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4.9 Summary
This chapter describes the experimental approach taken to construction of a suitable 
pump laser for the OPO experiments. Both side- and end-pumping techniques were 
examined, and both the materials NdiYAG and NdiYLF were used, with a comparison 
made between the two pump geometries and the two materials.
Side pumping with either one or two diodes was investigated for NdiYAG, but it was 
found that the low gain and low efficiency due to the resulting large spatial extent of the 
gain distribution in the rod resulted in poor Q-switched operation. The dynamic loss of 
an electro-optic Pockels cell was examined and it was found that the remaining loss 
after Q-switching due to the elasto-optic effect could be reduced by application of an 
additional bias to the normally grounded electrode, but that due to the fast build up of 
the pulses in the short cavities used here the Q-switch loss during pulse emission was 
still substantial and was responsible for the poor Q-switching performance.
End-pumping techniques with single laser-diode bars have been shown to be more 
efficient than side-pumping due to the better confinement of the gain on axis, reducing 
threshold and increasing the slope efficiency. NdiYLF proved superior to NdiYAG due 
to its stronger and wider absorption at the diode wavelength. The high gain available 
with the NdiYLF rod produced near diffraction limited output pulses of 2 mJ and less 
than 20 ns duration for an input pulse energy of ~ 14 mJ. Slow Q-switching of this laser 
produced a source of single frequency output.
3
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CHAPTER 5
KTP OPO
5.1 Introduction
This thesis describes the successful operation of an all solid state optical parametric 
oscillator based on the non-linear material potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP). It is the 
purpose of this chapter to describe the steps towards the achievement of this goal. 
Firstly, the design considerations which were undertaken will be discussed, with 
particular reference to early experiments. The early attempts will then be described, 
with discussion of the lessons learned. The decision to adopt 'zero-power' mirrors had a 
large impact on the success of this work, and so the properties of these mirror substrates 
are described. Results are then presented for the operation o f the OPO, describing the 
threshold, efficiency and spectral characteristics. Where appropriate these are compared 
with theoretical calculations.
In the following sections, in order to ease notation, the term "signal" is used to refer to 
the higher frequency, or shorter wavelength, of the two generated waves, and the term 
"idler" is used for the corresponding lower frequency, or longer wavelength, wave. 
Although this convention seems to have been adopted in general, it is not a universally 
adopted approach and it is therefore sensible to spell out the notation that has been 
adopted.
5.2 Design considerations
As the gain available from a non-linear process critically depends on the intensity in the 
interacting beams, when trying to design a system when the pump power available is 
limited it is important to optimise the parameters which maximise gain and minimise 
losses. This is why a lot of consideration was given to the choice of non-linear material, 
and why the material properties were examined in detail in chapter 3.
5.2.1 Gain
Both the theory presented in chapter 2 and the general considerations of chapter 3 
introduced how the gain that could be obtained from a non-linear material basically 
depends on the non-linear coefficient, the maximum usable crystal length and the 
intensity of the pump beam.
The non-linear coefficient is a property of the material alone, emphasising again why
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the material choice is important. This is also reiterated by the fact that the major 
advances in OPO technology of late have been influenced heavily by the development 
of new materials. In addition, if possible for the interaction of interest, it is desired to 
choose a phasematch geometry which maximises the value of deff.
The available crystal length depends not only on the physical length of the crystal, but 
on the geometry in which it is used. In critical phase matching, if there is substantial 
walk-off then after a certain distance the interacting beams will no longer overlap, and 
will therefore no longer interact. In non-critical phase-matching (NCPM) there is no 
walk-off and so the whole crystal length is used. However, unless temperature tuning is 
available, the benefit of NCPM is countered by a likely reduction in tunability from the 
device.
Even with only a small amount of power available from the laser, a large intensity can 
be obtained by focusing. There is an optimum degree of focusing for each geometry, as 
discussed in chapter 2 , beyond which the available gain drops of due to phase 
mismatch, despite the increase in intensity. However, for pulsed lasers, focusing of the 
laser will usually damage the material before the optimum focusing is obtained. The 
damage of the non-linear material, and sometimes more importantly any coating on the 
material, is then usually found to be the limiting factor to how much gain can be 
obtained from a system. What must also be considered though is that although the 
crystal is at the focus of the pump beam and will therefore receive the highest energy 
fluence, any other optical elements through which the beams pass, such as lenses and 
especially cavity mirrors, will also be subjected to high optical intensities. The 
intensities at these elements also have to be kept below their optical damage thresholds.
These are the main factors which must be considered when trying to obtain as high a 
gain as possible from a non-linear crystal. However, as well as compromising between 
these variables in order to achieve an optimum, other factors affect these choices, such 
as cavity losses, and also, something which is not always given adequate consideration, 
the practicality of any optimised design.
Bearing these considerations in mind, and because of the limited power available from 
the pump laser that was currently available in our lab, it was decided to sacrifice the 
tuning from the device in favour of the higher gain that could be achieved with a 
NCPM geometry. This geometry maximises the non-linear coefficient as well as 
eliminating the deleterious effect of walk-off.
5.2.2 Loss
Obviously in any system it is desired to keep the losses as low as possible. In the case 
of OPOs, and lasers, losses have a double effect. Firstly they increase the threshold of
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the device, and so a higher pump power is required simply to achieve operation. 
Secondly, to couple out the generated waves a discrete amount of useful loss must be 
included in the form of the output coupler. However, when there are additional losses in 
the system, the fraction of the generated waves that contributes to useful output depends 
on the ratio of useful loss, or output coupling, to that of the unwanted, or parasitic loss. 
A compromise has to be reached, as increasing the output coupling excessively so as to 
have most of the output as useful, will also have increased the threshold due to the 
increase in total loss. Thus it is desirable to keep the cavity losses as low as possible, 
which for a pulsed OPO basically means using AR coatings on the crystal faces. As has 
been discussed in chapter 2 , the build-up time required to reach oscillation threshold 
can also be regarded as an effective loss. To minimise this loss, a short cavity is 
required.
In an OPO, waves are generated at two frequencies and so there are the losses of two 
separate cavities, signal and idler, to be considered. As discussed in chapter 2, a lower 
threshold can be obtained for an OPO if both the signal and idler waves are resonated, 
i.e. a doubly resonant oscillator (DRO), compared to the case where only one wave is 
resonated, i.e. a singly resonant oscillator (SRO). However, this lower threshold comes 
at the expense of strict requirements on pump linewidth and stability, and also on the 
OPO cavity length stability. Instability of the output occurs unless the pump laser and 
OPO cavity are maintained within the requirements mentioned above. To achieve a 
stable output would require a large exercise in laser and OPO cavity stabilisation and 
would not necessarily give a large benefit in the situation considered here due to the 
considerable absorption at the idler frequency, as mentioned in chapter 3. This would 
result in a low Q cavity at the idler wave and therefore resonating this wave would not 
decrease the threshold by more than a factor of 2 or so. However, the arguments above 
with respect to required stabilities are expected to apply more strictly to cw and long 
pulse set ups. It was thought that the cavities would be stable during the short duration 
of a Q-switched pulse, and so the requirements on stability might not be so harsh. It was 
therefore decided to adopt a DRO design in the first instance for the reason just 
mentioned, and also with the wish to achieve a working device as soon as possible and 
with the lowest possible threshold due to the limited energy available at the time (-0.3 
mJ in 40 ns). This device would likely have an unstable output in terms of both 
amplitude and frequency but would give us a reference point on which to base 
improvements.
5.3 Early experiments
The first crystal that we obtained was a 10x4x4 mm (axbxc) flux grown KTP crystal 
from Photox Optical Systems, of Oxford, UK. This was an uncoated crystal as the 
Chinese suppliers of the crystal to Photox preferred not to coat the crystal. Despite it
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being desirable to have the faces AR coated to minimise loss, it was decided to proceed 
with no coating on the crystal as we could then afford to focus quite tightly into the 
crystal and so hopefully achieve sufficient gain as to offset these losses. KTP, even flux 
grown material, is quoted in the literature [1] to have a damage threshold greater than 1 
G W c m -2 . This is however for ps pulses, and the damage threshold is expected to be less 
for the pulses of interest here, which have durations of 10s of ns. The damage quoted by 
the crystal supplier was 500 MWcm'2, which would allow reasonably tight focusing in 
the crystal without damage.
As well as tight focusing of the pump, a resonator was required which could produce a 
small signal confocal parameter. In wanting to keep the cavity length to a minimum we 
obtained mirrors for the signal with the smallest radius of curvature that was available 
commercially. These plano-concave mirrors were supplied by Laseroptik of Garbsen, 
Germany, and had a radius of curvature of 10 mm polished from fused silica substrates. 
They were coated to be 95 % reflecting centred on 1.6 and 3,2 jam and AR coated at 
1.064 jim, i.e. coated for double resonance, with 10 % output coupling at both waves. 
Adoption of a confocal cavity would result in only a small drop in gain from the 
optimum focusing for no walk-off, i.e. ^ = 1 / b = 2.84, but would provide a cavity 
which was less sensitive to misalignment. The plano-concave nature of the mirror 
substrate acts as a highly diverging lens, resulting in the requirement of a short focal 
length positive lens close behind the substrate to mode match the pump beam to the 
OPO cavity mode. A schematic of this design is shown in fig. 5.1.
R = 95 % at 1.6 and 3.2 |im
radius of curvature = 1 0  mm
1.064 pm pump
10 mm KTP
1.6 and 3.2 pm 
signal and idler
plano-concave lenses (f=38 mm) to mode match pump 
fig. 5.1 - Schematic diagram of OPO design for 10 mm crystal using plano-concave mirrors
The crystal itself was held in a perspex mount which had a spring loaded plunger to 
hold the crystal in place. This mount was attached to a 4-axis mount (Micro-Controlle, 
'mount with four degrees of freedom') which allowed the crystal to be rotated in the ac 
and ab planes and allowed the crystal to be translated perpendicularly to the pump. Due 
to the short focal lengths of the optics used, alignment of this system proved difficult. 
The input lens and mirror substrate were mounted in separate 5-axis gimbal mounts
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(Newport LP-IB) for individual adjustment, with the output mirror and collimating lens 
mounted together in a third mount. To aid alignment, a low power He-Ne laser was 
made to be coaxial with the output from the diode pumped Nd:YAG laser by coupling 
in through a side face of the intra-cavity polariser and adjusting the He-Ne beam 
steering mirrors until the beam passed through two irises which were set up for the 
YAG beam. Alignment of lens and mirrors was achieved by observing both the 
reflection and transmission of the reference He-Ne, in particular the FP ring patterns 
that they produced.
Unfortunately, all attempts to achieve operation of an OPO with this set up were 
unsuccessful. Some surface damage of the crystal was observed during alignment when 
the pump focus coincided with the crystal output face. This damage occurred at 500 
MWcm’^  when the pump was focused to an estimated spot size of 25 pm, which is the 
damage threshold specified by the supplier. The main reason for the failure of the 
experiment was attributed to the problems of alignment which required the input lens 
and mirror to be both coaxial and parallel, and also required their separation to be 
accurate to fractions of a mm.
To determine if the lack of success so far was due to insufficient pump power, as an 
intermediate step it was decided to pump the OPO with a flashlamp pumped Nd:YAG 
laser (Quantel YG481) that was available in the department and could provide 
substantially more power than the diode pumped laser. As the Quantel laser could 
supply 1 2  mJ in a 2 0  ns pulse, the focusing employed would not have to be so tight, and 
this should make alignment easier. When using a 0.6 mm spot from the flashlamp 
pumped laser, catastrophic bulk damage occurred at an intensity of -  190 M W cm'l. It 
was thought that the damage occurring at this relatively low intensity must have been 
caused by an inclusion in the crystal absorbing the pump and causing intense localised 
heating of the crystal. The crystal actually broke into a few pieces when removed from 
its holder.
With the main cause for the failure to achieve operation of the OPO thought to be 
alignment, as detailed above, a new design was required which would drastically reduce 
the alignment problems. The problem was the effect that the OPO mirrors had on the 
pump beam. The answer was therefore to have mirrors which didn't have such a large 
effect on the pump beam. The design of these mirrors which can be called 'zero-power 
mirrors' is described in the next section.
5.4 Zero-power mirrors
5.4,1 Mirror design
The majority of OPOs pumped by pulsed lasers use plane mirrors in which the effect on
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the pump beam is only that of displacing the focus slightly due to the optical thickness 
of the substrate. In the experiments described here, because of the low power available 
from the pump laser, it is necessary to focus the pump into the resonator and also to 
have an OPO resonator which confines the resonant wave with a small confocal 
parameter. This requires the inner surface of the mirror to have a curved surface, which 
will always cause a beam passing through it to diverge. What was therefore required 
was something which would cancel out this divergence, yet do it in a way which was 
insensitive to misalignment. The most logical way to do this is to have the correcting 
focusing element as part of the mirror. This is done by polishing the outer surface of the 
mirror such that the two surfaces are nearly concentric. This is shown in fig. 5.2.
R2
R1
fig. 5.2 Schematic diagram of design of zero-power mirror
With these mirrors the diverging effect is almost cancelled by the outer surface, it is in 
any case substantially reduced. The improved properties of this design over plano­
concave mirrors is shown in figs. 5.3(a) and (b) which display the variation of pump 
focus position and size when the position of the mirror is altered, for mirrors with radii 
of curvature (inner and outer) of 1(X) and 500 mm, and substrate thickness 5 mm.
Fig. 5.3(a) shows that for a movement of the mirror substrate of 10 cm, the position of 
the pump focus changes by only ~ 5 mm. This is a substantial improvement over the 
effect of plano-concave mirror substrate, even when a short focal length lens is placed 
close behind the mirror to counteract its divergence. The small effect of the zero-power 
mirror also means that mode matching can be accomplished with a single lens, reducing 
complexity and losses. The waist size that is produced differs only slightly from that 
expected when the mirror is not present, and is not affected strongly by the mirror 
position. The size and position without the mirrors is shown by the horizontal line in 
each graph. Although a slight improvement in approaching "zero-power" behaviour of 
the substrate would ensue by using a slightly thicker substrate than that corresponding 
to concentric surfaces, the concentric design was retained because of its additional 
benefit in not displaying a unique optical axis. Hence, the tilting of the mirror to align 
the OPO cavity does not affect the eventual focus of the pump beam.
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for 100 and 500 mm radii mirrors for 100 and 500 mm mirrors
5.4.2 M irrors obtained
The zero-power mirrors used in these experiments were obtained from two different 
sources.
Another member of the group was also using zero-power mirrors for an OPO 
application and had some uncoated substrates which were made available to me. These 
substrates were supplied by IC Optical Systems Ltd, of Kent, UK., and were fashioned 
from quartz glass. One set had an inner radius of curvature of 96.7 mm, and an outer 
radius of 100.3 mm. The on-axis substrate thickness calculated from measurement of 
the off-axis thickness is 3.65 mm. A second set had inner radius 495 mm and outer 
radius 500.2 mm, with a thickness of 5.2 mm. The coating of these substrates will be 
discussed when their use is discussed later.
A second series of mirror substrates were obtained from PMS-Optik, of Frankfurt, 
Germany. The substrates were manufactured from infrasil (synthetic fused silica). 
Three different radii of curvature were obtained, with the inner radii being 20, 100 and 
500 mm and the outer radii being 25, 100 and 500 mm respectively. The substrate 
thickness on axis was 5 mm. By a simple thick lens calculation, the focal lengths for the 
100 and 500 mm mirrors with equal inner and outer radii are 14 and 345 m 
respectively. With these large focal lengths it was thought the mirrors would be 
adequate without having to have the outer radii concentric with the inner, incurring the 
additional cost due to tooling requirements of the manufacturer. Figs. 5.3(a) and (b) are 
calculated with the assumption of equal inner and outer radii. For the 20 mm case, there 
is a reasonable improvement obtained by going to a concentric outer, justifying the 
difference in this case. However, there is still a reasonable effect on the pump focusing 
produced by the 20 mm mirrors as shown in fig. 5.4.
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The graphs are calculated for a pump focused to a 100 |xm spot without the mirror 
present. For pump spots of 200 |xm and greater, if the mirror were positioned near the 
focus as would be required for the OPO cavity, a waist is prevented from being formed 
by the divergence of the mirror. The size and position of the focus that would occur 
without the mirror present are shown by the horizontal lines. It can be seen clearly that 
despite the concave-convex design the size and position of the pump focus is still 
strongly dependent on the mirror position. The fact that the 20 mm mirrors still show 
strong sensitivity of placement is thought to be the main reason why operation with 
these mirrors was not obtained successfully, as will be discussed later.
5.5 KTP crystals
As mentioned above, the first crystal obtained was a 10x4x4 mm flux grown crystal, 
purchased from Photox Optical systems. This crystal was damaged at an intensity less 
than the damage threshold specified by the manufacturer. A replacement crystal was 
therefore required. The threshold modelling described in chapter 2 indicated that with 
the 2 mJ expected from a new laser that was to be constructed, a singly resonant device 
could be pumped above threshold if a longer crystal was obtained. A singly resonant 
device, as discussed previously, would have superior amplitude and frequency 
properties as compared to a doubly resonant device. If it was found that the singly 
resonant threshold was too high, then doubly resonant operation would be obtainable as 
a back up. However, we were confident that a SRO could be constructed with the zero- 
power mirrors and longer crystal. A 20x4x4 mm (axbxc) flux grown KTP crystal was 
obtained from Philips Components of Saugerties, NY. The faces of the crystal were 
dual-band AR coated at the centre wavelengths of 1.6 and 3.2 jim. Again a flux grown 
crystal was obtained in preference to the higher damage threshold hydrothermally 
grown material due to the considerable price difference between the two.
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Early experiments with this crystal showed a considerable pump reflection from the 
crystal faces. This was measured to be approximately 34 % per face. This reflection 
arose due to the coating being only specified as AR for 1.6 and 3.2 |xm. This coating 
was specified in order to keep the OPO cavity losses to a minimum for both singly 
resonant operation, signal or idler resonated, or doubly resonant. Philips offered to re- 
coat the crystal, for free, with a triple-band AR coating. However, as well as the time 
delay that would have been incurred, the additional layers in the coating would 
probably reduce the damage threshold of the coating. As will be discussed shortly, 
damage to the AR coating was the limiting factor on how much power could be input. 
At this point operation of the OPO had already been achieved and it was therefore 
decided to proceed with the present coating and withstand the pump loss. With 
hindsight the optimum coating would be one which was AR at pump and signal, loss at 
the idler being less important as it was the non-resonant wave. Use of only a dual-band 
coating would keep the damage threshold as high as possible.
5.6 Experimental set-up and measurements
This section describes the experimental set up that was used to successfully obtain 
parametric oscillation with the 20 mm KTP crystal. Firstly the pump lasers used, which 
were described in detail in chapter 4, are described, followed by the OPO configuration. 
Next the experimental method and a description of the measurements made. The results 
obtained with respect to threshold, efficiency, output profile and spectral properties are 
given and discussed in the following sections.
5.6.1 Pump lasers
In all, three different pump lasers were used in the experiments described here. The two 
variations of the end pumped Nd:YLF laser described in chapter 4 were both used, as 
was a diode-pumped, side-pumped Nd:YAG laser which was available in the 
laboratory. The higher powered YAG laser was used to see if the power levels could be 
immediately scaled.
The side-pumped Nd:YAG laser that was used was based on a 20 mm long by 3 mm 
diameter NdiYAG rod (1.1 % doping) which was pumped by six diode laser bars (SDL 
3230-TA) which were arranged symmetrically around the rod in three pairs. An earlier 
version of this laser that was pumped by only three diodes was described in detail 
elsewhere [2]. The use of six pump diodes resulted in a pump energy of 144 m l in a 
200 ps pulse. This gain medium was situated in a concave-convex resonator (100 cm 
convex, 75 cm concave) which used HR mirrors and polarisation output coupling. 
Electro-optic Q-switching of this laser is achieved with a KD*P Pockels cell, 
producing 10 m l in around 8 ns (FWHM). The output from this laser is a circular 
TEM qo beam.
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For ease of notation, from here on the NdrYLF laser which had its anamorphic 
expansion provided by the cylindrical telescope, and therefore produced a circular 
output beam, will be referred to as YLF 1. Correspondingly, the laser in which a prism 
pair was used for the expansion will be referred to as YLF 2.
Different pump spot sizes were used to see the effect this had on threshold and 
conversion efficiency. These were measured in the case of the circular pump beam of 
YLF 1, by measuring the fractional transmission through a 200 pm pinhole. For the 
elliptical, astigmatic beam from YLF 2, spot sizes were obtained by a quadratic fit to 5 
or 6 spot sizes measured with a pinholed (12 pm ) photodiode. This allowed 
determination of pump waist size, position and M^. With YLF 1, pump spot sizes of 
230 and 210 pm were used with the 100 mm and 500 mm mirrors respectively. YLF 2 
was focused to a spot size of 160 pm  in one plane and 180 pm  in the other, with small 
(~ 5 mm) astigmatism. Both 100 and 500 mm mirror OPO cavities were used with this 
pump focusing. In addition the beam from YLF 2 was also focused to the effect that 
one plane had a waist of 225 pm  and the other had 185 pm, again with only small 
astigmatism . The effect that these different pump spot sizes and astigmatism had on the 
threshold and efficiency will be discussed in conjunction with the experimental results.
5.6.2 OPO configuration
In these experiments, the OPO consisted of the 20 mm KTP crystal previously 
described positioned centrally within a cavity formed by two of the concave-convex 
zero-power mirrors. Different radii of curvature mirrors were used in order to 
investigate the effect of signal confocal parameter on the interaction. The mirrors were 
held in brass holders which were inserted in the gimbal mounts with xyz translation, as 
mentioned in section 5.3. Unlike the plano-concave mirrors, in the case of the zero- 
power mirrors it was no longer necessary for the pump beam to go through the centre of 
the mirror on account of their near concentric design. This meant that the xyz 
translation of the mount was no longer strictly required. Future work would benefit 
from replacing these mounts with precision gimbal mounts with differential screws to 
allow for more accurate cavity alignment. Again the crystal was held in the perspex 
mount by the spring-loaded plunger.
The mirrors were positioned approximately 1-2 mm from the crystal faces in order to 
keep the cavity length down, and so maximise the number of round trips that the signal 
would experience during the pump pulse. For the 100 mm mirrors this results in a 
signal cold cavity waist of -  110 |im, with the equivalent waist for the 500 mm mirrors 
~ 170 jim. This assumes that with NCPM the mode will be circular, and the crystal 
refractive index at signal is taken as 1.74.
Allowing for the gain guiding effect of a gaussian profile non-linear gain, as described
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in chapter 2, the signal waists expected for 100 mm mirrors and pump spots o f 230 and 
170 jam were 97 and 87 jam, respectively, and for 500 mm mirrors and pump spots of 
210 and 170 jam were 108 and 94 jam, respectively. Note that for an elliptical pump 
waist, an average of the two dimensions is taken as this is seen to be non-critical.
As the original intention was to use a NdrYAG laser as the pump source most of the 
mirror coatings were specified with respect to a pump wavelength of 1.064 jam. The 
difference between this wavelength and the 1.047 jam output from the YLF lasers is 
negligible as far as the coatings employed here are concerned. The rear surfaces of the 
mirrors were therefore AR coated at the pump wavelengths and high transmitting at 
both signal and idler wavelengths. Inner surfaces were coated to be highly transmitting 
at pump and idler wavelengths with a variety of reflectivities at the signal. In all, signal 
reflectivities available were 98, 91 and 82 %, allowing the use of signal output 
couplings varying from 4 to 27 %. Although the coatings for these mirrors were 
specified to be high transmitting at the idler wavelengths so that true single resonance 
could be obtained, the requirement on the coating to perform at three different 
wavelengths is a difficult task and resulted in non-zero idler reflectivities. These were 
always small enough that threshold would not be noticeably affected, but were large 
enough in that the spectral properties of the oscillator were affected. This will be 
discussed in detail later with regard to the spectral properties.
In addition, mirrors were coated with high reflectivities at the idler wavelength, i.e. 
centred at 3.2 jim, where one set would allow construction of a DRO, and another 
would allow a SRO with resonant idler and non-resonant signal. With the success of the 
SRO with resonant signal, time restrictions meant that these other options were untried. 
In any case, it was expected that the high idler absorption and resultant low Q of any 
idler cavities would not be conducive to favourable experimental conditions.
5.6.3 Experiments
The basic experimental set-up that was used in this work is shown schematically in fig. 
5.5. Isolation between the pump laser and the OPO was provided by a Faraday rotator 
(O FR10-5-YAG) positioned between two calcite polarisers. Isolation was provided for 
two reasons. Firstly, the work of Smith [3] showed that feedback into the laser can 
cause instability of the laser output, and hence instability of the OPO. This is perhaps of 
more relevance to doubly resonant oscillators where a single frequency pump is 
required. It was found that isolation was required in any case to prevent damage to the 
pump laser due to on-axis reflections from the OPO. When operating without isolation, 
the laser polariser was seen to damage due to a reflection from extra-cavity optics. No 
damage occurred when isolation was employed. The zero-order XJ2 plate combined 
with the first polariser additionally acted as a variable attenuator. A zero-order wave- 
plate was required to provide sufficient bandwidth for operation at both 1.047 and
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1.064 p.m.
With the zero-power mirrors, mode matching was achieved with a single 30 cm fused 
silica lens, AR coated for the pump. A fortunate coincidence was the fact that for the 
pump spot sizes of interest, this spherical lens produced pump focal spots which, 
although they were elliptical in the case of the YLF 2 laser, possessed little 
astigmatism. This is despite the fairly large (-10 cm) astigmatism present in the laser.
All measurements of the OPO output were based on the signal wave. Although the 
pyroelectric detectors (Molectron J25 and J3 probes) which were used to measure the 
signal and pump beams were capable of measuring the idler output at 3.3 jxm, most of 
the idler was absorbed in the crystal, the mirror substrates and signal steering mirrors. 
In addition, no detectors were available for temporal or spatial measurements of the 
idler.
For signal wave measurements the pump was blocked with two silicon filters, and the 
signal was tapped off from the remaining beam with signal steering mirrors, Ms. These 
mirrors were highly reflecting (98 %) at the signal wavelength, and highly transmitting 
at pump and idler wavelengths. The signal energy was measured directly with the J3 
probe. The measurements were then corrected for the measured signal transmission of 
the pump blocking filters and the collimating lens, and also for the small losses at the 
signal steering mirrors. The output profile of the signal was measured with a pinholed 
germanium photodiode in the focal plane of the signal collimating lens. Temporal 
profiles were measured with a fast germanium photodiode (Germanium Power Devices 
GM3) which had a bandwidth > 1 GHz. The active area was only 100 }im diameter, 
therefore tight focusing into the photodiode had to be employed to obtain the fast time 
response.
The internal conversion to both signal and idler was measured via pump depletion. The 
pump depletion measurement was made by removing the pump filters and detecting the 
beam with signal removed from behind the first signal mirror. The transmission of the 
idler to the detector for these measurements was measured to be only ~ 2 % of the 
pump due to mirror substrate and crystal absorption, and was therefore not expected to 
affect the pump depletion measurements significantly.
The output spectrum at signal wavelengths was observed by using a Czemy-Tumer 1 m 
monochromator (Monospec 1000) in conjunction with an IR vidicon (Hamamatsu 
Beam Finder II, C3283). The wavelength of the monochromator was calibrated with the
780.02 and 794.76 nm lines of Rb in second order. To monitor the pulse to pulse 
spectral variation the output slits were opened up (~ 4 mm) and imaged onto the IR 
vidicon with a 2.5 cm lens. The dispersion of the Czemy-Tumer monochromator can be 
expressed as
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where x is the spatial co-ordinate at the output slit, n is the diffraction order, F is the 
focal length (1 m), ^  is the blaze angle (18.43° for a 600 lines/mm grating blazed for 1 
pm), d is the grating spacing, and 0 is the rotation angle of the grating. This gives the 
dispersion at the output slit. To get the magnification of this dispersion at the vidicon, 
the separation of the Na D-lines was measured in first and second order. This 
measurement allowed the vidicon output to be calibrated in terms of the dispersion for 
1.54 pm. Thus the spectrum of the OPO signal could be monitored, while accurately 
knowing the width of any features in the spectrum. The output from the vidicon was 
input to an in-house frame grabber, with the images stored in a BBC Archimedes 
computer. Thus the output spectrum, in terms of the time averaged spectrum throughout 
an entire pulse, could be examined on a pulse to pulse basis. No information, however, 
was obtained from this about the dynamics of any mode jumps of the signal throughout 
an individual pulse.
The spectral content of the pump laser was monitored by passing part of the beam 
through a 10 GHz étalon and monitoring the fringes with a Si CCD camera (EEV 
photon). This allowed for any correlation between the pump mode spectrum and the 
signal spectrum to be identified.
5.7 Results for threshold, efficiency and transverse modes
Due to its non-linear nature, an OPO has a large number of interesting properties. To 
describe the operation properly requires characterisation of all these properties. This 
section attempts to do this, with discussions of the results and comparison with theory 
where applicable. A brief note on the cause of some damage to the crystal coatings is 
presented prior to the results. The threshold and efficiency properties of the device are 
then presented. The output profiles are discussed along with some proposals for the 
origins of an annular ring structure that was also observed.
5.7.1 Optical damage
Early attempts to achieve operation with zero-power mirror pairs with 98 % reflection 
at the signal (singly resonant for signal), either 100 or 500 mm radii of curvature, did 
produce above threshold operation. However, these high Q cavities resulted in damage 
to the crystal coatings. Damage was generally noticed while adjusting the cavity such 
that shortly after signal output started, a small, but audible, click would be heard 
accompanied by a decrease or cessation of signal output. This, accompanied by the fact 
that no damage was evidenced with only the pump incident, showed that the damage to 
the coating was being caused by the resonant signal. Even with moderate Q values the
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signal intracavity flux can exceed that of the pump when pumping above threshold [4]. 
At the expense of a small increase in threshold it was therefore necessary to move to 
higher output couplings and lower cavity Qs for the resonant signal.
After the isolator was inserted, the pump energy that was available was -  1.8 mJ. With 
the exception of operation with II  % output coupling, it was possible to use all of this 
available pump power without damage to the crystal coating once the OPO was aligned. 
Damage occurred occasionally during alignment. At no point was any bulk damage 
observed, and it was noted that damage to the crystal coating was the limiting factor to 
the maximum pump power that could be used. This reinforces the point made earlier 
that triple-band AR coating of the crystal may not have been of benefit if it 
substantially reduced the coating damage threshold.
5.7.2 OPO threshold
As the pump lasers used in this work were of low power, it was necessary throughout to 
try and minimise thresholds. The designs employed were therefore inspired by the 
threshold modelling that was described in chapter 2. That work is responsible for the 
success to be described here of obtaining low threshold operation of the KTP OPO.
The measured signal output energies v pump energies are shown graphically in figs. 5.6 
and 5.7, and the results are summarised in table 5.1. Note that the parasitic loss, as 
estimated from a comparison between measured signal energy and pump depletion, was 
found to vary for different sets of measurements. More is said on this with regard to 
thresholds and slope efficiencies.
The measurements displayed in these graphs were all taken under NCPM with 
operation normal to the crystal faces. The graphs demonstrate the effect that the choice 
of pump spot size, resonated wave spot size and output coupling have on threshold and 
efficiency. A point of immediate note is that the configuration which exhibits the lowest 
threshold doesn't necessarily result in the highest output energy. This is due to the way 
in which the pump overlaps with the generated signal and idler waves, and will be 
explored in detail in the next section which discusses efficiency, both absolute and 
slope efficiency.
Thresholds for pump light incident on the crystal at the 0.5 mJ level have been 
achieved, which, allowing for the 34 % pump reflection from the input crystal face, can 
be considered sub 0.5 mJ. The measured thresholds for 20 % output coupling are 
compared with the calculated values from the BB model and the Guha model for 
mirrors with radii of curvature of 100 and 500 mm in figs.5.8 and 5.9 respectively.
The measured threshold is deemed to be the pump energy which gave 20 |iJ output at 
signal. This is the same criterion that was used in the modelling. This value was chosen
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fig. 5.6 Signal output energy v pump energy for different pump spot sizes and 18-20 % output coupling. Units are mm for RofC, |im for Wp and percentage for output coupling
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fig. 5.7 Signal output energy v pump energy for a pump focus of 160/180 pm, 100 mm RofC mirrors 
and different output couplings
as the output of the OPO is unstable when just above threshold, and an output of 20 pJ 
roughly corresponded to the level at which an output at the signal would be observed 
for every pump pulse. Fig. 5.10 shows the variation of threshold with output coupling 
for the case of 100 mm mirrors and an elliptical pump spot of dimensions 160 and 180 
pm. It is seen that the calculated thresholds show reasonable agreement with the 
measured thresholds, and that the values predicted by the BB model are lower than 
those predicted by the Guha model.
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fig. 5.8 Measured and calculated threshold energies for the case of 100 mm mirrors and 20 % output 
coupling. In this graph, and also the two following graphs, E_BB is the value calculated using 
the BB theory, E_G_.cc and E_G_scf are the values obtained using the Guha model with the cold 
cavity and self-consistent-field spot sizes respectively. The two curves are calculated from the 
Guha model, assuming a scf spot, with a parasitic loss of either 0 or 4 % per crystal face. It 
should also be noted in the following graphs that the parasitic loss (per crystA face) varies from 
point to point as indicated.
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fig. 5.9 Measured and calculated threshold energies for the case of 500 mm mirrors and 18 (wp = 
160/180 pm) or 2 0  (wp = 2 1 0  pm) % output coupling
The points which refer to elliptical pump spots have been plotted at the spot size which 
corresponds to the average of the two orthogonal dimensions. We find that for the spot 
sizes considered here, the difference between the expected threshold for an elliptical
A
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fig. 5.10 Measured and calculated threshold energies as a function of output coupling for the case of 100 
mm mirrors andl60/180 pm pump spot
beam and that for a circular beam with the average spot size is less than 1 %. This has 
not been proven rigorously, but comes from multiplying the gains that would be 
obtained for a circular beam with a spot size corresponding to each orthogonal 
dimension of the elliptical beam, and then taking the square root. The effects of 
astigmatism are shown by the model to be insignificant in relation to the measurement 
accuracy of these spot sizes. The ellipticity is expected to have more of an effect that 
the astigmatism as the threshold was seen in chapter 2 to be fairly dependent on spot 
sizes. However, the ellipticity in these measurements was never more than 10 % and 
hence would only be expected to have a minor effect
For most cases, the measured threshold is higher than that expected from the 
calculations. This may be partly attributable to the choice of dg2= 3.7 pm/V rather than 
the value proposed by Eckardt et al [5] of 3.3 pm/V. This would give closer agreement 
for the smaller pump spot sizes. On the other hand, the fact that the thresholds 
calculated with the BB model are smaller than measured is not surprising. As 
mentioned previously, that model assumes that the pump is collimated and therefore the 
curvature of the wavefronts exhibited here for tight focusing of the waves will reduce 
the gain from that expected for a plane wave. In the case of the Guha analysis, it is 
assumed that the resonated wave can be represented by the cold cavity mode, and this 
may not be completely valid due to gain guiding effects. In addition both the above 
models assume signal and idler wave amplitudes which are approximately constant in a 
single pass. There will not be substantial pump depletion at threshold, but if the cavity 
losses are significant, including build up times, then the gain required may make the 
low gain assumption of constant signal and idler not strictly valid. The two cases where
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the measured threshold is less than that calculated, i.e. 100 mm radius of curvature 
mirrors and either a 230 or 185/225 jJtm pump spot, may be attributable to a small 
double passing of the pump due to the 34 % pump reflection from the back face. This 
reflection would only interact if the pump was completely normal to the crystal faces, 
which may not have been the case in the other measurements.
The measured points do not show up the trends that were predicted in chapter 2 for the 
variation of individual parameters, the parameters investigated here being pump and 
signal spot size, and output coupling. This is mainly attributed to the fact that the 
intracavity losses, as estimated by a comparison between measured signal output energy 
and that expected from measured pump depletions, are seen to vary for different sets of 
measurements. This is attributed to damage to the crystal coating caused by the 
resonant signal, and explains why the losses were found to be higher for measurements 
that were carried out later. The calculated losses are included in the calculations of 
thresholds at the individual points and the curves show the effect that would be 
expected for different losses.
Due to a number of experimental uncertainties, e.g. the effect of the pump back 
reflection from the rear crystal face, the loss per face at the signal, the differences 
between measured and calculated thresholds do not allow a direct comparison between 
the BB model and the model developed here. In addition, uncertainties in the choice of 
non-linear coefficients including whether or not to apply Miller’s delta can have an 
effect on threshold almost as large as the difference between observed and calculated 
thresholds. What can be said though, is that the model developed here based on adding 
time dependence to the Guha analysis is expected to be more accurate than the BB 
model as it makes less simplifying assumptions. In particular, the BB model is not 
expected to give accurate predictions when the pump and/or signal is focused tightly as 
this model assumes plane, gaussian wavefronts.
Despite the differences between the measured and calculated threshold energies, it is 
seen that low threshold operation, sub 0.5 mJ, has been achieved. The predicted 
threshold values agree within 50 % of those measured, and it is seen that the values 
predicted by the model developed here, which introduces time dependence to the Guha 
analysis, are higher and therefore closer to the experimental values than those of the 
established Brosnan and Byer model.
5.7.3 Efficiency
Despite the dependence of gain on pump intensity, high conversion efficiencies have 
been demonstrated here with relatively low powers due to the optimisation of the 
interaction geometry. Referring to table 5.1 it is seen that internal conversion 
efficiencies (pump depletion measurements) approached 50 %, and slope efficiencies of
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signal output to pump input approached 40 %. Allowing for the pump reflection of 34 
% would result in a best slope efficiency for signal output only of nearly 60 %, which is 
close to the theoretical maximum of 68 % determined by the Manley-Rowe relation [6]. 
The maximum conversion to signal for the case of 500 mm radius of curvature mirrors, 
18 % output coupling and an elliptical pump spot size of dimensions 160/180 |im  was 
20 %, which, again allowing for the pump reflection loss rises to 30 %,
Internal conversion efficiencies
Expected pump depletions for pumping with gaussian beams was investigated by 
Bjorkholm [7]. Despite the fact that that work was specifically intended for the case of 
pulsed operation, no time integration was performed. The resulting calculations predict 
the expected pump power depletions in steady state and do not allow for build-up time 
effects. In addition, the analysis was restricted to the case where a plane-plane OPO 
cavity was used, with the pump beam not mode matched to a cavity mode, and with the 
expectation that steady state modes would not have been established. W ith these 
restrictions, it would not be expected that the theoretical results are directly applicable 
here. However, what can be seen is that the measured pump energy depletions approach 
the calculations (energy depletions can be obtained from the results for power by 
multiplying by the ratio of signal to pump pulse widths, which is approximately 1-1/N 
[8]) if allowance is made for both the pulsed threshold and the effect of mode coupling. 
This is seen in fig. 5.11 for the case of 500 mm RofC mirrors, 18 % output coupling 
and a 160/180 pm pump spot size.
II
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fig. 5.11 The experimental pump depletions for the case of 500m RofC mirrors, 18 % output coupling 
and a 160/180 pm pump spot size are compared with theoretical pump energy conversion 
efficiency. The theoretical values have been scaled by 0.8, which is approximately the mode 
coupling coefficient, and the scaling of pulsed to steady state threshold is calculated as 4.1.
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The theoretical curve is calculated from Bjorkholra's analysis, with energy conversion 
obtained by multiplying by 1-1/N, as mentioned above. The calculated curve has then 
been scaled by the factor 0.8, which is approximately the value expected for the mode 
coupling coefficient, on which more will be said shortly. The measured pump 
depletions have been plotted against number of times steady state threshold, despite the 
fact that they are measured as number of times pulsed threshold, so a comparison can 
be made with the theory. (The scaling factor used here of 4.1 is the calculated ratio of 
pulsed to steady state thresholds, where both were calculated using the Guha analysis, 
with time dependence included in the pulsed calculation.)
In this way, it is clearly seen that when pumping sufficiently above the pulsed 
threshold, the pump depletions predicted for steady state operation are approached. It 
can also be seen that it is important to keep the ratio of pulsed threshold to steady state 
threshold to a minimum. The reason why pump depletion isn't obtained until pumping 
many times the steady state threshold is due to the build-up time required before 
oscillation occurs. If the ratio of pulsed to steady state thresholds is very high, then the 
build-up time will be so long that pump depletion will not begin until after the peak of 
the efficiency curve and so no matter what pump power is available the maximum 
pump depletion will not be achieved. To get a quantitative comparison between theory 
and experiment would require temporal and spatial integration of the exact equations of 
parametric oscillation [4], which due to time restrictions is beyond the scope of this 
work.
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fig. 5.12 Effect of pulse duration on ratio of pulsed fig. 5.13 Effect o f output coupling on ratio of 
to steady state thresholds, with the same pulsed to steady state thresholds, again
parameters assumed as in ch.2 , section 2 .8  with same parameters as in section 2 .8
The two main parameters that would be expected to affect the ratio of pulsed to steady 
state thresholds, and hence the attainable maximum pump depletion, are pulse duration 
and output coupling. The effect of pulse duration on the ratio of pulsed to steady state 
thresholds is shown in fig. 5.12, where the other parameters are as given in section 2.8
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with regard to threshold modelling. The dependence here follows the dependence of the 
pulsed threshold on pulse duration. Fig. 5.13 shows that the ratio can be minimised at 
high output coupling. This dependence comes about by the raising of the steady state 
threshold with output coupling, and would therefore require a large pump power to 
pump many times threshold.
The pump depletion can be observed in a meaningful way by monitoring the temporal 
profile of the pump when depleted, and comparing it to the undepleted pump. This is 
shown in fig.5.14, which exhibits 30 % pump depletion. The resolution of the pulse 
measurements was not sufficient to allow investigation of the duration of the signal 
pulses for different levels of pumping. However the build-up time before threshold is 
reached can be clearly seen, as can the fact that the generated signal pulse is shorter in 
duration than the pump. When pumping far enough above threshold, the build-up time 
will be reduced and the duration of the signal (and idler) pulse(s) will approach that of 
the pump.
IV\A  undepleted pump
depleted pump
20 ns
signal
fig. 5.14 Temporal profile for 30 % pump depletion
Slope efficiency
It is clearly seen from figs. 5.6 and 5.7 that the signal output increases linearly with 
pump energy. This is perhaps not intuitive considering the non-linear relation of pump 
depletion with pump power [7]. However, as is shown here, a linear relation between 
signal energy and pump energy is consistent with observed pump depletions. This 
relationship can be written as
(5.7.3.1)
where Eg is the signal energy, Tj is the slope efficiency, Ep is the pump energy and Ept is 
the threshold pump energy. In practice, above a certain energy back-conversion will 
cause the behaviour to deviate from linear, but this was not observed in the present
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experiments.
The magnitude of slope efficiency is due to a number of factors, namely the mode 
coupling coefficient, the fraction of the total energy produced at the signal wavelength 
(0.68), the pump transmission (0.66), and the internal losses. The mode coupling 
coefficient is similar to the factor gg calculated in the BB threshold analysis, but for 
efficiency calculations an overlap integral between the pump and signal must also be 
performed. The internal losses are calculated by comparing the measured output, 
adjusted for losses external to the cavity, with that expected from the pump depletion 
measurements. Losses are seen to be larger for experiments that were carried out later, 
the losses being attributable to coating damage. The measured and calculated slope 
efficiencies are given in table 5.2.
pump spot mirror calculated output measured calculated calculated
size /  |Lim radii of internal coupling / slope eff. cold s.c.f. slope
curv./ mm loss /  % % cavity 
slope eff.
efficiency
230 100 0 20 22.8 26.5 22.4
210 500 2.5 20 32 32.1 25.3
225/185 100 13.9 20 17.7 17.5 14.8
160/180 500 2.9 18 39 28.6 26.9
160/180 100 6.2 11 31 22.2 18.6
160/180 100 5.3 18 25 26.9 22.5
160/180 100 4.1 20 30 28.9 24.2
160/180 100 13.5 27 22 23.2 19.4
table 5.2 Comparison of measured and calculated slope efficiencies, where s.c.f stands for self-consistent 
field, as this is the spot size calculated allowing for gain guiding.
Reasonable agreement is seen, with differences accountable to actual signal spot sizes 
being between those calculated for cold cavity and gain guided modes, and estimates of 
intracavity losses from pump depletion measurements being affected slightly by the 
remaining idler field, as mentioned previously.
The slope efficiency, r\, can therefore be written as
T
'  ’’KT + L
f  \  Û). (5.13.2)
where gg is the mode coupling coefficient, Tp is the pump transmission at the input 
crystal face, T is the output coupling, L is the parasitic loss and cOg^ p are the signal and 
pump frequencies. We can write the output signal energy in terms of the pump
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pump frequencies. We can write the output signal energy in terms of the pump 
depletion ôEp as
SE. (5.7.3.3)
Using the form of Eg from (5.7.3.1) allows the fractional pump depletion to be written 
as
(5.7.3.4)
where N is the number of times above threshold of the pumping energy. It can be seen 
from this that the maximum pump energy depletion is equivalent to the mode coupling 
coefficient. The factor (1-1/N)  is simply the ratio of signal to pump pulsewidths, as
mentioned earlier.
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figs. 5.15(a)-(d) Comparison of measured pump depletions with the curves calculated using (5.7.3.4) and 
either the cold cavity (upper curve) or gain guided (lower curve) spot sizes, (a) 2 1 0  pm pump 
spot size, 500 mm RofC mirrors, (b) 230 pm pump spot size, 100 mm RofC minors, (c) 160/180 
pm pump spot size, 500 mm RofC minors, (d) 160/180 pm pump spot size, 100 mm RofC 
minors.
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The agreement between this empirically derived relation and the measured pump 
depletions is shown in figs. 5.15(a)-(d). The disparity in the case of 500 mm RofC 
mirrors and a 160/180 |im  pump spot can be attributed to the fact that the maximum 
mode coupling coefficient occurs for a signal waist between those of the cold cavity 
and gain guided cases.
5.7.4 Transverse mode
For each case of mirror radius of curvature and pump spot size, the signal beam was 
profiled with a pinholed (12 jj.m) photodiode. This measurement was taken in the back 
focal plane of a 30 or 40 cm lens so that the far field profile of the beam was being 
sampled. In all cases a single lobed transverse output was obtained. However, as only a 
far field measurement was taken, no quantitative information can be obtained about 
how close to diffraction limited the output was. Generally, however, the profiles 
obtained give a reasonable fit to a gaussian for the larger pump spot sizes, and an 
excellent fit to gaussian for the smaller pump spot sizes.
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fig. 5.16 (a) horizontal and (b) vertical profiles of signal beam in far field for the case of a 230 jim pump 
spot and 1 0 0  mm radius of curvature mirrors
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fig. 5.17 (a) horizontal and (b) vertical profiles of signal beam in far filed for the case of a 160/180 pm 
pump spot size and 1 0 0  mm radius o f curvature mirrors.
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Examples of profiles are shown in figs. 5.16(a) and (b), and 5.17(a) and (b). The small 
wings observed for the case of 1(X) mm radius of curvature mirrors and a 230 jim pump 
spot indicate that the output is not quite diffraction limited. This is likely due to a small 
amount of higher order mode which can oscillate in this case as the TEMqo mode radius 
of the signal is less than half that of the pump The fit to gaussian in the case of 160/180 
|im  pump spot indicate that the output is likely diffraction limited. Estimates of cavity 
spot sizes from these measurements produce signal waists which are between those 
calculated for the cold cavity and gain guided cases, as would be expected.
Annular ring
The above profiles were obtained despite the appearance, on occasion, of an annular 
ring structure. That is, under certain conditions, which were not identified, the signal 
output seemed to contain what could only be described as an angular 'exclusion zone', 
within which no output would be obtained. The appearance of this ring structure in the 
output was not completely random , but seemed to occur during some set-ups but not 
others. In addition, the ring structure appeared one evening despite the fact that it was 
not evident in the afternoon and no adjustments had been made. This ring resembles 
what might be expected under non-collinear phase matching, but no reason could be 
found which would explain why non-collinear phase matching would be favoured over 
collinear phase matching. There may be some connection between the observed 
phenomenon here and the prediction of a similar ring structure for difference frequency 
mixing in gases [9], which is due to the phasing of the waves involved. At this point in 
time, the cause of the ring structure observed in these experiments is unexplained.
If the cavity mode were aligned collinear to the pump beam then the output would be a 
ring. However, TEMqo operation could still be achieved by tilting the OPO resonator 
axis such that the resonant mode occurred outside the 'exclusion zone’. This is 
demonstrated by figs, 5.18 (a) - (c) which show the profile obtained as this operation is 
carried out. It is seen clearly that a circular spot is in fact obtained despite starting with 
the ring structure. Further investigation of this phenomenon is required. There was 
insufficient time for a full investigation in this work.
5.8 Spectral properties
In this section the observed spectral properties are described. The tuning and gain 
bandwidth are mainly dependent on the geometry of the non-linear crystal, and the way 
in which the waves interact. These properties are described in the next section. The 
detailed spectral structure within the gain bandwidth is determined by the optical 
cavity, and this will be discussed in a following section.
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fig. s .18 (a) -(c) Here the output profile is seen to change from the annular ring structure to a circular 
TEM qo mode as the OPO cavity is tilted at an angle to the pump beam, allowing the resonant 
mode to be outside the angular exclusion zone'.
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5.8.1 Output wavelength
The output signal wavelength for the NCPM geometry used here, which is shown 
schematically in fig. 5.19, with a pump wavelength of 1.047 |4,m was measured to be 
1.539 pm. The corresponding idler wavelength, from energy conservation, is therefore 
3.276 pm. The accuracy of this measurement is estimated to be ± 0.5 nm due to the 
calibration of the monochromator with a Rb lamp. These are exactly the wavelengths 
predicted by the Sellmeier equations of Vanherzeele et al [11], validating the choice of 
this set of Sellmeier equations in chapter 3. It was also found that the signal wavelength 
for NCPM when pumping with 1.064 pm  from the Nd:YAG laser was 1.571 pm , again 
in agreement with these Sellmeier equations. The NCPM geometry results in a more 
efficient way of generating nanosecond pulses at the eye-safe wavelength of 1.54 pm 
than has been achieved with the Er:glass laser. High energy pulses of 1 J have been 
achieved for flashlamp pumping of the Er lasers, but at an efficiency of less than 0.5 % 
[12]. Although the efficiency for diode pumping is improved by using Yb as a 
sensitiser, the low gain obtained results in a poor Q-switched performance (0.3 mJ for 
240 mJ pump [13]).
b A
Ep
pump
A Es signal
idlerRiX
fig. 5.19 Schematic diagram of NCPM geometry and polarisations
Angle tuning brought about by tilting the crystal was found to be small, approximately 
1 nm deviation from the value for propagation along the a-axis. A similar level of 
tuning could be obtained by tilting the cavity while keeping the crystal and beam 
alignment fixed. This corresponds to the limits of non-collinear phase matching.
The large birefringence of KTP accompanied by the NCPM operation both result in a 
narrow (for OPOs) bandwidth. The bandwidth is determined by restrictions on the 
maximum value of Ak which the system will tolerate. The expression for the signal 
bandwidth for the type II o-oe geometry can be obtained from the more general 
equation presented in chapter 2. By assuming, for calculation purposes, single 
frequency pump and idler, the expression for the signal bandwidth is
-1
(5.8.1.1)
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For the case considered here this is AXg^l.l nm (FWHM). The finite linewidth of the 
pump, ~ few GHz, will widen this slightly but not noticeably so. This pump linewidth is 
well within the calculated pump spectral acceptance of ~ 0.28 nm, which is calculated 
in a similar fashion to the signal bandwidth above by assuming single frequency signal 
and idler. As mentioned above, the tuning corresponded effectively to tuning within this 
signal bandwidth. More will be said about this in the following section which discusses 
the detailed spectral properties of the output.
It is thought that the main reason that larger tuning was not achieved is probably due to 
the cavity misalignment when the crystal is rotated. Readjustment of the mirrors was 
unable to compensate for this, mainly due to the curvature of the mirrors which is itself 
responsible for the attainment of low thresholds. Although the walk-off angle increases 
dramatically as the crystal is rotated away from the a-axis, the threshold modelling 
presented in chapter 2 showed that for the values of angle and walk-off concerned the 
increase in threshold was not sufficient to explain why operation could not be obtained 
away from NCPM.
This points towards potential coarse tunability from this device, while maintaining low 
thresholds, by using a tunable pump laser, with fine tuning within the gain bandwidth 
controlled by cavity adjustments. This scheme has already been demonstrated by Kato 
and Masutani [11] who achieved tuning over the ranges 1.04-1.38 and 2.15-3.09 [im 
when pumping with several dye lasers. Tuning could be achieved over a much larger 
range, 1-3.3 |im , with an all solid state device if the pump source was a Tiisapphire 
laser. Tiisapphire lasers can produce nanosecond pulses in all-solid-state configuration
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fig. 5.20 Potential tuning when using a Tiisapphire laser to pump the low threshold NCPM KTP OPO
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when pumped by a doubled diode-pumped Nd:YAG or YLF laser [14]. Fig. 5.20 shows 
the potential tuning that could be obtained with this scheme.
5.8.2 Spectral structure
One of the disadvantages of OPOs as sources of tunable radiation is the broad linewidth 
that is generally emitted. Normally there will be a large number of signal and idler axial 
modes that fall under this wide gain bandwidth. An early theoretical study by FCreuzer 
[15] showed that under steady state conditions, a singly resonant oscillator pumped at 
up to ~ 4.8 times threshold will operate on a single axial mode due to the gain 
saturation which is a result of pump depletion. In pulsed operation these steady state 
conditions are rarely reached and therefore a line narrowing element of some 
description is required to achieve the narrow linewidths that are required for some 
applications. Methods of achieving single axial mode operation usually consist of 
insertion of intra-cavity elements such as étalons [16] or diffraction gratings [17]. The 
insertion of any additional elements into the cavity increases the threshold due to losses 
of the line narrowing element itself, and also the increased build-up time losses with the 
required increase in cavity length. An alternative is to injection seed the OPO which 
requires an additional tunable source of narrow linewidth. An elegant way to achieve 
this is to use one laser to pump two OPOs, one of which is a narrow linewidth master 
oscillator which seeds the other, a high power slave oscillator or amplifier [18]. The 
spectral properties exhibited in this work suggest a possible way of achieving narrow 
linewidth without the insertion of additional cavity elements, or the requirement of an 
additional source for a seeder.
The spectral properties observed here of the nominally singly resonant design are partly 
complicated by a small amount of double resonance. The idler feedback is small, a few 
percent per round trip, and is due to the strict requirements on the coatings for the three 
wavelengths being partially unfulfilled. As the feedback at idler is small, but non-zero, 
the effect on threshold is small. However, as we will discuss shortly, even weak double 
resonance effects can perturb the output spectrum. However, in practice we found 
another mechanism to be the dominant one in this respect.
As was mentioned in section 5, the spectral content of the OPO output was examined 
by opening the output slits of the monochromator, and then imaging onto an IR vidicon. 
The signal from the vidicon went to a monitor via a frame grabber. The use of the frame 
grabber allowed the pulse to pulse spectral variations to be observed. However, no 
information was obtained in these experiments about mode competition within an 
individual pulse. An example of a spectrum that was 'grabbed' is shown in fig. 5.21. 
Wavelength is displayed horizontally. It can be seen that the spectrum consists of 
equally spaced 'clusters' of modes, with more than 5 clusters under the gain bandwidth. 
The appearance of such a large number of clusters is partly due to the integration time
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of the vidicon tube. When the repetition rate of the laser was reduced to less than 1 pps, 
it could be seen that operation was sometimes on a single mode, as can be seen in fig.
5.22. Rotation of the crystal tuned the operating wavelength within the gain bandwidth 
in hops between these 'clusters'.
hg. 5.21 Example of a spectnim obtained for 10 Hz operation and the 5 mm substrates
fig. 5.22 Near single mode operation
In these spectra the separation between each 'cluster' is ~ 0.17 nm, and the individual 
signal axial modes are resolvable with a separation of ~ 0.032 nm. The separation 
between signal axial modes is exactly that expected from the optical length of the cavity 
allowing for the dispersion of the KTP crystal. However, the 'cluster' separation, which 
was assumed to be double resonance clusters, did not agree with that expected from the 
difference in dispersion at signal and idler frequencies (-0.55 nm). In addition, it was 
observed that despite the fact that the pump laser was multi-longitudinal mode, the
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position of the clusters did not jump about in frequency despite the quasi-random nature 
of the pump frequency and phase. To investigate this the pump was operated in slow Q- 
switch mode [19] which would give single frequency from the pump for sufficient 
periods that the effect this had on the OPO spectrum could be observed. Two things 
were noticed. Firstly, the position of the signal resonances was seen to not move when 
the pump laser hopped modes, and secondly, the efficiency of the OPO didn't increase 
in the case of the single frequency pump. These results pointed to the fact that double 
resonance was not the (main) cause of the observed spectrum.
Due to the fixed nature of the signal 'clusters' it was thought that there may be an 
accidental étalon effect in the cavity. This was traced to the zero-power mirrors. Due to 
the fact that the mirrors were obtained from two suppliers and had different substrate 
thicknesses, when using the different mirror substrates it was seen that the 'cluster' 
separations were different, depending on the mirrors used. The measured 'cluster' 
separations were found to correspond to the c/2nL free spectral ranges calculated for the 
mirror substrates. (0.17 nm for the 5 mm substrates and 0.225 nm for the 3.6 mm 
substrates). The concave-convex design of the mirrors with the two surfaces nearly 
concentric seemed to be acting as a resonant reflector despite the fact that the outer 
surface was specified to be high transmitting at signal and idler frequencies. The effect 
that a reflection on the outer surface has on the reflective properties is shown in fig.
5.23.
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fig. 5.23 The reflectivity profile that would be produced for an inner reflectivity of 90 % and an outer 
reflectivity in the range 5 - 20 %.
A second reflecting surface with a reflectivity considerably smaller than that of the first 
produces a ripple on the reflectivity. The 'finesse' of this resonant reflector isn't high as
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it can be seen that there are a number of signal axial modes capable of oscillating within 
each resonance of the reflector. This suggests a method of obtaining narrow linewidth 
operation of the OPO if a sufficiently thin mirror substrate was used such that only one 
resonance fell within the gain bandwidth. It may even be possible to use two mirror 
substrates of different thicknesses and finesses such that the combination of the two 
selects a single axial mode.
The resonant reflection was not a particularly strong effect and it is thought that the 
reason why the signal was seen to hop between the resonances was probably 
attributable to the weak double resonance. The double resonance was seen for one set of 
mirrors (3.65 mm substrates) to have a comparable effect to that of the resonant 
reflector, and explains why for this set of mirrors the resonances were not always 
equally spaced. Figs. 5.24(a), (b) and (c) show a sequence of spectra that were observed 
as the mount that was holding one of the mirrors was heated and allowed to cool. The 
centre resonance is seen to be closer to the right resonance in (a), and progresses to be 
centralised in (b) and then closer to the left resonance in (c). This is attributable to the 
double resonance being strong enough to 'puli' the resonance to which it is closest. The 
movement of the centre resonance is then due to the mirror resonances being scanned as 
the mirror substrate cools and the double resonance moving as cavity length is scanned 
due to cooling of the mirror mount.
5.9 Summary
In summary, this chapter has described the design steps and early experiments which 
resulted in demonstration of a low threshold all-solid-state OPO based on the material 
KTP. Sub 0.5 mJ thresholds were obtained due to the high quality beams from a diode- 
pumped Nd:YLF laser and optimisation of the confocal parameters of the interacting 
waves, with high efficiency also attained. Internal conversion efficiencies approaching .
50 % were achieved, with an external slope efficiency into the signal wave of nearly 60 
% obtained. The measurements of threshold energy are seen to show reasonable 
agreement with the predictions of the model developed in chapter 2, but the agreement 
between experiment and theory is not good enough to allow determination of which s
model is the most accurate. However, it is expected that the model developed here 
should be more accurate in the case where the interacting waves are focused.
The NCPM geometry produces a signal wavelength of 1.539 p.m, an 'eyesafe wave­
length', more efficiently than the alternative laser source of the Er:glass laser. Potential 
tuning in the range 1 -3  p,m could be obtained with the use of a tunable pump laser. a
Narrow linewidth operation is observed, with the concave-convex zero-power mirrors 
acting as resonant reflectors. This suggests a method of obtaining single frequency 
output from this device, while maintaining low thresholds and high efficiency.
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i 0.45 nm
fig. 5.24 Spectra observed when the mount holding one of the 3.65 mm mirrors is heated and allowed to 
cool. It can be seen that the centre resonance is pulled from right of centre, to central, to left of 
centre as the double resonance cluster is scanned with the cavity length due to cooling of the 
mount.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions
The main aim of this work was to demonstrate that the high quality output obtainable 
from a diode pumped solid-state laser could be used to efficiently pump an OPO when 
the energy available from the laser was limited. The results presented in the previous 
chapter demonstrate the achievement of that aim. In this chapter, each aspect of the 
work leading up to the achievement of the above general aim is discussed, as are ways 
in which improvements and further work could be implemented.
Chapter 4 described the construction of a number of pump lasers, with the end-pumped 
Nd: YLF laser being of sufficient energy to pump the OPO above threshold. Therefore 
the work on pump lasers can be considered to have achieved its aim in the sense that a 
laser was built which allowed operation of the OPO. The important parameters for this 
laser were the selection of an end pumping geometry and the host material Nd: YLF.
The work with the side pumped lasers using NdiYAG as the gain medium showed that 
the large spatial spread of the gain associated with this geometry resulted in higher 
thresholds and poorer efficiencies than were obtained with end pumping. The coupling 
scheme adopted here where the output of a single diode bar is focused into a small gain 
volume showed that diode bars could be used effectively in end pumping geometries. 
The resulting high single pass gain and good mode overlap obtained showed relative 
insensitivity to intracavity loss and high energy extraction was achieved, as witnessed 
by an output of 2 mJ in an 18 ns Q-switched pulse for a pump energy of 12 mJ. 
Immediate improvement of this efficiency might be obtained by replacing the prism pair 
with its relatively high insertion loss (4 % per pass, which was likely due to poor quality 
manufacture) by a cylindrical telescope, where the small astigmatism can also be 
compensated for by incorporating a small power into the telescope.
In the low average power regime, it was seen in this work that YLF is a superior host to 
Y AG for the Neodymium ion. The main reason for the superior performance of YLF in 
this work was the stronger absorption of the pump light. The shorter absorption depth 
therefore meant that the highly diverging pump light was confined to a smaller volume 
in the YLF material. The higher gain per unit area resulted in a smaller threshold, and 
the improved confinement of the gain to the axis of the rod allowed more efficient 
coupling of the laser mode to the gain resulting in more efficient output. YLF would 
also appear to be a superior material when scaling to higher output power is required. 
The natural birefringence and superior thermal lensing properties result in considerably
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reduced thermal problems in YLF. This argument only holds up to the thermal fracture 
limit, which is smaller in YLF than in Y AG, requiring that Y AG, or an alternative host, 
be used for very high average power operation. However, the low thermal fracture of 
YLF may be due to the growth technology of this material being less mature than that 
of YAG as recent work in these labs has shown that cw powers of 18 W can be input to 
thin slabs of Nd:YLF without causing fracture.
Scaling of these devices to higher energies and average powers appears to be relatively 
straightforward. A number of schemes have been reported in the literature for coupling 
the output of more than one diode bar into a single gain element. Thermal fracture 
considerations dictate the maximum power density that can be input, restricting the 
focusing of the diode light in the plane perpendicular to the diode junction. However, 
this has the advantage that a more circular gain region is obtained, and so anamorphic 
expansion of the laser mode would no longer be required.
The use of multiple gain elements in oscillators and also oscillator/amplifier set ups 
allows high power and energy outputs to be obtained by using the more efficient 
geometry of end pumping. With the price of diode laser bars decreasing due to 
increased demand it will not be long before stable, compact and efficient diode pumped 
solid-state lasers can effectively replace their lamp pumped equivalents.
The agreement between the thresholds calculated for a pulsed singly resonant OPO with 
the computer model, based on introducing build-up time effects to the Guha analysis, 
and the experimentally measured ones was seen to be as good as 50 % under the 
conditions investigate here. Considering the complexity of the interaction involved this 
agreement is encouraging. Direct comparison between this model and the established 
model due to Brosnan and Byer (BB) shows that when the interacting beams are 
focused to a reasonable degree, the model developed here with less limiting 
assumptions is expected to give a better prediction of performance than the BB model 
which is only directly applicable to the weakly focused regime. Measurement of 
threshold under a wider range of conditions (e.g. pump and signal focusing) and with 
improved determination of actual experimental parameters (e.g. crystal losses) should 
give a better vindication of the modelling. In any event, the threshold curves produced 
from the model provide a basis for optimisation of the OPO parameters.
An empirically derived relation for internal efficiency (pump depletion) allows 
calculation of expected system efficiencies and optimisation of this. The parameters 
which need to be optimised are mode overlap (optimisation of pump and signal 
focusing), pulse duration and output coupling. It would be assumed that AR coating of 
the crystal faces for pump and signal would allow external efficiencies to match internal 
ones. From the efficiency and threshold curves with respect to pulse duration it would 
appear that the optimum pulse length optimises both threshold and efficiency, as might
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be expected.
Scaling to higher powers seems feasible, and has been demonstrated by Marshall and 
co-workers at Fibertek [1]. Optical damage to the crystal coatings (no bulk damage was 
observed) was seen to be the limiting factor on how much power could be input to the 
OPO. No damage was observed when only the pump was incident, and the cause of the 
damage was seen to be the resonant wave (signal in this case). By using a sufficiently 
high output coupling (27 %), when 2.65 mJ from a Nd:YAG laser was incident on the 
OPO, 0.7 mJ were produced at the signal, where the reduced Q of the signal cavity 
avoided damage to the coatings without increasing the threshold dramatically. A high 
output coupling also has the advantage that when there are intracavity losses present, 
the external efficiency is greatest with a large output coupling. The limits of scalability 
of the present device are therefore dominated by the coating damage threshold. 
Increasing pump and signal spot sizes would allow more input pump power at the 
expense of threshold, however, pumping sufficiently above threshold would result in an 
increased output at signal and idler.
The use of the concentric 'zero-power' mirrors was seen to be a central component in the 
operation of the OPO. The zero-power nature eased considerably the alignment 
difficulties that had been experienced with plano-concave mirror substrates. The small 
modes sizes and strong overlap produced by the curved mirrors was responsible for the 
low thresholds, but also seemed to limit the tuning to within the gain bandwidth as 
adjustment of the mirrors was unable to compensate for the perturbation of the cavity as 
the crystal was rotated away from normal incidence. The mirrors also had a pronounced 
effect on the detailed spectral properties of the oscillator due to their resonant reflector 
behaviour. It was seen that this characteristic of the mirrors restricted the number of 
signal axial modes that were above threshold, and was seen to produce single-axial 
mode operation on occasion. Although this was not the original intention, proper design 
of the mirror coatings might provide a way of achieving single mode operation without 
the requirement of additional intracavity mode selection optics, or a seeding source. The 
use of two mirror substrates of different thicknesses, and hence different free-spectral 
ranges, might allow controlled selection of a single axial mode. The weak resonant 
reflection (weak as one side was specified to be highly transmitting) was seen to be 
sufficient to have some control over the modes, suggesting that any mirror resonances 
would not have to be very sharp to obtain mode control, which would make overlapping 
of the resonances easier and less critical.
The NCPM geometry and the cavity geometry resulted in the OPO operating as an 
efficient down-converter. The 1.54 jxm signal wavelength is a particularly useful 
wavelength as it is described as 'eyesafe' and has many applications including 
rangefinders and laser radar. The efficient conversion to this wavelength (30 %)
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produces it more efficiently than the usual alternative method which relies on an 
inefficient three level transition in Er^+ doped phosphate glass.
Wavelength diversity could be obtained, while retaining the low threshold and high 
efficiency operation, by the use of a tunable pump source. For example, use of a 
Ti:sapphire laser as the pump would allow tuning over most of the region 1-3.3 jim. 
Alternatively, if a higher power Nd: YLF pump laser was constructed, then critical phase 
matching could be employed where the higher power available from the laser would be 
required to offset the increase in threshold that would ensue due to the operation away 
from NCPM. Operation further into the IR could be achieved if other non-linear 
materials were considered. The material KTA, an isomorph of KTP which is currently 
under development, has higher non-linear coefficients than KTP and transmits to 5 |im , 
which would allow access to the technologically important regime of 3-5 jim, which is 
inaccessible with KTP.
In summary, the work here describes an extension to the theory of pulsed OPOs brought 
about by a computer model which introduces time dependence to the steady-state theory 
of Guha et al. Use of the high quality output from an end pumped, Q-switched Nd;YLF 
laser allowed demonstration of a low threshold, efficient OPO based upon non-critically 
phase matched KTP. The use of meniscus mirror substrates was a major factor in the 
attainment of the low threshold operation, and the resonant reflector behaviour of same 
suggests a way in which single axial mode operation might reliably be obtained. 
Extension of this work to higher powers and other wavelengths has been discussed.
[1] L.R,Marshall, A.Kaz and R.L.Bumham, 'Eyesafe laser with 2% electrical efficiency', CWQ2 
presented at CLEO '92, Anaheim, CA, May 1992
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APPENDIX A
Non-linear Optical Materials
A .l Introduction
An overview of some of the materials suitable for constructing an OPO pumped at 1.064 
|im  was presented in section 3 of chapter 3. In this appendix a more detailed discussion 
of the materials is presented. No further discussion of KTP is presented here as it has 
already been presented in detail in chapter 3.
A,2 Lithium Niobate (LiNbOs) and MgOiLiNbOa
LiNbOs is a negative uniaxial crystal of point group 3m [2.1]. It possesses a large non- 
linearity which is often characterised by the coefficient d i5 (= dgi) = 5.95 pm/V [2.2], 
though the known variation of the non-linearity with composition may explain a recent 
measurement for 5% MgOtLiNbOs of d3 i = 4.7 pm/V [2.3].
It also possesses a relatively high surface damage threshold, given by one manufacturer 
as 350 MWcm"2 for 25 ns pulses at 1.064 jim (no rep rate) [2.4]. An intensive study of 
damage mechanisms by Brosnan and Byer [2.5] found a surface damage fluence of 2.7 J 
cm"2 for pulses at 1.06 fim in the 10-30 ns range for a bare surface, which increases to 11 
J cm"^ when the spot size is reduced below the mean defect spacing of 60 -70 jim. The 
damage threshold was also seen to increase when the crystal was in an O2  atmosphere or 
AR coated with Si02. The damage fluence pulsewidth scaling was found to be (t:)0-5 for 
pulses short enough to not completely heat the surface, and t  for longer pulses.
However, early samples were found to suffer photorefractive damage at much lower 
intensities, < 50 MWcm'^ [2.6]. The damage is thought to arise due to the presence of 
impurities in the crystal (possibly Fe^+ [2.7]). As the impurity level is already low, 
improvement of this would likely add substantially to the cost of fabrication. The most 
successful improvement technique to date has been that of doping the congruent melt with 
approx. 5 % MgO which has increased the photorefractive damage level by a factor of a 
hundred due to an increase in the photoconductivity [2.8]. Another technique involved 
growth of crystals with an adjusted Li/Nb ratio which raised the SHG temperature for
1.064 jim from 4 to 238 °C, which, being above the annealing temperature, meant that 
any damage was annealed out [2.9].
L iN bO ] possesses a large negative birefringence which varies from « 0.1 to 0.06 
throughout its transparency range of 0.4 to 5 jim [2.1], with a refractive index of ~ 2.2 at
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1.06 |im. The large birefringence facilitates a large tuning range with degeneracy for 1.06 
pumping at » 44 0, but also results in a relatively large walk-off 36 mrad. The tuning 
curve and variation of walk-off and deff calculated from the Sellmeier eqns of Hobden and 
Warner [2.10] are shown in figs. a.l (a) and (b). This critical phase match geometry 
results in the angular and spectral acceptances for a signal and idler wavelength pair of
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fig.a.l (a) tuning curve for e-oo phase matching in the ac-plane at 22®C pumped at 1.064 pm (from 
Sellmeier eqns of [2.8])
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fig. a.l (b) (b) walk-off and deff curves for e-oo phase matching in the ac-plane at 22®C pumped at 1.064 
pm (from Sellmeier eqns of [2.8])
1.6 and 3.2 pm being ~ 1.4 mrad cm in, and 9.8 mrad cm^-^orthogonal to, the tuning 
plane and 1.5 nm respectively. Although the calculated temperature for a 1.06 pm 
pumped OPO with NCPM is an unpractical 552 ®C [2.10], NCPM for a 532 nm pump
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has been demonstrated in MgOiLiNbOg at 107 ®C [2.11]. The calculated temperature 
acceptance for a 1.6 and 3.2 pm pair is 2.7 ®C. Note that the acceptance parameters 
quoted here and for all other materials are FSVHM, and are as defined in chapter 2.
After much investigation into its growth properties, LiNbOg can be grown with high 
optical quality and large dimensions. High optical quality crystals have been grown as 
large as 50 mm long by 15 mm diameter [2.12], and the loss of high quality 
MgOrLiNbOs at 1.064 pm has been measured as less than 0.003 cm"l. These properties 
along with those already mentioned have ensured its success as a non-ünear material.
Parametric oscillation has been demonstrated in LiNbOg with both pulsed [2.14,15] and 
cw [2.16] pump lasers, and with both angle [2.15] and temperature tuning [2.14,16]. 
Although temperature tuning is normally employed with 532 nm pumping for NCPM, 
L iN bO ] has also been temperature tuned when pumped at 1.064 pm  [2.17]. The 
improved photorefractive properties of MgOiLiNbO] have been utilised as an excellent 
material for resonant doubling of 1 pm light [2.18], and for cw [2.11] and Q-switched, 
mode-locked [2.19] operation of OPOs.
LiNbOg has also been used in fibre and waveguide geometries. Periodic domain reversal 
in waveguides facilitates quasi-phase matching which allows use of the large dgg 
coefficient [2.20]. The photorefractive effect in LiNbOg has actually been productively 
utilised in an OPO by creating a dynamic diffraction grating in the material for linewidth 
control [2.21].
A .3 Barium Sodium Niobate (Ba2 N aN bsO l5  , BSN, BNN)
At room temperature. Barium Sodium Niobate , sometimes abbreviated as BNN or BSN, 
is a negative orthorhombic crystal, with point group mm2 [3.1]. Above 260 ®C it is 
tetragonal [3.2] and is believed to possess 4mm symmetry. It has a large non-linearity 
with the non-linear coefficients in the orthorhombic state being dgi = d.32 -  20 pm/V, and 
ds3 = 28 pm/V [3.3]. Crystals have been grown up to 50 mm long and 20 mm in 
diameter [3.3] but these require processing to eliminate microtwinning and to pole the 
material [3.2].
As well as possessing higher non-linear coefficients than LiNbOs, it has the added 
advantage that it is not susceptible to photorefractive damage [3.1]. Unfortunately it 
doesn't possess a high surface damage threshold. Reported damage thresholds for 1.064 
pm radiation include 3 MWcm’^  for 10 ns pulses [3.4] and 25 MWcm"^ for 80 ps pulses 
when operated in a clean vacuum environment [3.5].
The transparency of the crystal stretches from 370 nm to 5 pm, though an OH absorption 
has been observed at approx. 3500 cm'^ [3.3]. Low loss operation in the visible and near
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infrared is achieved with typical absorptions of 0.04 cm”l at 532 nm and 0.002 cm -i at
1.064 lira [3.6]. The birefringence is negative and varies for 1.064 |im  from 0.09 at 0 °C 
to 0.06 at 300 °C. The difference in refractive indices between x and y axes is small (~ 
0.002) and the wavelength dependencies of the three components are satisfied by the 
single term Sellmeier eqns of Singh et al [3.3]. The indices are found to be heavily 
temperature dependent with nx and ny both decreasing with increasing temperature in the 
orthorhombic phase (dnx/dT = -2.5 x 10"  ^oC’ )^ and n^ increasing (dnz/dT = 8 x 10"^
1). Crystal to crystal phase match temperature variations are also less than LiNbOs at less 
than 10 oC [3.1].
As with LiNb0 3 , NCPM can be achieved at elevated temperatures for pumping of an 
OPO at 532 nm [3.7], but 1.064 |im pumping is restricted to angle tuning. A tuning curve 
using the Sellmeier eqns of Singh et al [3.3], is shown for e-oo phase matching in the be 
plane in fig. a.2a and the dependence of deff and walk-off is shown in fig.a.2b.
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fig. a.2 (a) tuning curve for e-oo phase matching in the bc-plane of Ba2 NaNb5 0 i 5 (from Sellmeier eqns 
of Singh et al [3.3])
The calculated angular, spectral and temperature acceptance parameters for the critical 
tuning shown above for a signal/idler pair of 1.6 and 3.2 |im  are 1.4 mrad cm in, and 29 
mrad cm^^ orthogonal to, the tuning plane, 1.8 nm cm and 3.9 °C cm respectively.
Barium sodium niobate has been operated as an OPO for various pumps in the green 
region of the visible, including the lowest reported threshold for cw operation of 3 mw 
for pumping at 514 nm with an argon laser [3.8]. Tuning is usually by temperature, and 
for an OPO pumped by the second harmonic of a mode locked lanthanum beryllate laser 
at 535 nm produced tunable output over the region 0.65 - 3 |im  [3.9].
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fig. a.2  (b) walk-off and d^ff curves for e-oo phase matching in the bc-plane of Ba2 NaNbgOi5 (from 
Sellmeier eqns of Singh et al [3.3])
Other applications of barium sodium niobate include wavefront reversal [3.10] and 
waveguide structures [3.11].
A.4 Potassium Niobate (KNb03, KN)
Potassium Niobate (KN) is a biaxial crystal of point group mm2 at room temperature
[4.1]. Below -50 °C it is rhombohedral, and above 223 °C it becomes tetragonal [4.2]. It 
has a large non-linearity close to that of barium sodium niobate and three times that of 
lithium niobate. The non-linear coefficients which have been used here are dgi = 15.8 
pm/V and ds2  = 17.6 pm/V which were arrived at by averaging the values in the literature 
[4.3,4] and assuming that Kleinman's conjecture [4.5] holds. Both of the references 
calculate the non-linear coefficients with respect to those of d n  for quartz, which in itself 
varies in the literature. Note that the relation between the piezoelectric axes and the 
crystallographic axes still holds as XYZ <-> abc despite the fact that the convention for 
labelling a and b as a<b has not been upheld [4.1].
The optical damage threshold can be reasonably high, but values in the literature seem to 
differ considerably. While one author reports damage at 150 - 180 MWcm"7 for 10 ns 
pulses at 1.064 |im  [4.6], a more recent report gives 1.3 GWcm"^ for 7 ns pulses at
1.064 |im  [4.7].
High quality crystals can be grown exhibiting low loss throughout the transparency of 
400 nm - 4.5 (im, with a loss of < 1% cm"^ at 1.064 jim [4.8]. Until recently, the 
refractive indices had only been measured out to 1 jim in the infrared [4.3,4], and 
experimentally obtained phase matching angles were seen to differ by as much as
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10° from calculated values [4.7]. The refractive indices have now been measured in the 
range 400 - 3400 nm and have been fitted to a two oscillator Sellmeier eqn with infrared 
correction [4.2]. The large birefringence (0.22 at 430 nm and 22 in the be plane to 
0.115 at 3 pm ) allows phase matching throughout the transparency range.
As in the case of lithium niobate and BSN, potassium niobate supports NCPM at elevated 
temperatures (-  190 ^C) when pumped at 532 nm. This has been demonstrated recently
[4.9]. Pumping at 1.064 pm is again limited to angle tuning. A tuning curve based on the 
recent Sellmeier eqns of Zysset et al [4.2] and the variation of walk-off and deff are 
shown respectively in figs. a.3 (a) and (b). This critical geometry results in an
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fig. a.3 (a) tuning curves for e-oo phase matching in the be plane at 22 °C pumped at 1.064 pm (from 
Sellmeier eqns of Zysset et al [4.2])
angular acceptance in the tuning plane of 0.8 mrad cm and 21.3 mrad cm ^^in  the 
orthogonal plane, for a 1.6 and 3.2 pm  pair. The pump spectral acceptance and 
temperature bandwidth are 0.7 nm cm and 80 cm respectively. The value of 
temperature acceptance is calculated by interpolating the data of [4.2] and therefore the 
near cancellation of temperature coefficients which results in the large temperature 
acceptance may not be strictly accurate.
High optical quality crystals of large size have been grown, up to about a 1 cm aperture 
and 30 mm length [4.6]. However the crystals are susceptible to domain formation and 
have to be poled. Experience of others in this laboratory showed that to prevent domain 
formation during temperature cycling, it was necessary to cool the crystal in the presence 
of a poling field along the c-axis [4.10].
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fig. a.3 (b) walk-off and dgff curves for e-oo phase matching in the be plane at 22 °C pumped at 1.064 
fim (from Sellmeier eqns of Zysset et al [4.2])
KN has successfully been used in SHG, SFG, OPA and OPO applications. One of its 
most promising and technologically important applications is in the use of an external 
monolithic resonant cavity for the direct doubling of diode lasers [4.11] for the generation 
of blue light. Intracavity doubling of Nd:YAG lasers has also been demonstrated 
[4.12,13], Temperature tuned OPOs have been demonstrated with a 532 nm pump with 
output in the region 0.86 - 1.4 p.m [4.6,9,14]. The only 1.064 p.m pumped device to my 
knowledge is an OPA which generated output over the range 1 .1 -5  |im  [4.7].
A .5 Lithium lodate (LÜO3 )
Lithium lodate is a negative uniaxial crystal which possesses point group 6 at room 
temperature, and up to 256 where it undergoes a phase change [5.1]. The non-linear 
coefficient dsi was measured by the parametric fluorescence technique to have a value 7.1 
pm/V [5.2], which was considerably higher than that obtained using SHG [5.3]. The fact 
that measurements by parametric fluorescence also seem to be erroneously high for other 
materials led us to adopt the value obtained from the SHG measurements. An average of 
the SHG measurements for dgi published in the literature is 4.4 pm/V [5.4], and it is this 
value which is adopted here.
Lithium lodate is not susceptible to optical or photorefractive damage, at least none was 
observed at an intensity of 2 kWcm'2 [5.1]. The only relevant optically induced damage 
figures for a pulsed source which could be found were 130 MWcm"^ for 20 ns pulses at 
694 nm [5.5] and 250 M W cm '2  for 100 ns pulses at 1.064 jam [5.6], As damage 
intensity increases with shorter pulses it is appropriate to assume the higher value of 250
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MWcm'2 even though the pulse duration of concern here is nearer 20 ns.
The crystal has a wide transparency, from 300 nm in the UV [5.5] to 5 pm in the infrared
[5.1], with the birefringence varying from ~ 0.15 - 0.12. The dispersion of the refractive 
indices is described by the Sellmeier eqns of Herbst [5.7], and these are found to be 
temperature insensitive, or at least the birefringence is found to be, as the phase matching 
angle was seen to vary by only 0.3 ° when the temperature was varied over the range 20 ° 
to 256 °C [5.1]. With no potential for temperature tuning only angle tuning had to be 
considered. The tuning curve for pumping at 1.064 pm, and the variation of walk off and 
deff are shown respectively in figs. a.5 (a) and (b). The absorption is quite high in the
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figs. a.5. (a) tuning curve for e-oo phase matching in LÜO3 pumped at 1.064 pm (from Sellmeier eqns of 
’ Herbst [5.7])
near UV and visible, 0.3 cm-l at 347 nm [5.5], but falls to a reasonable value in the near 
IR, 0.06 cm 'i at 1.064 pm [5.1]. The calculated spectral and angular acceptances for a
1.6 and 3.2 pm pair are, respectively, 2.85 nm cm and 1.2 mrad cm in, and 10.7 mrad 
cmi/2 orthogonal to, the tuning plane.
Single crystals can be grown without the problem of domain formation to large sizes, up 
to 15 mm aperture [5.5] and 60 mm length [5.8]. These large single crystals have 
facilitated their use successfully in non-linear optics. LilOg has been used to generate the 
second harmonic of Nd:YAG [5.9] and ruby [5.5]. Optical parametric oscillation has 
been demonstrated with second harmonics of Nd:glass [5.10] and Nd:YAG, both Q- 
switched [5.11] and mode-locked [5.12]. In one case [5.11], tuning was obtained over 
the range 0.63 - 3.4 pm. Pumping with I pm light was demonstrated when a LilOg 
crystal was operated as an intracavity OPO with the pump laser a Q-switched Nd:YAG 
laser operating at 80 Hz, with tuning obtained in the ranges 1.92 - 2.34 pm , and 3.8 - 4.2
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jim [5.13].
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fig. a.5 (b) walk off and deff for e-oo phase matching in LilOs pumped at 1.064 pm (from Sellmeier eqns 
of Herbst [5.7])
A.6 Proustite (Ag3 AsS3 )
Proustite is a negative uniaxial material, of point group 3m, with the axial assignment as 
in the IRE standard of 1949 [6.1], i.e. Z = c, X = ai- It has a very large non-linearity, 
characterised by the non-linear coefficients dsi = 11.7 pnVV and &i2 ~ 19.5 pm/V [6.2]*. 
Care must be taken such that the crystal cut is for the correct quadrant so that the 
coefficients add [6.4], similarly to the case for LiNbOs.
In the first reported use of proustite as a gain medium for an OPO [6.5] the crystal surface 
damaged at pulsed intensities as low as 450 kWcm"^, when subjected to pulses from a Q- 
switched NdrYAG laser at 2 kHz. Following this disappointing result, Hanna et al [6.6] 
carried out an investigation of damage thresholds and mechanisms for materials suitable 
for parametric generation in the infrared, with particular emphasis on proustite. No 
definite conclusions could be drawn on the exact damage mechanism, but it is thought 
that a damage initiating centre is formed at intensities below the single pulse damage 
threshold, with a lifetime of 1-2 minutes. It was also noticed that no irreversible bulk 
damage is created at the level of intensities which cause surface damage. The surface 
damage threshold found in these experiments for 18 ns pulses at 1.064 pm and 2 pps was 
28 MWcm-2.
One of the attractions of proustite is its large transparency region, 0.6 - 13 pm, and also
Tliese values are calculated by assuming that d3 5 (KDP), with reference to which the non-linear coefficients 
were measured, can be taken as 0.39 pm/V [6.31.
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its large birefringence, ~ 0.2, which allows phase matching throughout the transparency 
region [6.2]. The absorption is less than 0.1 cm"^ in the range 0.63 - 9 p.m but increases 
rapidly at the long and short wavelengths ends. It has been reported that there may be a 
problem with two photon absorption at high intensities [6.7], but elsewhere this was 
found not to be the case [6.8]. The dispersion is adequately described by the Sellmeier 
eqns of Hobden [6.9], which were based on measurements of thirty wavelengths 
between 0.58 and 1 jim , and ten between 1 and 10.6 jim. The temperature variation was 
found to be small, ~ 1.5 x 10 for both indices at 650 nm, and less in the infrared. This 
is corroborated by Amman and Yarborough [6.5] who found that the rate of change is
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fig. a.6  (a) tuning curve for e-oo phase matching in proustite (from Sellmeier eqns of Hobden [6.9]
several times less than for lithium niobate. Pumping at 1.064 jim allows a large 
proportion of the transparency to be accessed, as can be seen from fig. a.6 (a). Fig. a.6 
(b) shows the corresponding variation of pump walk off and deff for the case of e-oo 
phase matching. Type II, e-oe, phase matching is also possible but results in a lower 
value of deff. It can be seen that the large birefringence results in a large walk off angle for 
this critical phase matching. The calculated spectral and angular acceptances are 0.7 nm 
cm and 0.5 mrad cm in, and 8.7 mrad cm^^ orthogonal to, the tuning plane for the case 
of a 1.6 and 3.2 jim pair. No temperature acceptance could be calculated due to the lack 
of published information on the temperature dependence of the birefringence.
The largest size of crystal, to my knowledge, reported in the literature is 10 mm length 
and aperture, yet this small size has not prevented its use as a non-linear material for a 
variety of different non-linear processes. SHG of a CO2  laser at 9.2 jim [6.10], and 
upconversion of lines from CO2  with ruby [6.11] and He-Ne [6.12] lasers as the second 
wavelength source have been achieved. Early attempts for an OPO with proustite used a
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DRO configuration [6.5,13], yet tuning in the range 1.22 - 8.5 p.m was achieved with a 
SRO pumped by a Q-switched Nd:CaW0 4  laser [6.4] and by parametric generation with 
a mode locked pump [6.8].
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VAPPENDIX B
Computer Programs
B,1 Program to evaluate function hs from Guha, Wu and Falk
The majority of the code for evaluating hg was written by Tang Yan. 
c guha.f
program guha
double precision dz2 ,e,d,lc,lp,ls,np,ns,xp,xs,bp,bs 
double precision r,f,fo,fe,fl,f2 ,dk,k,kp,ks4cix’0 ,wop,wos 
double precision x5,x6,max,hsm,hs(400),dkL 
double precision fp,ai,vl,v2,v3,v4,v5 
integer m
common k,dk,lc,bp,bs,wop,wos,kix:o,^,ai,v3,v4,v5,x5,x6 
c open(12,file='KTPex.d',status='unknown')
m= 2 0
dz2 = 1 .0 0 d0 0 /dble(2 *m) 
lc=2 0 .0 0 d0 0  
lp=1.047d00 
np=1.748d00 
ls=1.54d00 
ns=1.738dOO
kp=2.00d00*3.141592654d00*np* lOOO.OOdOO/lp 
ks=2.00d00*3.141592654dOO*ns* lOOO.OOdOO/ls 
k=kp/ks
write(*/(”What is pump spot size, in microns ?")') |
read*, wop 
wop=wop/l .00d03 
bp=wop**2 *kp 
xp=lc/bp
write(*,’("Where is it focussed ?")') 
write(*,'("0 = input face, 0.5 = centre, 1 = output face")') 
read*,fp
write(*,'("What is signal spot size, in microns ?")') 
read*,wos 
wos-wos/1.00d03 
bs=wos**2 *ks 
xs=lc/bs
write(*,'("What is the walk-off angle, in mrads ?")') 
read*,ro 
ro=ro*1.00d-03
write(*,'("What is the idler absorption coefficient, in cm-1 ?")') 
read*,ai 
ai=ai/1 0 .0 0 d0 0
x5=xp*xs*(k-1.00d00)/(k*xp+xs)
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x6=(k*xs+xp)/(k-1 .OOdOO) 
vl=(xs-2 .0 0 d0 0 *fp*xp)/(xs*xp)
fo=O.OOdOO
max=0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 d0 0
c Between here and line 40, simpson's rule is employed to solve for
c the outer integral, which uses the values of the inner integral
c which are calculted using subroutine sp. This is then iterated 60
c times for different values of dk, in order to maximimize.
do40jj= l,200
dk=-4.00d00+dble0j-l)*0.03d00
ki=kp-ks-dk
v2=(kp-2 .0 0 d0 0 *fp*ks)/ki
v3=(( 1 .00d00+2.00d00* fp)/x5+(xs-xp)/(xs*xp)* v2+v I)*xp*xs/x6*0.25d00
v4=(2.00d00*fp/x5+vl*v2)*xp*xs/x6*0.25d00
v5=(v2**2-v2*(1.00d00-i-2.00d00*fp)+2.00d00*fp)*xp*xs/x6*0.25d00
call sp(1 .0 0 d0 0 ,f) 
fe=f
r=0.50d00*(fo-fe)
do 2 0  i=l,m  
e=dble(2 *i-l)*dz2  
d=dble(2 *i)*dz2  
call sp(e,f) 
f l= f
call sp(d,f) 
f2=f
2 0  r=r+2 .0 0 d0 0 *fl+ f2  
r=r/dble(3*m)
hs(jj)=(1.00d00+k)*0.25d00*r/(xp+xs*k) max-DMAXl(hs(jj),max)
40 continue
hsm=max
do 60 jj= 1 ,2 0 0
if(DABS(hs(jj)-hsm).Ie.0.00000000001)
thendkL=(-4.00d00+dbleGj-l)*0.03d00)*lc
end if 
60 continue
write(* ,21)hsm,dkL
21 format('hsm = ’,f7.5,2x,'dkl = *,f8.4) 
end
c The subroutine sp evaluates the inner integral by simpson's rule
subroutine sp(z2 ,£) 
integer n
double precision y,z2 ,dzl,f,yo,ye,a,b 
n= 2 0
dzl=z2 /dble(2 *n)
yo=y(0 .0 0 d0 0 ,z2 )
ye=y(z2 ,z2 )
f=0.50d00*(yo-ye)
do 10  i=l,n
a=dble(2 *i-l)*dzl
b-dble(2 *i)*dzl
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1 0  f=f+2 .0 0 d0 0 *y(a,z2 )+y(b,z2 )
f=f*z2/dble(3*n) 
end
c The complex integrand is contained in this function
double precision function y(zl,z2 ) 
double complex cp,cpp,cs,csp,u,v,yo,fw,a3,ibl 
double complex ccp,cc,vO
double precision wop,wos,lc,bp,bs,ki,dk,ai,v3,v4,v5,x5pc6 
double precision k,zl,z2 ,z,zp,a,tsp,tpp,ts,tp,b/o,fp,vl 
common k,dk,lc,bp,bs,wop,wos,kix:o,fp,ai,v3,v4,v5,x5,x6
if (roJe.O.OOOOOOOldOO) then 
goto 2 0  
end if
zp=z2 *lc 
z=zl*lc
tp=2 .0 0 d0 0 *(z-fp*lc)/bp 
ts=2 .0 0 d0 0 *(z-lc/2 .0 0 d0 0 )/bs 
tpp=2 .0 0 d0 0 *(zp-fp*lc)/bp 
tsp=2 ,0 0 d0 0 *(zp-lc/2 .0 0 d0 0 )/bs 
cpp=DCMPLX(1.00d00, tpp)*wop**2 
cp=DCMPLX(1.00d00, tp)*wop**2 
cs=DCMPLX(1.00d00, ts)*wos**2 
csp=DCMPLX(1.00d00, tsp)*wos**2 
ccp=1.00d00/cpp+1 ,OOdOO/DCONJG(csp) 
ccps=1 .0 0 d0 0 /ccp
cc=l.00d00/cp+l .OOdOO/DCONJG(cs) 
cc=1 .0 0 d0 0 /cc
a3=-ki/(ki*ccp+DCMPLX(0.00d00,2.00d00*(z-zp))) 
ibl=1.00d00/cc-DCONJG(a3) 
fw=(z-zp)**2*((DCONJG(a3)**2)/ibl+DCONJG(a3))
2 0  u=DCMPLX(0.00d00,dk*lc*(zl-z2))+ro**2*fw-(ai*Ic/2.00d00)*dabs(zl-z2)
a=dble(u) 
b=DIMAG(u)
vl=1.00d00/x5+L00d00/x6 i
V0=dcmplx(0.00d00,-0.25d00)*(zl-z2)*vl+zl*z2+0.25d00/(x5*x6) |
V=v0-(zl+z2)*v3+v4+(zl-z2)*v5/dcmplx(0.00d00,1.00d00) -
yo=DEXP(a)*DCMPLX(DCOS(b).DSIN(b))/v 
y=dble(yo)
end
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B.2 Program to evaluate pulsed thresholds using choice of BB or 
Guha models
program thresholds;
This program calculates the OPO threshold for KTP using either the Brosnan-Byer model, in either of its 
two forms, or the Guha model, with added time dependence. The choice is whether to use the iterative 
version for either gaussian pulses or for the actual time dependence of Q-switch pulses, or the simplified 
version which assumes a top hat shape to the pump pulse
const
c = 3e8; speed of light in vacuo
kbb = 1.5e-8; this is calculated with d=3.7 pm/V, delta = 0.25
K3 = 1.615e-3; 
pi = 3.14159; 
d = le-3;
lambda = 1.54e-6; 
n = 1.738;
textwindowrect : rect; 
dummy : boolean;
Rd, Rdd, R l, R2, Rc, Rp, gammaL, gamma, round_trip_time, tm, intensity, cavity_photons, 
emitted_photons, output_coupling, net_gain, Ws, gs, Ic, L, Wp, tor, fwhm_m, zi, z l ,  z2, x, z,
No, inv_frac, photon_frac, tc, r, initial_actual, hs_l, hs_2, power, cavity_trans, as, ai, a_av, 
delta_a, RofC, dkl, dp ; real; 
round_trips, i, j, index, refl : integer; 
data : text;
filename, ans, ansi : string; 
pump_frac_array : array[1..250] ofreal;
function cosh (x ; real) : real; 
begin
cosh := 0.5 * (exp(x) + exp(-x))
end;
function sinh (x : real) : real; 
begin
sinh := 0.5 * (exp(x) - exp(-x)) |
end; j
' IThe procedure iterate finds a solution to nonlinear equations of the form f(x) = 0, by halving the " |
separation between two successive guesses 1
iprocedure iterate (function f (x ; real) ; real; i
y l, y2 , accuracy : real; var y : real; i
var soln : boolean); i
var
var
begin
oldy, newy, y3, f l , f2, f3 : real;
fl :=f(yl);
f2 :=f(y2 ); 
soln := false; 
if f 1 * f2  < 0  then 
begin
soln ;= true; oldy ;= yl;
newy := y2  + (2  * accuracy);
while abs(oldy - newy) > accuracy do
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begin
y3 := (yl + y 2 )/2 ;f3 := f(y 3 );  
oldy := newy; newy := y3; 
if f l * D  <= 0  then 
begin
y2 y3; 
f2;=f3
end
else
begin
y l := y3; 
fl :=f3
end
end; (end of while loop) 
y := newy
end
end;
This is the error function solved by simpson's rule
function erf (x : real) : real; 
const
n - 1 0 ;
var
i : integer; 
sum, h : real;
sum := 0 ; 
h := x / 2 /n ; 
for i := 1 to n do 
begin
sum := sum + 4 * exp(-sqr(h * (2 * i -1))) + 2 * exp(-sqr(h * 2 * i))
end;
erf := 2 /  sqrt(pi) * h /  3 * (1 + sum - exp(-sqr(x)))
end;
This a formulation of simpson's rule which can accept any function
procedure simpson (fucntion f (x : real) : real;
a, b : real; 
var ans : real);
begin
const
var
begin
end;
n = 2 0 ;
i : integer; 
h ; real;
h := (b - a) /  (2  * n); 
ans := f(a) - f(b); 
for i := 1 to n do 
begin
ans := ans+ 4 *  f(a + ((2 * i) - 1) * h) + 2 * f(a + (2 * i * h))
end;
ans (h /  3) * ans
This calculates an effective square pulse gain, and gives an approximate solution for the Brosnan-Byer 
model
function gain (x : real) : real; 
var
torhat, g : real;
begin |
torhat := 2 * tor * sqrt(ln(x / (ln(l /  sqrt(Rd) + sqrt(l /  Rd -1  ))))); |
g := 2 / sqrt(pi) * (torhat / 2  /  tor / erf(torhat /  2  /  tor)); I
g : = g * ( L / c /  torhat * 32 +  (1 - dp) * as * Ic +  ln(l /  sqrt(Rdd)) + ln(2)) - x; j,|
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end;
gain := g
This is f(z) which determines the evolution of a Q-switched pulse
function f  (z : real) : real; 
begin
f  := 1 /  (exp(-zi) - exp(-z) + zi - z)
end;
Normally the evolution of a Q-switched pulse is solved by finding the time required to reach a certain 
inversion. Function time allows a time to be specified for a Q-switched pulse, and then iteration will find 
the appropriate value of inversion, and from there, the photon fraction
function time (x : real) : real; 
var
t_est : real;
begin
simpson(f, z l ,  x, t_est); 
t_est := t_est * tc; 
time := tm - t_est
end;
This allocates the appropriate pump fraction depending on time, and assumed time dependence
function pump_frac (tm : real) : real; 
begin
if ans = 'g' then
pump_frac := exp(-sqr(tm /  tor))
else
pump_frac ;= pump_frac_array[index]
end;
This is the main function which iterates through the pulse to find the number of photonsproduced within 
the envelope of the pump pulse
function iterated_gain (intensity : real) : real; 
var
m ; integer;
Here the effective gain is calculated, depending on model and intensity/^ower
function nonlinear_gain (x ; real) : real; 
var
g, theta, gamma, gam, delta, denom, delta_k, A : real;
function bb_gen_gain (gamma : real) : real; 
var
f ; real;
begin
delta_k := dkl /  Ic;
theta := (delta_k * delta_a) /  (4 * sqr(gamma) + sqr(delta_a /  2) - sqr(delta_k));
denom := sqrt(sqr(sqr(2  * gamma) + sqr(delta_a / 2 ) - sqr(delta_k)) + sqr(delta_k * delta_a));
gam := sqrt(denom) * cos(0.5 * theta);
delta := sqrt(denom) * sin(0.5 * theta);
a :=5 (sqr(delta_a /  2 ) + sqr(delta__k)) /  denom;
f := Ogam * delta_a /  2 + delta * delta_k) * sinh(gam * Ic);
f := f + (delta * delta_a /  2  - gam * delta_k) * sin(delta * Ic);
f := f * 2  /  denom;
f := f + ((1  + a) * cosh(gam * Ic) + (1 - a) * cos(delta * Ic)); 
f := f / 2  * exp(-a_av * Ic); 
bb_gen_gain := f
end;
begin
if refl = 1 then
B.6
end;
begin
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x : = x *  (1 - Rp); 
if ansi = bb' then 
begin
gamma := sqrt(x * kbb * gs); 
gammaL := gamma * Ic; 
gamma := gamma * pump_frac(tm); 
g bb_gen_gain(gamma); 
if dp <> 0  then 
begin
gamma := sqrt(Rp) * gamma; 
g := g * bb_gen_gain(gamma);
end;
nonlinear_gain ;= g
end
else
begin
power := X * (pi /  2) * sqr(Wp); 
power := power * pump_frac(tm); 
g := 1 + K3 * hs_l * power; 
if dp <> 0  then
g := g + K3 * hs_2 * power * Rp; 
noniinear_gain := g
end
iterated gain
cavity_photons is the number of photons actually in the cavity at a point in time 
emiited photons is the number of signal photons that have exited the cavity
index := 0 ; 
cavity_photons ;= 1 ; 
emitted_photons := 0 ; 
if ans = 'g' then
tm := -2  * tor
else
index := 1 ;
this gives 2  % of the peak for the gaussian pulse
where as is the signal intensity absorption coefficient
cavityjxans := (Rl * R2 * sqr(sqr(l - Rc)) * exp(-(l - dp) * as*  Ic)); 
output_coupling := (1 + R2 * ((1 - R l) * sqr(l - Rc) * exp(-(l - dp) * as * Ic) -1)); 
output.coupling := output_coupling /  (R l * R2 * (1 - Rc) * sqr(l - Rc)*exp(-(1 - dp)* as * Ic));
for m := 1 to round_trips do this iterates the pump intensity by one round trip
begin
net_gain := cavity_trans * nonIlnear_gain(intensity); 
cavity_photons cavity_photons * net_gain; 
if cavity_photons < 1 then
cavity„photons ;= 1 ; 
if cavity_photons > 1 then
emitted_photons := emitted_photons + (cavity_photons * output_coupling); 
if cavity_photons > le l5  then
cavity_photons := lel5;  this line prevents a computer floating point error 
un := tm + round_trip_time; 
index := index + 1
end;
if ansi = 'bb' then
writeln(intensity /  lelO : 18 ; 1, gammaL ; 9 : 3, (emitted_photons / 1.6el4) : 24 : 2)
else
writeln(intensity * (pi /  2) * sqr(Wp) /  le3 : 7 : 1, (emitted_photons /  1.6el4) : 23 : 2); 
iterated_gain := emitted_photons - 1.6el4;
end;
calculates the gain guided signal spot for plane-plane cavity
B J
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function spot^size (x : real) : real; 
begin
spot_size := sqr(pi /  2 /  L /  lambda) * sqr(x * sqr(x)) + sqr(x) - sqr(Wp) /  2
end;
function curved (x : real) : real; 
var
A, B, c, leff : real;
begin
leff := Ic /  2  /  n + d;
A := 1 - (8 /  RofC) * leff * (1 - (1 /  RofC) * leff);
B : = 4 * n *  leff * ( 1 - 3 *  leff/ RofC + ( 2 / sqr(RofC))* sqr(leff)); 
c := sqr(x * sqr(x)) + sqr(sqr(x) * Wp) * (1 /  sqr(A) - 1) /  2; 
c := c + sqr(B * (lamb& /  n) * x /  A /  pi) - sqr(B * (lambda /  n) * Wp /  A /  pi) /  2; 
curved := c
end;
This setups all the values and initial conditions required to solve for the time evolution of the Q-switched 
pulse, depending on r, the number of times threshold
procedure initialise; 
var
X ,T l . N l .  N2, T_peak, T2, N.half, HWl, HW2 : real;
Producing the values of time v photon fraction for the Q-switched pulse is the most time consuming part 
of the program. It is therefore most efficient to do this only once and save the values in an array
procedure set_up_array; 
var
ii : integer;
begin
for ii := 1 to 250 do this assures that any unused part of the array is zero 
pump_frac_array[ii] := 0 ; 
tm := initial_actual;
writelnCpreparing time v photon_frac array'); 
writeln;
for ii := 1 to round_trips do 
begin
itérate(time, z l , z2, le-3, z, dummy); 
inv_frac := exp(-z) /  r;
photon_frac := ((1 - inv_frac) + (1 /  r) * ln(inv_frac)) / No; 
pump_firac_array[ii] := photon_frac; 
tm :=! tm + round_trip_time
end
end;
The extraction efficiency is required for the calculations
function extraction_efficiency (a : real) : real; 
begin
extraction_efficiency := ln(a) /  (a - 1) - r
end;
This allows the time for a certain photon fraction to be calculated, ie the halfwidths
function halfwidth (x : real) ; real; 
begin
halfwidth := x * exp(-r * x) - exp(r * (photon_frac * No - 1))
end;
begin initialise
writein(’What value of r ?');
readln(r);
writeln;
iterate(extraction_efficiency, 0.99,0.005, le-3, x, dummy);
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repeat
begin
writeln(’Which model for threshold, Brosnan - Byer (bb) or Guha (g)'); 
readln(ansl);
writeln('Allow for pump reflection (y/n)?0;
readln(ans);
if ans = y  then
begin
refl := 1;
writeln('What value of reflection % ?'); 
readln(Rp);
Rp ;= R p/ 100;
writeln('Allow for double pass (y/n) ?'); 
readln(ans)
end
else
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initialisation and calculation of the values zi, z l ,  z2, T l, Tjpeak, T2, and the FWHM 
zi := -ln(r);
z l :=- ln(r)+ 0 .0 1 ;
z2  := *ln(x * r) - 0 .0 0 1 ;
T l := 0;
N l := exp(-zl) /  r;
N2 := exp(-z2) /  r;
N o : = ( l - l / r )  + ( l / r ) * I n ( l / r ) ;  
simpson(f, z l ,  0, T_peak); 
simpson(f, z l ,  z2, T2);
By finding the points where photon_frac = 0.5, one before and one after the peak, the FWHM is 
calculated
photon_frac := 0.5;
iterate(halfwidth,Nl, 1 / r, le-3, N_half, dummy);
N_half := -ln(N_half * r); 
simpson(f, z l ,  N_half, HWl); 
iterate(halfwidth, 1 /  r, N2, le-3, N_half, dummy);
N_half := -ln(N_half * r); 
simpson(f, z l ,  N_half, HW2); 
tc := fwhm_m / (HW2 - HWl);
calculate time at which photon_frac is 0,05, for the initial time for the round_trips to start
photon_frac := 0.05;
itérate(halfwidth,Nl, 1 / r, le-3, N_half, dummy);
N_half :=s -ln(N_haif * r); 
simpson(f, z l ,  N_half, HWl); 
initial_actual := tc * HWl; 
set_up_array;
end;
main program 
begin
textwindowrect.top := 40; this set of instructions opens up the text window on
entering
textwindowrect.left := 40; the program to which all write statements, go except those 
textwindowrect.bottom := 330; which have 'data' as the ouput textfile, where the write 
textwindowrect.right := 460; statement puts the data into a textfile for use in cricket graph 
settextrect(textwindowrect); 
showtext;
filename := 'thresholds.data'; this names and then opens the textfile for outputing data 
rewrite(data, filename);
Rp := 0;
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loss
if ans = y  then 
begin
end
else
begin
dp := 1 ;
if ansi = 'g' then 
begin
writeln('What value of hs for the first pass ?*); 
readln(hs_l);
writelnCWhat value of hs for the second pass ?’); 
readln(hs_2 )
end
dp := 0 ;
if ansi = 'g' then 
begin
writelnCWhat value of hs ?"); 
readln(hs_l)
end
end;
writelnCcrystal length (mm) ?'); 
readln(lc);
Ic := Ic * le-3;
L := Ic /  n + 2 * d;
writeIn(What is the estimated crystal reflection loss per face at signal (%) ?'); 
readln(Rc);
Rc := R c / 1(X);
writeln(What is the estimated crystal absorption at signal (cm-1) ?');
readln(as);
as := as * 1 0 0 ;
if ansi = 'bb' then
begin
writelnCWhat is the estimated crystal absorption at idler (cm-1) ?*);
readln(ai);
ai := ai * 1 0 0 ;
a_av := (as + ai) /  2 ;
delta_a := (ai - as);
{writeIn(What value of dkl, from guha analysis ?');}
{readln(dkl))
dkl := 0
end
else
begin
a_av :=s 0 ; 
delta_a := 0
end;
writein(What value of input miror reflectivity for signal (%) ?'); 
readln(Rl);
R1 := R1 /100;
writeln(What value of output miror reflectivity for signal(%) ?"); 
readln(R2);
R2 ;= R2 / 100;
Rd Rl * R2 * sqr(sqr(l - Rc)) * exp(-(l - dp) * as * Ic);
total cavity round trip transmission 
Rdd := R1 * R2 * sqr(sqr(l - Rc)); cavity transmission without absorption
writeln(What pump spot size (p.m) ?'); 
readln(Wp);
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Wp Wp * le -6 ;
writeln(What is the pulse width (fwhm, ns) ?*); 
readln(fwhm_m); 
fwhm_m :=s fwhm_m * le-9;
tor := fwhm_m * 0 .6 ; this converts the fwhm in ns to hw(l/e) in s
Ws := 0; 
gs := 0 ;
if ansi = 'bb' then 
begin
writeln('Are the mirrors plane (p) or curved (c) ?'); 
readln(ans); 
if ans = 'p' then 
begin
iterate(spot_size, 20e-6,800e-6,2e-6, Ws, dummy)
end 
else 
begin
writeln(What radius of curvature, in mm ?'); 
readln(RofC);
RofC := RofC / le3;
Ws := lOOe-6 ;
iterate(curved, 0, Wp, le-7, Ws, dummy)
end;
writeln(Which method, top-hat (t) or iterated pulse (i) ?'); 
readln(ans);
end;
gs is just a mode coupling parameter which comes from the BB model, it is incidently wrong but close 
enough for our purposes
gs := sqr(Wp) /  (sqr(Wp) + sqr(Ws));
if ans = 't' then this is if you want to solve the simplified eqns which assume that
begin the pump pulse has a top hat temporal profile
dummy := false; 
gammaL := 0;
itérate(gain, 0.1 + In(l /  sqrt(Rd) +sqrt(l /R d  - l)),2 ,le-2 , gammaL, dummy); 
writeln;
writelnCgammaL = ', gammaL : 10 :4); 
intensity := sqr(gammaL) /  (kbb * gs * sqr(lc)); 
writeln(Threshold = ', intensity / lelO : 10: 1, ' MW/cm'^2’)
end 
else 
begin
writelnCWhat time dependence, gaussian assumption (g) or actual (a)'); 
readln(ans);
round_trip_time := 2 * (1.75 * Ic + 2 * d) /  c; {this is just 2*(n*lc+2*d)/c) 
round_trips := trunc(4 * tor / round_trip_lime);
The round trips are calculated to Iterate between the 5 % points of a gaussian. Although the5 % points are 
different for the actual profile, it goes between 5% and 7%, this will give both the same number of round 
trips, as they both have the same FWHM
if ans = 'a' then initialise; 
writeln;
writeln('round trips = ', round_trips ; 5); Iif ansi = 'bb'then I
begin j
writeln; |
writein('Ws = ’, Ws * le6  : 5 : 1, ' Jim '); |
B .Il
end
else
begin
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end;
The form of this function call is
iterate(function to be iterated,Iower limit, upper limit, accuracy, answer, dummy variable) 
it changes the value of intensity, starting at 1 MW/cm^2, until two successive estimates differ by the 
accuracy parameter, which is 1 MW/cm^2
iterate(iierated_gain,lelO,4/(l-Rp)/(kbb*gs*sqr(lc)>, lelO, intensity, dummy);
the value for the second limit gives gammaL = 2
writeln;
writeln(Threshold intensity is ’, (intensity * le-10) : 4 : 1 , 'MW/cm^2');
end;
writeln(Threshold energy is ', intensity * 2.78 * sqrCWp) * tor * le3 :4  : 2 , ' mJ'); 
writeln(Threshold power is ', intensity * (pi /  2) * sqr(Wp) /  le3 : 4 : 1 ,  ' kW'); 
writeln;
writeln(The paramaters chosen were := '); 
writeln;
writeln('Input reflectivity R1 * 100 :4:2, ' % Output relectivity ',R2 * ICX) ;4;2,
writelnCCrystal length Ic * le3  : 3 :1 , ' mm );
writelnOPump spot size ', Wp * Ie6  :4  ; 1, ' pm');
write('Method of solution was - "):
if ans - 't' then
writeln('top-hat') 
else if ans = 'g' then
writeln(’iterative : gaussian time dependence') 
else
writeln('iterative ; actual time dependence');
write(data, I * le3 : 2, chr(9), Wp * le 6  :4  :1 , chr(9), Ws * le 6  : 4 :  1); 
writeln(data, chr(9), intensity / le  10 : 4 : 3);
end;
writeln;
writelnCAnother ? (y/n)');
readln(ans);
writeln
until ans = 'n';
close(data) closes the output data textfile which is necessary before it can be read
end.
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writeln;
writeln('Intensity(MW/cm^2)', 'gammaL', 'no. o f photons (♦ 1.6014)"); |
writeln
writeln;
writeln('Power(kW) fraction of threshold photons'); 
writeln
I
